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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, June 26, 1922.

U CLXXUI. No. 87.

CORONER'S JURY HOLDS

FEDERAL

i

j!ib men shot at
Million Dollar Flood Wrecks
Power House In Port Jervis 101 B1ED

IS

EXTENDED EVER!

COAL COMPANY

ILLINOIS

COUNT!

RESPONSIBLE FOR RIOTS
INVESTIGATION

) RECOMMENDS

PERSONALLY

TO FIX THE

Colonel Hunter of the National Guard, Tells
of Being Held Up By Armed Men Employed By the Operators and Taken to the Mine
Superintendent; Funeral cf One Slain
Miner Is Held.
Herrin, 111., June 25 (by the Associated Press).
'We, the jury, find from the evidence that the deaths of
decedents were due to acts direct or indirect, of officials
of the Southern Illinois Coal company.
"We recommend that an investigation be conducted
for the purpose of fixing the blame personally on individuals responsible."
This was the verdict of the coroner's jury held here
today and its recommendation.
"Geordie" Henderson, one of the union men slain,
'was killed by C. K. McDowell, superintendent of the
Southern Illinois Coal company, according, to the verdict
of the jury. This was the only murder verdict returned.
,

MIXER'S FINKR.XL IS
JURORS
ATTENDED

B'

Tho coroner's investigation got
under way this afternoon and adjourned to permit tho jurors to attend funeral services for Joe!
22 years
old. Lithuanian
skirmish
miner slain In tho
Wednesday which preceded the
n
men
massacre
of
Thursday morning, Juno "2.
The first witness heard was
a Marion,
William A. Thornton,
111., policeman.
"You don't know who did the
shooting, do' you 7" asked Coroner
William McGowan.
"No, sir," replied the witness. "I
don't know anything about it."
Colonel Samuel W. Hunter, infantry, Illinois national guard, who
has been hero for ten days, nnd
who has repeatedly asked tho adjutant general of the state to aend
troops for tho protection of the
miners, according to his
C. R.
own statement and thatt-o"Kdiliglon, secretary of the Greater
Marlon (Illinois) association, was
the next witness. .Mr. Edington
was a captain In the army intelligence section during the war.
Colonel Hunter told of being
held up by in no guards and fakon
to mine superintendent C. K. McDowell of the strip mine of the
Ptch-ovlc-

non-unio-

-'

non-uni-

f

I

Southern Illinois Coal company
last Sunday night:
A member of the jury asked Colonel Hunter:
"Is it true, Colonel that they had
machine guns mounted?"
"I searched the mine property
three times and failed to find any,"
Colonel Hunter replied.
"What did they have?" Colonel
Hunter was asked.
"Shot guns, rifles and ammunition" Hunter replied.
.1. H. Henderson said he was Inside the power plant of the Coal
Belt railway between the mine and
Herrin when he heard shots Thursday morning, and later heard
that bod;es had been found in the
woods.
t "Of course,"
Interjected the coroner, "as to how they got killed,
you don't know anything about
that, do you?"
"No, sir," said the witness.
Elsa Cash and Albert Strom, undertakers, told of the bringing In
of 19 bodies and the finding of six
men In the cemetery, two of whom
later died.
Strom said he got three bodies
trm the road east nf Herrin and
eight from the power plant woods.
The body of McDowell, the superintendent, was found a mile east
of these woods,
the undertaker
said.
In another woods four more
bodies were found, the witnesses
declared. They agreed that al!
died of gunshot wounds.

NEW MEXICO NATIONAL FORESTS
WILL SOON BE COVERED WITH A
NETWORK OF ROADS AND TRAILS

II 1.

M.

WITHOUT

State's

Total Le
of
Public Roads
Stretched to t'Jyazing
Total of 47.;
Miles,

ITII.
By GLTHK.tr
Santa Fe, Juur,-- .
livery coun
ty in the state
Articipated In
commission's
the state hi
'
road buildinr
,ram. in which
the federal go,
mont is bearing
the major part of the cost. The
federal aid roads which have been
completed coat more than J 3,000,- 000, while those under construction
and for which contracts have been
let, bring the total ot federal aid
projects up to $0,21)5,062. The federal government already has paid
into the state treasury of Xvew
Mexico $2,148,201.92,
which has
been applied on tho cost of the
program. Under the present fed
eral aid road act, the federal government will pay 8S.8 per cent of
the total cost of all projects con
tracted for since June ao, 1921, an j
which are subsequently to bo contracted for.
New Mexico's road problem is
far from easy or simple, both as
regards flnunces and diflieultios of
construction and maintenance. The
stale's total length of publio roadi
has now stretched to the amazl-fsum of 47,000 nearly 14 times as
great as the distance from Boston
to Los Angeles.
Far from easy for
a slate which last yeur showed J
total property valuation ot $305.
000,000.
However, if products are
to be carried to market, and if the
state is to preservo its growing
reputation as one of the foremost
the
outing and recreation places of anworld, and continue to attract
nually hundreds of thousands ef
automobile tourists, roads must be
built and maintained, whatever the
difficulties of mountain or plain.
Dona Ana and Gran',
Colfax,
counties each will huve iiore than
$500,000 in federal aid roads when
the present contracts are completed. Bernalillo follows closely with
$484.722, while San Miguel will
All of the. federii
have $453,442.
aid projects in Bernalillo and Dona
Ana counties are concrete bouletho
vards, while a part of one of conroads in Grant county is of
crete.
When tho boulevards now building nre completed, Dona Ana counfrom
ty will have a stretch reaching
Las Cruces to El Paso, a distance
of 47 miles, thence reaching souti
of
into the lower valley for a totalnow
Bernalillo county
S7 miles.
has a boulovard extending nortn
from Albuquerque to tho
andoval
county line, a distance of .r miles.. There is huntto P.
ing south from Albuquerque
of the Kio
jaiito on the went sido
Grande, 6.69 miles. There is un
der consideration a third stretch of
six miles, running from Pajarlto to
Isleta. When this third project an
have
completed, Bernalillo will
boulevard across the
unbroken
Presouth.
to
county from north
been
liminary steps have
to the construction of th'i
fro.v.
fourth boulevard, to extend
SanAlbuquerque eaBt toward the
dia mountains.
area
in
Other counties, greater
nnd less wealthy, have had to
"make their money go further,
and havo constructed roads of less
expensive types. There is appendmileed a table that shows the counage and cost of roads in each
be noted
ty. For instance, it willbuilt
that Union county has $168.4-- 110
miles at a cost of only
which is only a little moro than
half of the boulevard running
north from Albuquerque. And de
Baca has built nine miles for
--

1

Fifty miles of mountain roads
and 860 miles of trails will be
constructed by the United States
forest service in tho New Mexico
national forests during this and
next summer. In addition, a large
state and
mileage of forest,

county highways will be built and
repaired by tv.o United States
bureau of public roads and the
state and county authorities.
.
The mountain roads, for the
most part, are short stretches
leading from tho main highways
Into the forests. They will make
accessible to auto much of the
mountain
fine
good
scenery,
hunting and fishing, and will allow rapid transportation In case
of forest fires.
The trails, after construction,
will allow the public to take
many Interesting horseback trip
In comfort and without the dan
- ger of becoming
lost in tho
mountains. They will also be of
Immense Importanco in reaching
fires which may occur in the
most Inaccessible portions of the
rational forests.
Trails Arc Fire Ladders.
The importance of good trails
cannot be over estimated
for
quick action on forest fires, 'n
f fact;, the saving In cost of hand- -'
ling a fire by being able to
reach It quickly over a good trail
may often exceed the cost of construction of the trail. The trails
allow the rangers to reach the
i fires before they become largo
end hard to handle.
A case in point was a recent

WEATHER

I

fire northwest of Silver City 1n
tho Mogollon mountains on the
Gila national forest.
Located 35
miles from the, nearest settlement
In a very rough
country and
burning fiercely and" rapidly under a high wind, the fire looked
discouraBlntr.
Yei within imi,..
hours twelve men were fighting
it ana wnmn twenty-tou- r
hours
thirty men were on the ground.
Fire tools
for both m'.n
and horses also had been brought
over tho forest trails, and the
fire, even though it had burned
over about 1,000 acres, was soon
controlled.
Forest officers state that had
lr not been for the trail
system,
there Is no telling how large
fire would have become before 'Is
it
could have been controlled, since
It would have taken
twice as long to get the probably
men to
It. As It was, the trails were in
good condition and so well posted
that none of the men became
lost in going to the fire, although
some of them had never been ii
this country before.
There is much of tho mountain
country,
however, where there
aro no trails or where they are
so poor that travel over them Is
difficult and exceedingly slow. It
is this condition which it Is now
proposed to remedy with tbc
funds at present available. Whib
the trails are being built primarily for fire protection, forest
officers hope thtt they will be
used also by hunting and fishing
parties and by those people who
merely desire to get Into the
back country to enjoy the mountain scenery.
and-foo-

,

Tejano Canyon Road.

FORECAST.

Denver, Colo., Juna 25. New
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday, fair
south, unsettled, possibly showers
north portion; somewhat warmer
north portion.
Arizona: Monday, local showers,
except fair extreme southwest
somewhat wanner north
portion; Tuesday, unsettled.

por-lion- s;

Most Important of the road projects for the people of Albuquerque
is the Tejano canyon road, which Is
now

about

one-ha-

lf

completed.

Starting from San Antonito on the
east sid of the Manzano mountains, It winds up the mountain
side and will when completed,
reach Lagunltaa spring, located
high up In the mountains amid the
pines and spruces. Hera Is a beauty

spot where Albuquerque
mav cool off during these hotpeople
sumLOCAL RKPORV
mer days, located only thirty miles
aty-fotw
from the city. Those who desire to
Conditions for the
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, spend more than a Sunday's outing
recorded by the university:
there will find many desirable
88 camping places.
Or If any desire
Highest temperature
39
an even more permanent residence
Lowest .
secure
they may
Range
permits for small
V Mean
parcels of grourtd upon which to
build summer homes.
Humidity at 6 a. m
Tana-La- s
Vegas.
Humidity at 6 p. m.
In the northern part of the slate
precipitation
Tftos
be
.
.
will
...
with the Rio
connected
,
Wind velocity
North Pueblo, eliminating the V. S. hill.
TMrectlnn of wind
'
character ot day ., .Partly cloiyiy
(Coutluued on, pag Two.).

.....;...

......
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Carrier or Mail, K5c n Month
Single tkiplet fio

ARMY OF SUN IS

REPORTED SPLIT

li

TEARS

2 JECTIONS

Graves Are Dug By Union Is Bearing Down on Chen's
Men; Four Pastors ConHeadquarters at Weichow
in Attempt to Save South
duct the Services; Not
More Than 75 Present.
China Republic.

'vNow

(II;

The Assnrlntcd Frem.)
III.. Juno 25 (by

tho
Associated Press.) The unknown
dead of Herrin' war went to their
graves today. Sixteen of them
buried In the "potter's
were
field" while union men who had
dug tho graves leaned on their
spades, amv neld their shapeless
hands.
hats In
The summer sun beat down on
the long grass of the Herrin
the daisies and red
cemetery,
clover, and the singing of meadow
larks mingled with the words of
the four pastors from here who
conducted the brief service. Perwere present,
haps 75 personsminors
who had
most of them
16
graves since dawn
dug the
,
today.
State Senator William J. Saeed,
in khaki overalls lie had been
digging too was there; tho mayor
of Herrin, lleorge Pace, and Colonel Samuel Hunter of tho adjutant general's staff. The ministers were the Rev. William Mcan overseas
Coy,
Presbyterian,
religious worker during the war;
lnman
the Ilev.
Baptist; the
liev. P. K. Gendfelty. Methodist,
and the liev. S. V. Spalnhower,
Christian church.
They sang tho hymn, "Nearer
My Rod, to Thee."
"Though Ijike a Wanderer, the
Sun Clone Down, Harkness lie
Over Me, My Rest a Stone."
So tho four preachers sang as
the wandering 16, the unknown
dead, were burled, without teRrs.
On the edges of tho crowd stood
a few girls and women.
The caskets of the unknown,
unwppt dead, bore stamped plates
ot aluminum "At Rest." No more
is recorded on the markers at
the grave's heads than that each
"died June 22, 1922."
The preacher Hpnke and prayed. One asked for love from God,
for tho comfort for any persons
anywhere who might bo grieving
for these dead today.
So the dead, who came to Williamson county for a transient
job, went to their rest. Permanent
residents now. unless friends ot
family are able to identify them
by tho records ot each body kept
by tho undertakers.

Herrin,

work-gnarle- d

Wrecked powerhouse at Port Jervis, N.
dollar flood which and threw the entire city Into
Inundated Tort Jervis, N. Y., re- darkness. The flood was caused
Hundreds of
cently destroyed the power house by a cloudburst.
A million

REINS

rllEN

OF AN

T BEAST

1

II

SHAKE BITE IS

Y.

were made homeless
persons
when the water invaded their
homes.

MIDDLE

VALLEY

FATAL TO
ASSOC AT

TO

D

MEETATC.

OF C.

Daughter of
John Lewis, a Rancher,
Jawbone Six Feet Long and
Bitten While at Play; Rat- Permanent Organization of
Several Teeth Dug Up;
Association
Reclamation
tlers Are Numerous.
Smithsonian Institute Is (special Corrroponclfiire to The Journal.)
Will Be Effected at MeetNotified.
Artcsio, X. SI., June 25 The
ing Booked Tonight.
Two-Year-0-

!d

little
girl of Mr. nnd
Roy, N. M., June 25. In a washMrs. John Lewis died on
y
out in a hillside on tho farm of
morning as a result of a
Kncarnacion Lucero, 15 miles cast
bl(o by a rattlesnake.
The
of Roy, a portion of a tusk, two
whs pi.lying In the yard
teeth and part of a jawbone of ' cJilhl
with jilajmnies. The yard was
some prehistoric animal, probably ; devoid of all weeds ami no
a gigantic mastodon or - mammoth
Iid ever I'cnn wieju,.
weio found. The tuffk- measures
o bout the houfle. As the llttlo
ten feet six inches in length, thirreached
for a rubber hull
gjrl
The
ty inches in circumference.
tho snake lilt her on the left
teeth are nine by five by eleven
The other children
wrist.
inches. Tho teeth are in fair shape
screamed nnd tho child' moth
but the tusks aro practically diser soon appeared. .Medical aid
integrated.
wn
summoned, but ns the
Lucero, while hunting cattle afchild whs four miles from town
ter a cloudburst and flood, discovmuch time elapsed before the
ered the end of the tusk protruding
physician's arrival.
from a sand bank, and removed it
The child was Ml ten on
after several hours of hard work.
Thursday evening nnd billed
It took five men to carry it to
morning.
early on Friday
home. Doctor Cams Plum-lo- e
Snakes nre umisiiully common
of Plumlce hospital has taken
In this section of Hie valley
ohargo and wired Smithsonian induring the pnst few weeks
stitute. Plumlce has stopped all
especially west of tho I'ecos
river.
digging and will wait for action of
tho institute. In the event tho institute does not act, he will rcsunio
di:smm; has akkoi'lanf..
Doming, N. M., Juno 25. Fred
excavating and ascertain if tho enShot man hns received notification
tire skeleton can be found.
that, his bid to the air service for
a Curtiss aeroplane has been acCAVALRY TEA SI WIN'S.
Des Moines, Iowa, Juno 25. The cepted. The plane is new and is
Fourteenth cavalry polo team of Curtiss type JN4D. tractor biplane
Fort Des Moines won today from equipped with a Curtiss OX5. mothe St. Louis Country club, 13 to 6. tor. Shipment is to be made from
$38,675.
and Mr. Sherman
The Btate highway commission The cavalry won yesterday's game Memphis,to Tenn.,
receive it in a short time,
expects
apportions tho road fund to each also.
county In proportion to its assessed
valuation and tax collections. The
invariable policy is to consult the
board of county commissioners
upon each road that Is proposed.
Every county then has tho privilege
of designating the roads which are
most needed and will serve the
"
greatest number.
Tonight at 8 o'clock will lie the mot critical lime In the hisThe following Is the standing of
of Albuquerque since the building of the Santa I'e railroad.
tory
federal aid roads by counties:
Upon the outcome of a meeting at tho 'huinher of Commerce
Bernalillo, 17, $484,722: Chaves,
to form a drainage district for tho central Rio Grande valley,
50, $335,784: Colfax, 96. $526,848;
whether the Irrigable land from White Rock Canyon to
Socorro ure to be reclaimed, and this district Is to become the
Cuvry, 28, $193,181; De Baca, nine,
$533,445;
23,
Dona
Ana,
richest agricultural section of tho world. If this meeting Is n
$38,075;
Grant, 54,
Eddy. 63. $165,085;
failure, the time eventually "III conic when rising water table
and Increasing alkali will ruin such valley lands us are now in
$569,897. Guadalupe, 18, $146,288;
cultivation.
The people, must attend this meeting.
Lincoln, 16,
Lea, 89, $148,299;
Tho meeting la for the purpose nf perfecting plans leading to
$159,094; Luna, 44, $230,160;
22
the organization of n drainage district, under which aid can he
Mora, 28,
$168,675;
obtained from the federal reclamntlon service under tho
$302,864;
Otero, 28. $1 32,607;
r'
of the
bill, which now seems certain to
Quay, 22, $270,575; Bio Arriba, 13.
pass In congress.
$169,291; Roosevelt, 11, $106,902;
Albuquerque business men must he present nnd take an active
Sandoval , six, $43,848; San Juan,
purt. Valley points, including Helen, Sim Slarcinl, Socorro, Jog
15. $82,648; San Miguel, 03, $453,-44Lunns, Berniilllln, I'cna Hhuica, nnd San Antonio, nre nllvo to the
Santa Fe, 22, $170,396; Sierra,
presimportance of this movement and will have representative
10, $56,908: Socorro. 39, $188,482;
ent. Santa I'cnns will lie there ton. Albuquerque, occupying the
Taos, 10, $63,436: Torrance, B0,
central Nnltlon, must show the greatest Interest.
$71,300; Union, 110. $168,423; VaConcerted action of the people ot the central valley, through
lencia, 56, $323,024.
federal aid, will reclaim the lands. It will secure river protection. The water tnhlcs will be lowered, and the silt controlled.
FREDERICK IS QUIET
Consolidated high line ditches will be constructed to develop
0
acres of mesa land.
SHOOTING
FOLLOWING
Tho building of storage dam on the upper Rio Grande nnd
. hania, comprehended In the plans, will hold back the flood
AFFRAY ON SATURDAY
waters In tho spring to be used later in the year for Irrigation.
Tho McNnry bill, which appropriates $350.000.000 to lie used
B The AM.clalrd Preon.)
for. work of this kind, probably will lie passed nt this session or
Frederick,. Colo., June. 26. This
congress or nt the next regular session. Rut NOT ONE DOLLAR
mining town was quiet Sunday, folOF THIS SUM CAN III-- : SI'LXT IN THIS SECTION UNTIL A
lowing a' shooting affray Saturday
PETITION IS PRESENTED TO THE SECRETARY OP THE INnight in which Vigil Nlehof and
TERIOR I'ROSt A LEGALLY ORGANIZED DISTRICT.
Florenz Ray were shot and woundCan you not see the Importance of organizing this district at
ed by a member of the Colorado
once, thoroughly and solidly?
rangers following an altercation
In India, the British government ha reclaimed 20,000,000
with Con Jarvls. Rangers had arncres. Tho crop raised on the area In one year more than paid
rested Jarvis for disturbance and
tho cost, which was 8231,000,00(1.
when he resisted a mob gathered.
Egypt, by the development of irrigation In the valley of tho
In a fight that followed Nlehof and
has been brought out of bankruptcy and In a single generaNile,
were
a
when
wounded
ranger
Ray
tion it iKipulution has increased from 7.000,000 to 13.000.000: Its
shot twice. Corporal Julius Weincrops by 00 per cent, and II exports from (05,000,000 to
berger, who is In charge of six
.
rangers at the coal camp, said toPeru is restoring Irrigation projects that were tho wonder of
was
tho
closed.
that
day
episode
Spanish invaders.
He stated that the coal miners whe
In the delta of. the Etiphnile $30,000,000 Is lielng spent for
ceased work April 1 when the nathe reclamation of land which ulll lie made to flourish agricultion wide strike went into effect
turally with but ei"''t Inches of utinfnll annually.
had no connection with last night's
Are the people of the Kin Grande Valley less enterprising than
trouble. The condition of the two
those ot India. Peru, Egypt, and the Babylonian king llammu-rub- l.
wounded men was reported tonight
wiio predicted tho ferlilbatlon of an empire?
as satisfactory.
For emphasis, we reieat, tho reclamation of the valley is the
most Important thing that has been projected since tho building of
DEMIXG TO CELEBRATE.
tho railway, and with such
transportation service, will
Doming. N. M.. June 25. Dem- bring about even more beneficial results.
The success of these plans means the Increase of the populaing Is arranging for a big Fourth
of July celebration.
tion of the valley by 100,000 nt no distant date. It Is of stateThe cavalrv
wide lntKr(unco.
troop, the Boy Scouts and the junior fire department will give exlii- The Journal urge the people nf Albuquerque to how their
Ditlon drills and In the evening
Interest in this matter In decisive manner by participation in the
there will be fireworks. The DomIf tho people of the outlying towns are impicellng tonight.
ing ball team will play the
pressed sufficiently with tho importance of the gathering- to leave
team of El Paso and thu
their business nnd their farms to oine here., Albiiquerqueuns will
evening will he given over to n
ho remiss In their duty If they are not present. Lenders In civic
dance at Ihe armory with a six- spirit will attend tho meeting. BE ONE! BE THERE!
.piece orchestra.
l'ri-tla-

Bernalillo-S-

fH.-Sc- s

v

taker-lookin-

3,

Tejano Canyon Road to Open Up Vast Recreational Grounds in Sandia Mountains; U. S.
Hill to Be Eliminated Between Taos and
Las Vegas; More Trails Into the Pecos.

Dally

CITY

THE FIRST STEP TOWARD A
LAST CHANCE

Hnilth-McNn-

2;

70,-00-

$120,-000.00- 0.

-

-

of the
Middle Kio Grande Keclamati in
association will be effected at the
meeting of all members at the
Chamber ot Commerce this evening at 8 o'clock. The temporary
organization has been active during the pait five weeks and" .ill
sections of the middle valley have
been organized and a check of
efbo
tho land which would
fected by the project has been
completed.
M.
K Vox, director of tho
eraoclation, and F. S. Donncil,
the
who hns been checking
night
lands, returned Saturday
from Socorro where they repot t!
great interest in the reclamation
project. A large number of me.x-liehavo joined the association
from Socorro county and it is expected that many of them will
attend the meeting tonight
when the entire middle section
will be represented for tho first
was
since
time
the project

Permanent organization

is

started.

of the association
the preliminary
to comply With
the requirements of the McNary
till bo that when the bill becomes a law, it will bo possible
to put the proposed project before tho reclamation bureau in a
concrete manner. The McNaiy
bill provides for a revolving fuid
to be used in reclamation wo '
throughout the United States and
it is hoped that the Middle Kio
Grande project will be among
the first to be developed under
the act,
The project Includes the erection of two storage reservoirs l,i
tho north part of the rive- -.
These will put a stop to fioois
through tho control of the waters: lower the water table ana
drain many of tho swamp sections as well as prevent river
bank damage and prevent great
quantities of silt from washing
down into the Elephant
Bu'c
dam. The silt threatens he effiButte
ciency of the ,Elephant
project.
All members of the association
and all persons Interested in the
reclamation of the middle valley
are expected to attend the meetOfficers will be
ing tonight.
fleeted for the permanent organization and further plans for th
activity of the association will be
outlined.

-NET

COLORADO DEFEATS
OKLAHOMA P0L0ISTS
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 25.
Fort Riley No. 2 team defeated
the Oklahoma University four this
afternoon In the first match of the
open polo tournament at the Cheyenne Mountain Country club by a
score of 7 to 1. Occasional individual flashes of brilliancy by the Oklahoma players were offset by the
superior team work of the army
men. Tomorrow afternoon Fort
Riley No. l team and the Camp
Travis Twelfth field artillery quartet will meet In the second match
of the series.

WOMEN'S CLUBS HOLD
RELIGIOUS

SERVICES

(By rile tuiioelu!. I'r'ftM
Chicago, June 25. Several tennis
champions of the country are entered in tho Illinois state championship matches which will begin tomorrow on the courts of Skokie
Plnv will cnntimip
Country chth
throughout the week.
William T.,Tilden II, Phlladel- nnMniitil fltla lwilrtni' liAfirlu
Ttliiu
tho list of celebrities. Among others
are pen Benons, inrec years junior
n
champion of California; Fritz
and Ralph Rurdlck. Indian
apolis: Vincent Richards, second
ranking player in the country, and
Julius Sagolowski. Indianapolis,
national boys' champion.
Has-tia-

MRS. LEI SMALL
CRITICALLY

ILL

WITH APOPLEXY
and Rejoicing
Over the Governor's Ac
quittal Reverts to Sorrow
and Sadness.

Happiness

(Dy The Anioclnted PreM.)

Kankakee, III., June 25. Happiness
and rejoicing reverted to sorrow and sadness In the home of
Governor Len Small today when
Mrs. Small, his wife, was stricken
with apoplexy, little hope being
entertained for her recovery.
The attack came upon her shortly before midnight In the midst of
congratulations of her friends and
neighbors who had gathered to
welcome Governor and Mrs. Small
and their family homo from
111., where
tho governor
was acquitted yesterday on
of
conspiracy to embezzle
charge
interest on state funds while state
t tea surer.
Mrs. 6mall had not regained
consciousness at a late hour today.
Whllo Governor and Mrs. Small
were standing at the doors ot their
home receiving the congratulations
of friends, Mrs. Small complained
of not feeling well and started Into
the house, where ahe collapsed.
to
Mrs.
According
friends,
Small's strength was greatly taxed
last
few
the
weeks
during
although
she insisted on going to Waukegnn
to be with the governor at the
close of his trial.
Wau-kega-

n,

,

RICHARDS WINS.
York. June- 25. Vincent
Richards won in both the singles
and doubles In the finals of the
Metropolitan clay court lawn tennis
championships here today. In the
singles Richards defeated Francis
T. Hunter, national indoor cham
pion,

MKMORIAIj SERVICES HELD
Washington, June 25. Memorial
services for the late Representative
John A. Elston of tho Sixth Call
fornla district were held today by
the house. Representative Curry
of California presided and speeches
wera made by members o( the slate
delegation and others.

Now

June

25.

Yat-Se-

SI N'S TROOPS

S.M1
TO BE DISORGANIZED

n,

detained aboard a gunboat there,
with his navy and the Kwangtung
assembly
definitely
provincial
aligned against him and General
Chen Chlung-Mlng'- s
troops lu
full control of the city. Sun's
forces in Kiangsl province, on
which he pinned his flickering
hopes for restoration, aro said to
bo disorganized and looting tho
territory over which they are scattered.
Official opinion in Peking is thnt
Sun
as the leader of a possible
obstructionist
movement
against the reunion of China, hns
been eliminated permanently.
Tho
government now is considering
whflt disposition to make of him.
President I.I Yuan-Hun- g
Is disposed to be magnanimous and invite Sun to Peking to assist in assist in tho reunification program.
He believes the southern chief's
presence would give great moral
support to the united government
in view of the Immense following
in southern China he formerly commanded. President LI also argues
that Sun's alignment with the
administration would
Peking
strengthen the union government's
cause among the Cantonese leader's
friends in foreign lands. Including
America.
Other tentative proposals are
n
that Sun
bo permitted to
retire to his homo in Shanghai, or
that he carry out his previously announced intention of visiting the
United States.
No one in authority here doubts
that Sun eventually will be forced
formally to resign under Increasing
pressure from Chen Chiung-Ming- ,
his conqueror. Roth the Kwangtung provincial assembly and the
leaders of his naval forces have
urged Sun to take this step in the
interests of united China.
who recently
General Wu Pei-FManchurlan
decisively defeated the
before
war lord, Chang Tso-LiPeking, and who is the recognized
military power of north China, is
in dally communication with Chen
Chiung-Minin the south.
Yat-Se-

Yet-Se-

n

g

ABOUT EIGHT MILLION
CANTALOUPES ROT ON
GR0UNDAT BRAWLEY
(llj The Associated I'rni.)
About
Brawley, Calif., June 25. on
the
8,000,000 cantaloupes rotted
ground in this vicinity today, the
decided
yesterday
growers having
to cease picking for a day and take
the resultant loss In the hope that
as a consequence overstocking ot
eastern markets would be elimia price for
nated and they could get
their product which would afford
them a profit.

WEISMULLER ANNEXES
NEARLY A CITY BLOCK
DESTROYED BY FIRE
NEW SWIMMING RECORD

Religious services at which Bishop
Charles
Mitchell of St.
Bayard
Paul, Minn., preached the sermon,
featured today's session of the biennial convention of the general
federation of women's clubs.
A musical program and an exhibition of a collection customs from
the Holy Land made up the rest ot
the day's prograri.

N. Y.,

g

Yat-Se-

By The Aimoclnted Prut.)
Honolulu, T. H., June 25 thy the
Associated Tress). Johnny
r,
tho Illinois Athletio club's
swimming marvel, last night added
another world's record to the lone
string he already had lalked up
on his trip to Havail by winning
d
the
free style in 2 minutes 18
seconds. The former
was hold bv Perrv
record, 2:24
McOIUivray of the Illinois Athletic
club. Chicago.

Chautauqua.

soclated Press). Sun's army from
the provliuo of Kiangsl, which h3
had marched out of Canton a lef
weeks ago to conquer the north
and unite all China under his owii
banner, has turned in its track.-- ,
and split into two sections, Is bearing down on Chen's headquarter
at H'eiuhow in what is believed her
to be a forlorn hope to save the
wreck of tho South China republic.
Al the head of the Kiuagsi levie.i
Is General Hsu Sung-Ch- i,
known da
the "trouble maker
of Kwang
Tung," an avowed enemy of Chen
Chiung-Minand the man whoso
plots are said to have done mucu
to bring about the final break between Chen and Sun. The vanguard of Hsu's forces and the pickets of Chen's army encamped
around Weichow already are reported to have clashed in preliminary skirmishes.
Hsu, with little to anticipate if
victory perched on Chen's banners,
is rushing his divided army against
Weichow by forced marches and
by railroad. One wing is traveling
overland from Shulkwan, while the
other Is taking the railroad from
Shiukwan to a point between Canton and Weichow, the two advances
constituting a pinchers movement
in which Hsu and Sun hope to
crush Chen at Weichow.
The general opinion here Is thai
Hsu's advance is Sun's last card
in the game for south China and
Hint It cannot win.
In the meantime the city of Canton is reported to have become
consolidated
asainit
thoroughly
Sun Yat Sen and in favor of th
united
Chin
Peking government's
program. The southern navy, despite Sun's assertions to tho contrary, is declared to have disowne t
Its former chief. Merchants and
other residents of tho city at a
mass meeting adopted resolutions
endorsing President HI Yuan-Hun- g
and the Peking administration, requesting General Chen Chiung-Min- g
from
to return to Canton
Weichow and urging cessation of
all hostilities. The meeting also
in Canton
decreed a celebration
n
to mark the retirement of Sun
from the presidency.

Poking, June 25 (by the AssoMATCHES BEGIN
ciated Press.) Latest advices, front
IN ILLINOIS TODAY Canton report that Div Sun
defeated southern leader,

The purpose

is to perform
stPf.B neeesHary

(By The
iH)clnteI rrrM.)
Amoy, China, June 25 (by the As.

Weiss-mulle-

220-yar-

5

6.

Br
Mexicall,
25. Fire
.

Auociiited PrfH.)
IiLower
California,

June

ot undetermined

origin
here early today destroyed nearly a
estimated
an
damage
city block at
of $300,000.
A liquor warehouse and a new
bar room of the Lower California
Commercial company, the Monte
Carlo gambling hall, a partially
constructed boxing arena and other buildings were destroyed.
DOYLE IS NAMED.
J5. -Mountainair, N. M., June
H.
J.
Doyle, Jr., will - become
on
of Mountainair
postmaster
July 1, succeeding Mrs. Rey.
Nojnundo Romero, resigned.
tice that Mr. Doyle would be p
pointed was received by Mr
Romero from Congressman Nestor Montoya,
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Failures Decreased in May
and Building Activity Is
Nearly Double the Normal Volume.

OF THEB&
THF
ORE THAT GOrflVFfY- HONEST FEUHS-J- T
UtZ THAT
LONG IF iT bUZ Ff VCR I

ocerm THE COUNTRY FLRPPER RND THE
nerrsiqht wRwm "OOfiWEW FOR WKEN0CITY FLRPPER 'ARE 6STER3
IO0KIT TH'SWELL FLRPPER'
7
TRRN 'HER FRZ TO wIMMW LcJfON!
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THAT'S YOUR WIFE
YOU POOR FISH.

aH.'i?I

.1

surely help others

HOME RUNS IN
MAJOR LEAGUES

By classes of retailers, the greatest gains were made by department
ator.es and the greatest declines in

rn
4AM"

1. to "early duble
normal volume 199 per cenr
the
.
Thn clrniflcance 01
t
the
tills revival extends beyond
e"'
"
Satisfaction of the
as
leed of housing or all kinds end
indus-X- ,
to one of the key
release
wide
is significant of
of funds and greatly increased
the future. Taken in
"pnnectlon with April
18 per cent above normal.
Ser cent increase In bank clearings
Increase of capital
and 80 per centnew
corporations. It
nuthorized for
counconstitutes evidence that the
to its stride In
try is returning
ana
farled fields of production

Nation June

ts

The postoftice department. In Us
iwstal receipts, affords Impressive
orroboration.
Fifty cities show an
Increase for May over last year ot
cent,
I2.813.1S7. 79, or 14.42 per
May. 1921, fell off 1.43 per
nt from the postal receipts of
May. 1920.
Grain Prospects.
.
Grain prospects, according to U.
expert opinion as
government
j
Me as June 7. are for an America
Dlenteous and thriving, although
food.
Hurope may be In straits for
The winter wheat crop estimate
here Is for 600,000,000 bushels, exceeding that of 1921. while spring
wheat is expected to total 250,000,-00- 0
bushels, 25 per cent above the
spring wheat crop of last year.
Horn, its planting delayed by wet
weather, may show a decline in
mail measure, and oats are expected to be light, for the same rea- -

son. But the country's fruit crop
promises to be the largest for t
number of years.
Cotton, according to latest gov
ernmcnt reports, is approaching
balanco of consump
the pre-wFor the
tion against production.
year ending this month, consump
tion will be within 1,000,000 bales
ot
the record year, and
representing an Increase 25 per
cent over the consumption during
tho yenr ending June, 1921.
Ijitest figures assembled by the
industrial conference
national
towards
board show a tendency
stabilizing living costs, with clothing rising very slightly in price
from the low level remarked in recent reports on clothing having
reached rock bottom,, issued by the
National Retail Dry Goods associa
tion.
1913-191-

4,

BANK' CLEARINGS
IN ALBUQUERQUE
FOR JUNE 15 TO 22
Bank clearings for the city
of Albuquerque for the week
of June 15 to June 22 totaled
These figures
32,632,241.98.
show the Importance of Albuquerque as a business center
and will compare favorably
with clearing house reports
from many cities of much
The Morning
larger size.
Journal has arranged to pubclearance
lish the
figures
weekly, through the courtesy
of the banks. Business conditions in the city are good, unusually so for this season of
the year, business men report.

Tormsrs c.n ipskts.

Las Vegas, N. M.. June
25.
Edward Everett Hawkins, a tourist,
had a narrow
escape yesterday
when his car upset near Springer.
Hawkins was pinned
under the
ut was rescued by an- machine
other toui'ist. Hla car was badly
damaged.
About 1,500 different telephone
directories, with an aggregate circulation of 25,000,000 copies a year
are issued by the principal telephone system in the United States.
To print and distribute the directories costs the corporation approximately 38,000,000 a year.

FORESTS WILL SOON BE
COVERED WITH NETWORK
OF ROADS
jAND TRAILS
(Continued from rage One)

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can

g"et

the answer

to any question by writing The Al-

buquerque Morning Journal Inforwhich has heretofore been a night- mation Bureau, Frederic J. Hasldn
mare for the tourists traveling be- director, Washington, D. C. This
tween Las Vegas and Taos. Other offer applies strictly to information.
The Bureau cannot give advice im
roads on the Carson forest also will
legal, medical, and financial matbe improved. .'.
ters. It does not attempt to scttio
Inbe
Albuquerque people will
domestic troubles, nor to undertake
terested also in the fact that the exhaustive research on any subject.
road up the Pecos river will here- Write jour question plainly and
after be in excellent shape in that briefly. Give full name and ad
the bad stretch just below tho Val- dress and enclose two cents in
ley ranch is to be rebuilt and the stamps for return postage. All re
entire road" surfaced.
Fishing plies are sent direct to the in- parties need no longer have fear ot qulror.)
the
mud
holes
in
stuck
after
being
Q. What percentage of the
rainy season commences.
On the national forests in other
Is t'.ck all tho time? A. M.
has
A. fcieven community
surveys
portions of the state, road work conwill
commenced
and
were made in widely separated loalready
tinue throughout the summer. It calities under tho direction of the
Is the plan of the forest service to Metropolitan Lite Insurance comcontinue road building each year pany to determine tho extent of
until the forests are readily acces sickness, especially among the
g
sible.
They
population.
show an average percentage of
Leading irom ine
rnnnx mm inn iuuiin;i dvi h'"m
sickness
of
1.8S per cent
while
2.02,
th national forests of the state, a were sufficiently sick to be unable
complete trail system will ultimate- to work.
ly put all portions of the toresis
Q. Which province of Canada
readily in reach ot norseoatn have prohibition laws? F. R.
travel. This system is too expen-i- v
A. British Columbia has governtn hn romnleted in one year. ment regulated
liquor sales. The rest
although many trails will be in first
of the provinces with the exception
class shape before ine eno. oi me of Quebec have prohibition
laws.
summer, uoing raw me muuuiu... Queboc has unrestricted license.
from both sides of tne recos river,
do
Whnt
over
Q.
Initials
the
for instance, several excellent for baseball scores mean? J. M.
est trails are being rebuilt so tnat
A.
A. 1., at bat; It., "runs; H.,
persons summering on in
hits; P. O.. put outs; A., assists; E.,
will have little difficulty In finding errors.
enjoyable horseback noes.
ii. What was tho first public I..
ui
proposed also to mum
will get brary In tho t'nlted States?
plainly in order that no one
A. It is almost Impossible to de10
irU.oot officials encourage the use termine tho identity of the first liStates supof the national forests by all who brary in the United
by public funds and wholly
can get into them. They point out, ported
free to its users. The earliest rehowever, that the mountains are
now dryer than they have been for corded Isgift of books to a municicarethat of the Rev. John
least
pality
many years and that the
bequeathed In 1700 his
lessness by smokers or with camp Sharp who
fircn mnv cause serious loss of library to the city of New York for
the
ot
benefit ot the people.
The
timber, grass and possibly even
Town library at Peterborough, N.
human life.
H., founded in 1S33, appears to
have been the first free library
which has continued to the present
time.
Q. What is the
word
for rosebud? H. R. Japanese
H,
A. Baranotsubomi means literally rose In the bud.
Q. Is a greyhound a real hound?
305.
G, N.
A. The definition of hound is a
dog that hunts by scent. This excludes the greyhound.
Q. What Is tho "Sportsman's

ESTANCIA BOY DIES
IN
FROM
INJURIES
MOTORCYCLE CRASH
liennle Stanton,

or Antonio Stanton of
clird Saturday night as

Joach-emstha-

MO

L

E R

er

son
Estancia
a result of

Injuries sustained in a motorcyc".?
accident three weeks ago at Long
Mrs. Stanton has
Beach, Calif.
beon spending several weoks on
tho coast with her children.
Mr.
Stanton left Friday for Long Beacn,
In the hops of arriving there before his son died.
Funeral arhave not yet been
rangements
made.

e

Czecho-Slovakia-

The Northwestern Dakota Development association has been organized to conduct a million-dollintensive campaign to secure
100,000 desirable new settlers for
its section.
ar

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
,

They Can't Beat U$

For Service, Quality and Prices

Duke City Cleaners

423 North First Street

Phone 446. 1209 North Fourth

wage-earnin-

w-

rp

;;""

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
or Phone
Mauger's

SERVICE THAT SATISFIES"

Platform?" 1). v.
A. In 1909 the Camp Fire
of

Farmer Must Use Modern ftlachinery to Compete
With the Open Market Today" Herbert Hoover.
A

is the costly item in farming today. With modern machinery which, with one or two men, does the work
of half a dozen or more and does it better a farm owner
has six or seven chances to make money to the one chance
of the farmer not equipped with modern machinery. Farm
machinery today is not an expense it's an investment that
earns big profits for you.
Man-pow-

right-of-wa-

H. CARNES

factor.

xoin

IKS

rare

uted to postponement Into April of
much of the March trade because
of bad March weather and also to-- l
the coming, this year, in April or
Easter, a potent seasonal buying

nales volume by mall order houses.
Not only did the department stores
increase 9.6 per cent over March,
1B22, but they gained 2.2 per cent
over April, 1921. Mail order houses
below March,
dropped 7.22 1 per cent
an
tier cent below April.
1921. Increasing business Is noted
n k nnrf 10 cent chain stores, and
grocery chains gained slightly more
than 1 per cent during April a3
precedcompared with the month
fell oft in
ing. Chain drug stores
cent
from
1
April a fraction of per
March.
Stability of Price.
, Th. Increased stability of prices,
in fhA nssoclation's May re- '
rmbracine trade conditions
h
season, has
snrin
Unitfd
since been noted by thecommerce
ot
States department is drawn that
h
deduction
very encouraging auguries are war
ranted from the fact inai mui
i advancing in less spectacular but
more substantial manner.
- Numerous factors have combined
fo force this broad conclusion. The
In the
decrease in failures, noted
continues.
Slav review of trade,
dropFromvMav 1 to May 31 the
as compared wUh .167
ped to 1,960
of
a
liabilities
villi
" aE"'?.St,APr"B!
only
of 9.5 per cent
jWtlnn In numberabout
ind in amount of a 40 per cent.
' Building activity,
"' Na- ttie
bureau of economics of the as
lt.
Manufacturers'
i Tmh.

IS

Cigarette

-

(Special Corretnondenca to The Journal.)
'
New York. Juno 25. The busi-

ness outlook In the United States
steadily Improves, according to the
National Retail Dry Goods asso
ctation's June review of trade, com
prehending not only retail conditions but interpreting them in the
light of general industrial revival
hnd auspicious farm prospects.
Throughout the country the figures at the beginning ot May demonstrated decided betterment in retailing. As compared with April of
last year the figures assembled on
April 30 in the twelve federal reserve district from 461 department
stores showed a decrease in sales
values of only .6 of 1 per cent.
Since April, 1921. practically all
prices of merchandise in department store lines have markedly declined, so that the actual sales volume, as well as the number of
Bales transactions, made large gain
Some, but by no
in April, 1922.
means all ot these games are attrib-

Correspondence to The Journal.)

JJeminy. N. M June 25. The
officers of Luna county ara hunting for the assailants of a man
who gives the name of R. A.
Russell and who was found lyy
at
ing on the S. P.
CLAIM
last Saturday
night.
Cambray
When he was picked up Russell
was unconscious and was sufferfrom the effects of a severe
Veteran Cattleman Says the ing
blow on the head which had laid
the scalp. His front teeth
open
If
Carried
Present Policy,
had also been knocked out and
LiveWill
Wreck
his Jaw was broken and' his
Oui,
tongue"W'as split. He was rushed
stock Industry.
to the hospital here where ho received' medical attention, but his
I.PICIAL DISPATCH TO HORNIN9 JO'JBNAL
mouth was o badly battered that
Raton. N. M.. June 25."Tax ho has been unable
to talk. Run- authorities of the state are trying sell has told
staff at the hos
It's toasted. This
to take out of our grazing land pital that hethecomes
more than there is In it," emphat- ginia but has added nofrom Vir
extra process
one
particu
vetically declared John II. Iilcks.
lars, and the officers are
eran cattleman from Guadalupe until he is in shape to talk waiting
and
gives a
before
county, hero to attend the meeting they can proceed with their in
delightful quality
of the executive committee of the vestigation.
Now Mexico
Cattle
and Korso
Impossible to
Growers' association, to be held LAS
VEGAS TO HAVE
duplicate.
Monday. Taxation will be the main
subject .for discussion.
HOME TOWN CARNIVAL
Onanntedi b i
"The present policy, If carried
out, will simply wreck the livestock
Las
Lo
N.
M
25.
June
Vegas,
industry and the result will be to cal church,
fraternal and charitkill the goose that was laying the able
In
Las Vegas
organizations
Hicks
continued.
golden eggs,"
organized "a home carnival."
"The wild grass of the ranges has have
The
carnival
will
start
operations
been the backbone of the Industry
the cowboys' reunion, July
that built New Mexico. I can re- during
4
and 6. A block of paved street
member when Las Vegas was the 3,
has been roped off and will be lined
C.
greatest wool market in the world, with booths,
sideshows and other
when I saw wagon trains a mile attractions.
SPECIALIST
l. OCULAR
ac!
free
Regular
long carrying wool into the town. such as slides for life, high dives,
REFRACTION
We are willing to pay our taxes, but clowns, liupeze performers
will
give
107 6. Fourth,
Phone 1057-we are not willing to pay ours and the carnival a
professional touch.
a part of the other fellow's, too.
Athletic
The
Normal
University
reducThere must be a substantial
association boys and girls will have
tion in grazing land valuations if charge of the soft drinks and light
the Industry is to survive."
lunches at tho Cowboy park and at WRI,
The condition of the human body
tho reunion dances.
Is reflected by the condition of the
kidneys and blood. If the kidneys-arn
The
governnot
properly, waste
ment intends to make the sale of products functioning
and poisons cannot be
l,
radium a state monopoly.
eliminated.
Rheumatic
pains,
near Carlsbad, is the chief swollen,
aching and stiff Joints and
source of supply of radium.
muscles, dizziness
and blurred
vision are symptoms of kidney
Chicago, June 25. Home run
Mrs. A. Lechner,
trouble.
1129
record, Including games of today:
Main Ave., Clifton, N. J writes:
National.
WINDOW
SHADES!
"Foley Kidney Pills have helped
Hornsby, St, Louis, 16.
' ftiiaranteod Hollers and Shade me and I gladly give you permisWheat, Brooklyn, 9. 8".
Cloth.
us
sion to use this testimonial, for
Let
an
give you
AInsmith, St. Louis,
estimate.
they will surely help." Sold
Meusel, New York, 8.
'
Parkinson, Philadelphia, i.
ANDERSON BROS.
Williams, Philadelphia, 8.
Phone 370-- J
'
American.
Williams, St. Louis, 19.
Ed Miller, Philadelphia, 13.
U
12. '
C. Walker, Philadelphia,
Glass-LumbHeilmann, Detroit, 12.
fwind
Shield
Baker, New York, 7.
I I. C. BAI.1IR1DOB
LCUIIEB CO,
GLASS
PAINT
I 431 South First Street,
Judge, Washington, 7.
Phone 402.
7.
St.
Louis,
Slsler,
CEMENT
PLASTER
McManus, St. Louis, 7.
Ruth, New York, 7.
Falk, Chicago, 7.

OVERTAXED,

UNITJEDSTATES
'

BADLY BEATEN
AT CAMBRAY DEPOT

MAN

GRAZING LANDS

THE FLRPPER V KMCKERSHTTHF
SUMMER RCSUHT WINS THE. MEN

er

OJrla

America adopted an official
code of hunting ethics, known as
the 'Sportsman's Platform," which
is summed up in the
that "the best hunter ladeclaration
the man
who finds the most game, killa the
least, and leaves behind him no
wounded animals."
J. If a man decides to move
his
home from ono place to
another,
does his wife have to agree
to
g0
with him? s. S. 1U
A. The husband has the
ito
right
determine the place of domicile
and if he changes the same
the
wife must go with him,
in
this country the husbandalthough
is
obliged
to show a reasonable cause
for re- ""other
in
to obligate the wife toode
follow hfm'
",U S,ncs
maQd,eV?'acWW!0ld
A. The mill stones
used In the
early grist mil), abroa(1
D
of buhrstone.
f!r ae
which was as hard
hnt blS not
C0Unl
th
mar?; In
ITrrZ , r,K y-- rrom andstono
"1
county, New
York, Lancaster county,
Pa.. and
Montgomery county, Va

Mileage the basis of wise
is the measure of wear a tire gives.
tire-buyin-

g

strength of carcass for which they are
g
the result of double
the cords, and curing under internal
to align ' and
expansion on
straighten the cords instead of on the ordinary iron cores. Easier and cheaper
methods might have been used, but only
at a loss of mileage and dependability.
Firestone Cords give these plus" values
without additional cost to you, because
large-scal- e
production, thorough organization and exceptional facilities have effected
"
famous is

Firestone Cord construction has shown
to hundreds of thousands its uniformly
superior wear. And a vast following recognizes the fact that Firestone Mileage is
the most economical to be bought today.
This is because Firestone has refused
to sacrifice any manufacturing process, no
matter how (difficult, that meant added
wear for the user. .
Firestone Cords are built oversize with
extra bulk of rubber and cord. The great

gum-dippin-

air-ba-

gs

.

'

big economies.

Most Miles per Dollar

L....

1

.'

i

B

CORDS

GUM-BEPPE- B

FABRIC

-

SOxS

$7 .59

$8.93

33tf

8.W

IMS

CORD

MhtStf. ......13.75

32x4....
37xX
33sf

$17.50
32.40

.

41JO
6244

(Plus Tax)

"
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WioSs-vr- r
Get genuine International parts from
us.
We are sole

distributor for International prodin thla

ucts

LET AN INTERNATIONAL SWEEP RAKE AND A HAY
STACKER EARN MONEY FOR YOU
Let's figure with you on these money makers.' Our implement man is a practical farmer. He can tell you whether
or not you're losing money to be without them. Remember
we have an entire separate building devoted to the display
and sale of farm machinery.

RAABE & M AUGER
Firt and

Copper.

'If It's Hardware

We Have It"

Phone 305.

"t,n- -

hobby of Louis XVI.

S122E

BR0NK DOES GREATER
DAMAGE THAN A LIVE
WIRE TO DEMING MAN

j
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26.
LeNoir, of the light company J.was
repaiis on a high pole,
was
rescued by It. K. Thompson amJ
mmber
the fire company.
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RELIEF FROM AUTO TAXES SOUGHT BY NEW AUTO BODY

SHOWERS

METHODS BEING

British Following

Footsteps; Some
partment Stores Handle
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trade.

Santa Fe.
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RECOMMENDED
..
THKM
"Six years ago," writes W. H.
Snadwell, Stanley, Va.. "I had
trouble, and at times was unable, to raise myself In bed. Foley
Kidney Pills were r .commended to
ma by the Chief of the Fire Depart
ment. After using 3 bottles I was
and have
relieved,
completely
never bad a return of the symptoms." Why Buffer when you can
get relief fror. rheumatio pains,
backache, swollen, sore and stiJf
bladder
Joints, sleep disturbing
weakness and other symptoms ot
disordered
kidneys T Bold every- kid-ne-

ybere,

y

' J

Edward Shortt.
Edward Shortt, hone secretary
for Kn gland and until now one ot
the most popular government officials; ' will have-'texplain to, the
house of commons why . Ronald
True was reprieved after, being sentenced to death for the murder of
Gertrude Tates, well known in
London night life. Press and public is, demanding that .he resign.
v

REPORTED KIDNAPED
AND HELD FOR RANSOM

v

Bie-lask-

j

V

"SERVICE
atr

m

,T

COUNTS
-

wteivtir-
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Miss Hope Summers.
Miss Hope Summers, daughter of
Representative and Mrs. John W.
Summers of Washington, has turned her back on the national capital's society and will take up public speaking at Washington State
university this summer.

HighlandPharmacy
PHONE

30

fate

VS.
y

Kansas City

'

lots

is Kansas City meat

and Kansas City
a butcher advertises that he sells Kansas City meats, it may mean much, or it may mean
very little. In Kansas City beef alone, there is a vast difference in quality.

THERE

if

'

Some of it is steer beef and the balance is cow
beef, which is much inferior. Yet it is all called Kansas
City beef.
t

1

There are only a few butcher shops in Albuquerque,
besides the Groce-Totat which Kansas City steer beef
is sold the rest all sell Kansas City cow beef.
e,

'

..... ,

Going further into the beef question we find that
there is more than one grade of Kansas City steer beef.
is
For instance, the only beef sold at the Groce-Tot- e
Kansas City BABY steer beef. This is prime beef, much
more tender than the regular run of Kansas City steer
beef, and is so far superior to Kansas City cow beef that
there is no comparison.
This baby steer beef is especially selected for Rosen-wald- 's
at the point of shipment; and when it arrives it is
subject to a further inspection by us. If it is not up to
our standard it is speedily rejected.

This I Just the Story of
The cost of a stay at the various

National Parks and resorts of the
west can be varied to suit almost
any purse. Go this summer, if
you possibly can, to the cool
Rockies and beyond. .

Y

Beef

Groce-Tot- e

In Principle It Applies Also
to the Veal, Lamb and Pork.

r

meat witli that sold in

A comparison of
other stores tells the story of its superior quality.
meat prices with others is a
of Groce-Tot- e
Groce-Tot- e

One of the .free booklets listed here
tells many things about your trip
which will malce it more pleasant.
Will be &lad to send it to you.

YALE

A Colorado Summer.
,To California The Santa Fe Way.
California Picture Boole
Grand Canyon Outin&s.
'
Petrified Forest, Arizona.
Off the Beaten Path in New Mexico
and Arizona.

We announce the arrival of a complete Hne of
Yale Hardware RerHardware your home with this
...
high gradeline.
Our stock of patterns and finishes is complete,
priced at prices you will like to pay.

Estimates orynew work cheerfully given.
-

Yale Door Locks, Pad Locks, Night Lock
;
Phone 76

Ji.H VK.C.S WINS.
Las Vegas, N. M.. June 25. Tba
Tas Vegas baseball team defeated
tho Albuquerque team by a scorer
of 9 to 4 in the game played hers)
this afternoon.

This BABY STEER beef is sold at tlie Groce-Tot- e
for less than other stores charge for similar cuts of orit costs
dinary Kansas City steer beef at the Groce-Tot- e
even less than Kansas City cow beef in other stores.

Mexico City, June 25 (by the
i,
Associated Press.) A. Bruce
former chief of' the investigation bureau of the American
Department of Justice, is' reported to have been kidnaped and
held for ransom near Cuernavaca
In the state of Morelos, together
with Manuel Barcena, an attorney
of Mexlcola. The American charge
d'affaires is investigating.
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25.
N. 1".. June
Freeport,
Oscar A. Hirsh. wealthy former
theatrical producer of New Tork,
Is in a critical condition at the
Nassau county hospital, and his
young wife. Hazel, Is under arrest,
charged with having shot him following a quarrel at the close of
a lawn, party, given by, Miss Ilene
actress,
Davies, an
early this
morning.
The shooting occurred in front
of the home of Miss I.'avies, . who
is a sister of Marion Davies, mo
tion picture star. Rene Davies Is
the former wife of George Lcder-etheater manager.
The cause ot the quarrel which
led up to the shooting, is not
.1.
known,
Magistrate
(leorge
Douras, father of tlio Misses Davies. who ran to Ilireh's side immediately after the shooting, told
Assistant District Attorney
the wounded man had
gasped:
"She did It. She shot nie. She
said she would get me and now
she did it."
Mrs. Hirsh, running from the
scene of the shooting:, was hoard
tjo say, according
to witnesses,
"Oh! I shot my daddy." Later,
at the police station. Miss Bene
Davies told the authorities that
the accused woman declared that
her husband
had kept her a
prisoner in their home here for
four days, "with little food and
drink, and when he picked on me
I didn't know what I did."

.
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(By the First National Bank of
Santa Pe.)
Under normal conditions
this is
the time of year in New Mexico
... ana
when InriaVitirin...
...v-..w ,uauHB
merchants Is paid by a considerable
pumun ot ine Dorrowers, easing
financial conditions all around,
but
thus far this year there has been
no genera movement in that direction. The demand for money continues keen and it is more apparent
than ever that New Mexico depends not only for its financial
operations but for its very existence on influx of wealth frnm wifc.
side of its borders. Unsatisfactory
iBiauuu ur men ot legislation
threatens to dry up this.
flow of
wealth into the stnta fin. t
biggest banks of the country, one
wmuii nan Decn
loaning . money
freely in this state, writos:
"Our attention has Just been
called to a case which is being tried
in New Mexico involving a band of
sheep in which a situation has developed that I think is most interesting to any one loaning money on
that kind of collateral in the state
of New Mexico.
It m thmt i,
have a statute requiring partido or
earn contracts to De recorded so
that mortgages
and third parties
'
dealing with the apparent owner
would be protected if they loaned
money thereon and the records
failed to show any outstanding contracts or prior liens. However, the

London, June 25. British government officials are giving close
of
study to American methods
wireless broadcasting and gradthem.
of
ually are adopting some
Is
While the wireless telephone In
not as popular in England as
to
the United States, due largely
government licensing and control,
the people are beginning to show
intense interest in it. Some of the
London department stores
big
have established wireless departments and are soiling receiving
sets for as low as $10. Radio terminals are rigced up on their
roofs and crowds of shoppers are
entertained each day with wireless concerts, speeches and weather reports. Direct contact with
and other American
Arlington
stations is easily established.
Nothing written on the Bubject
has
broadcasting
of
wireless
hrouelit it home to England dis-so
York
vividly as a recent NewTiniPR. "In
patch to the London
the United States," says the cor"there are already
respondent,
receivhalt a million home-mad- e
and a
listening-ifor
ing sets
sets have
million manufactured
been sold.
the
of
simple
"By the purchase
and inexpensive receiving sets as
used in America," continues the
the
writer, "there is no village orIn unpoor
British Isles so
friended that it will not be able
to afford, or find a patron to give,
the necessary receiving instrument. The villager and every re
mote farmhouse should receive
good singing, as
every night OHas COOfl
danCB mUSlC
(rnrwl
niifl,,
o
gwuu
OT 8S gOOd a
act irnnri O Wtlire.
survey of the news as any million
aire in London can ouy.
In answer to a published statement that wireless broadcasting
of concerts would hurt the musical
and theatrical industries.
r ...!,.
utArlini,
nrpaMpnl nf a
i.uuia olm""8i
com
largo American phonograph
pany, said that in tne marcn oi
science there never yet was a
that had not
great r,tinvention
i nog inn la Wa benefit both
which it was
with
to the industry
ana io
concerned
immediately
kindred industries.
Inwere
"When graphophones
vented," said Mr. Sterling, "people said 'they would kill pianos;
the cinema was fully expected to
give the quietus to the legitimate
stage; vaudeville was at first
looked upon as the death dance
of musical comedy.
"None of these things has happened. The new has in every
case benefitted the old. The more
good pictures the people see the
greater their taste for the ordinary stage, and the more music
they hear on the graphophone
the greater their desire to exercise their creative powers upon
their own piano. Appetite grows
upon what it feeds upon, and
the more good music the people
get from wireless broadcasting
the more they will want from
their own pianos."

clubs In both leagues hovered
around the cellar.
The week's record In each league
of games played, won and lost, together with runs, hits and errors.
including games of Saturday, Is as
toiiows:
American Tcaguc,
P. AV. L. R. H. K.
7
4
St. Louis
36 72 12
8
2
32 74
5
New York
7
5
53 85
8
Detroit
7
2
30 77 11
Cleveland
FIVE ARE SUFFOCATED.
6
.
3
.
.
8
19 50
Hartford, Ark., June 25. At
Washington
7
5
7
28
least
five members ot a picnic
64
Chicago
2
21 47 11 party were suffocated today in an
Philadelphia
....6
AN
8
5
55 88 14 abandoned mine near here. Three
Boston
4 ARE INJURED IN
others who attempted to rescue
National league.
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
P. W. 1j. r. h. k. the victims were overcome and
5
22 47 11 are reported to be in a serious
New York
4
20 37
5 condition.
Denver. Colo., June 25. Three St. Louis
4
were
34 68 13
Injured
Pittsburgh
men and a girl
an
The value of the physical propin
2
.
31
noon
61
.6
today
shortly beforeaccident on Lookout Brooklyn .
5
2 33 68
erty used In the operation of the
Chicago
automobile
3
0
49
telephone facilities of the United
mountain a mile and a half south Cincinnati
15 44
States Is estimated to exceed
5
ot Flying Horee Inn on the Idaho Boston
Hahnewald Philadelphia
Carlos
road.
Springs
was driving a car containing eight
out to pass
passengers. Turning
an approaching automobile the
Hahnewald car went over a
The bruised
embankment.
and-- bleeding occupants were pickand
motorists
ed up by passing
taken, to Saint Anthony's hospital.
The four most seriously injured
were Carlos Hahnewald, broken
dollar bone and possible Internal
injuries; Ethel Anderson, upper
Jaw bone broken, face lacerated;
Paul Schweikher, broken collar
right
Paul Hahnewald,
bone;
wrist fractured.
Hahneof
August
In the opinion
the car, the
wald, owner of
escape of the party without more
serious injuries was miraculous.
"A heavy top placed on the car
ocrecently is all that saved the to
cupants from being crushed
."The
death," he said tonight.
car turned over two or three
times when It rolled down the
:
embankment."

rush. Bracing momentarily against
dropped
Cleveland, the Hugmen
.tmlirht fo the Red Box and
of their
out
twelve
lost
now
have
The teams
fourteen Karnes.
have
both
hitting and pitching
been woefully weak.
The Browns, with Williams and
landing a terrific attack and
hv steady pitching, will be
hard to displace, while TyCobb has
his outfit hitting a dangerous pace.
Taking four games in a row
from Cleveland, due chiefly to

it

Banking: Banking conditions
are first class. There seems to be
plenty of money to supply local
needs.
Demands for loans are not
excessive. We are able to take
care of all our customers.
Agriculture: We are having
some local rains but they are
doing but very little good. The coun-tris
generally speaking,
dry and
very much in need of moisture.
Streams are low in water lower
than they have been for the last
fifteen years. There is a
of grass and unless rains scarcity
come
soon some cattle will have to be
moved. Small grain crops are yet
In splendid condition but there will
be a shortage of afalfa.
Trade: Retail trade herd in
the city is splendid and lots of
tourists, visitors and normal school
has a wonderful effect on local

'

AFFAIR

3-CL-

Pretty

It

EAST LAS VEGAS.
,(By Peoples Bank and Trust

De-

Radio Sets.

RATON.

business.
The latest advent among the
business enterprises of the Gate
City is a new flouring mill for
which the foundation is now being laid on a selected site opposite
the ice plant. Theodore Stoller. an
experienced miller, has his machinery on the ground and expects
to oe operating within ninety days.
The success of securing this new
enterprise is credited to the Itaton
Kiwanfs club which has had the
project under headway for the past
several months. The new business
is to receive a free mill site and
a 15,000 cash bonus on the condi
tion that the mill is successfully
ror a stated period. The
nperaiea
oonus nas been raised.

in Ame-

rica's

BanK
(By the International State
ot Baton.)
of
prosThe slowly rising tide Indicated
perity In Colfax countyofiscommerce
lines
through variousThe
advent of dally
and industry.
showers, while spotty, have brightleft to right: Fred H. Caley,
ened considerably the hopeful pros- Five of the officers of the new association photographed after their election,
Stuart, fourth vice president; H. M. Lucius, treasurer; Walter D. ..leals,
executive
Eugene
secretary;
pect for a good agriculturalofyear.
this
A general rain on Thursday
president, and Kichard a. Lee, we president.
reweek brought urgently needed
Chicago is vice president; Fred
the platform of the newly formed
Immediate relief from excess
lief to the dry farming districts in
H. Caley of Cleveland, executive
National Motorists' Association,
the southern and southeastern
secretary and member of the
in the mounofelected
its
has
which
portions. The ranges western
in
cities
just
traffic
large
congestion
board of governors; H. M. Lucius
part3
tainous northern and
former
D.
Walter
ficers.
Meals,
to
drive
asand a national
of Baltimore, treasurer, and
speed up
are in good condition and are
of
Eugene Stuart of Louisville,
sured of the usual amount of construction of the country's Cleveland judge, is president
fourth vice president.
moisture during the succeeding higlrwayBystem are. planks in. the Jbody. Richard JH. Lee of
weeks of July and August.
Industrial conditions have materially Improved since the first of supreme court of New Mexico In
June. Excessively heavy passenger cases has recently decided that RACE FOR FLAG 111
travel and a substantial Increase in such contracts do not have to be
freight movement have stimulated recorded, as the act merely states
rnllrnad business to a capacity "that such contracts may be reLEAGUE HAS DEVELOPED INTO
In other words, because
point. The various coal camps corded."
act
have awakened from their lethargy the legislature in passing the
of the past 18 months of one to used the word may instead ot must
BB
three work days a week and are or shall that anyone can lease livenow working
full time. Retail stock out under a secret unrecord
trade conditions have reflected ed contract and it will takeor- precepurover a mortgage
these gratifying improved condi- dence
Much of a Runaway
chaser in good faith who has no Giants Are Making
tions, especially during the past
two weeks. While there are sev- notice of the existence of such a
the
Of
Race
in
the
that
of
National; Browns Will Be
faqt
eral uncertain factors making their contract. In view
tell whether there
full continuation a matter which we could never out
Hard to Displace; Cobb Has His Outfit
it will take some little time to de- any secret liens wo on thebeanimals
asked
termine, the reaction of the public against which this might
fuIn
the
bank
Hitting a Dangerous Pace.
mind to thCBe influences has been to buy paper,
loan on any chattel
remarkably healthy and Inspires ture will not
a greatly increased faith in wnat mortgages on cattle in New Mexico
IBX THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
the coming months are going to until such time as the legislature
New Tork, June 25. While the stellar pitching, the Chicago White
takes the necessary steps to corshow forth.
are making Sox have gained a hold on fourth
New York Giants
The increasingly important hor- rect this situation."
place while the Indians have dropThis is but a minor instance of pretty much of a runaway race ot
ticultural districts of the county causes
In
it
National
the
of
league, despite a ped into sixth place, below Washthat affect the prosperity
will be able to determine within New Mexico
the
reverses
last
of
ington.
series
week,
taxatadversely, while
the next two or three weeks how
Rain played havoc with the Napennant hunt in the American cirion, depository and other financial cuit
extensive the damage, has been statutes
has developed into a spectacu tional Ipague schedule early in the
seem to be designed at
from the heavy frost in early May times
three-clu- b
the Cincinnati Reds supplyweek,
affair.
lar
for the very purpose of penand also from the several bad
The St. Louis Browns, breaking ing the outstanding feature by tak
to prevent
and
development
alizing
hail storms which have visited the the influx of money from the out- even in four games with Detroit as ing three straight, Including tofruit sections, especially In the vi side.
a result of today's shutout victory. day's game, from Pittsburgh and
cinity of Cimarron. Fortunately,
few days Increased their margin to three ana climbing to fourth place.
the
showers
past
Heavy
Loose fielding was largely rethese hail areas are not extensive.
ma- a half games over the second' place
and
The livestock interests of the have helpod rangessome crops
Yankees, who were idle toaay, ana sponsible for the Giants' reverses.
by
damage
although
terially,
over
the
Brooklyn took two out of three
eounty should be greatly interested hall is reported. Cattle on the to four and a half games
in the meeting of the state execuTigers. The Giants, by games from the leaders and with
Torrance county and fur- battling
in
ranges
tive board of the N. M. Cattle and ther south and east still look poorly winning from Boston, retained their the Pirates in a slump hopped Into
Horse Growers' association that and losses continue but with the lead of five games over St. Louis third place, which they held todav
will be held today, at 10 o'clock at
five and a half over Brooklyn, by a margin of two and a half
coming of grass there should be de- and
the public library auditorium in cided
betterment in the situation. both of whom kept paco with the games.
The Cardinals recovered
their
Raton.
leaders by winning.
on
Special committees
The Yankees, further handi- batting eyes today after dropping
taxation, predatory animal control
two
this
to
row
in
a
the Chicago Cubs.
and forest service will make in
capped by the third suspension
HOME SECRETARY
season of Babe Ruth, continued in Despite the reverse the Cubs gainteresting reports on local condi
that
dismal
ed
a
over the Piof
the
slump
slight
the
advantage
throes
tions. All stockmen are given a
IS
FOR ENGLAND
cost them their leadership and has rates, with whom they had been
cordial invitation to attend and to
second
on
a
FIRE
UNDER
in
battle
hold
tied,
NOW
for fifth place.
jeopardized their
give expression to their views on
The Boston end Philadelphia
place in the face of the Tigers'
sny subjects of interest to the

'

Lust-gart-

ARRESTED

ADOPTED ABROAD

COUNTY

Collections

ted Press). A demonstration
in
favor of the repumic m the
0
today was attended by
persons. It was quite orderly.
The chairman of the majoritv
socialist and Independent socialist
parties and a number of tradu
unions sent a message to Chancellor Wirth, according to a Cassel
dispatch, demanding dissolution ot
the relchstag and new elections,
with the following program:
First A democratic republic.
Second Transformation
of thai
relschwelhr and police Into trust
worthy republican forces.
Third Dissolution of all reactionary organizations.
German
The
ambassador al
Washington, Dr. Otto Wiedelfeldt,
is mentioned an the possible sue
cessor of Rathenau as foreign mln
ister.

PHOUUGERSHQ Ti

290,-00-

Ranges in Good Condition;
Industrial Conditions Have
Improved: to Build New
Flouring Mill.

Collections:
good.

DISSOLUTION OF THE
WASHINGTON GIRL
REICHSTAG DEMANDED
WILL EMBARK ON
SPEAKING. CAREER Berlin, June 25 (by the Assocla.

U. S. WIRELESS

BRING CHEER TO

CQ1M

Page Threa,"

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAU

.

.

Summer excursion tickets will fee on site dally to Cslifornii from Msy 15th
n owjamott 30th; to Colorado end New Mexico from June 1st (from OUthona
My 15th) to September 30th. Return limit on all, October iUu ,
,

Phone 204.'

DOS
Hae Yousaw to save"

:R.W.HOYT, Agent,

Albuquerque, N. M.

t
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BRAVES

9TH

TODAY'S
GAMES

TIGERS HELD TO

GUN T5 DEFEAT

111

4

111

BROWNS

ITS

1

WIN

H

E,

Pushes Over the St. Louis Evens Up the Se
ries By ueteating uetrou;
Winning Run on Base on
Chicago Defeats CleveBalls to Two and a Pinch
land, 4 .
Hitter's Single.

New York

to-3-

!.)

(Br Ths AnoclitUd
Tw,.nif Minh June 25. Davis
held Detroit to four scattered
kn. .ni.v anil St. T.nuln evened
the series by defoatlng the Tigers
to 0. score:
St. Louis.
AB. H. H. PO. A. E
0 0
1
1
4
Tobln, rf i
0
2
2
Gerbcr. ss ,. . . 4
0 0
1
11
3
.
..
Slsler, lb
0 0
8
0
Williams. If .. 3
McManus, 2b. . 4 0
4
0
lacobson, ct ,. .
Severeld, c . . 4 0
Kllerbe. 3b ,. . 4 0
1
3
Davis, p

(By The Amod4 PrM.)
New York, June 26. Tho Giant s
defeated the Braves in an etc1"?
The
4 to 8.
jam by the score of
New Yorkers pushed over the winon
ninth
inning
ning run in the
bases on balls to Stengel and Smith
and Pinch Hitter Robinson's sinGeorge Kelly hit his sixth
gle.
homer of the season off Marquard
in the fifth. The Braves tied the
score in the eighth on successive
Holke and Ford, O'Neill's
hitsty
e
sacrifice fly and singles by
and Southworth. Score:
Boston.
AB. II. It. FO. A. E.
4
4
Powell, cf
1
Tturhare. 2b . . 4
3
4
Southworth, rf
1
Nicholson, If ...2
0
Cruise, It . ... . 1
0
Boeokel, 8b . .. 4
4
10
Holke, lb
4
4
.
ss
Ford,
3
2
O'Neill, 0
0
Marquard, p ... . 2
0
0
xGowdy
0

&

Bar-bar-

.

....

0
0

wChrlstenbury

...

Totals

Blue,
Jones,
Cobb,

7a2

1

8

out when winning

...
...

lb

3b
cf

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4

...3
...4
rf... 3
....

3
3
2
0
2
0
1

.....
.....
.

...

....

ztlaney

run

27 13

5

0

Detroit.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.

Veach. If
Hellmann,
Clark, 2b
P.igr.ey, m
Basslcr, c
Manlon, o
Dauss, p
Colo, p

0

31

i Two
scored.

33

Totals

......
.....

Oeschger, p

0 12
0
4

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
3
0
0
3

S

2
0
0
3
0

1

0
0
0

1
29 0 4 27 !
Totals
z
Batted for Dauss In eighth.
x Batted
for Marquard In
By innings:
eighth.
300 020 000 5
St. Louis
xx Ran for Oowdy in eighth.
000 000
Detroit
New York.
e
hits
Summary:
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
Sacrifice
Gerber.
3
0 McManus,
4
0
0
4
.
ss
Bancroft,
Double
play Davis, Ger7
3
0 Slsler.
Rawlings, "b
3
0 ber and Slsler; McManus, Gerbo-0
Frisch, 3b
Left on base S.
Sisler.
0
0 and
6
0
0
Meusel, if ...
Base Oil
Louis, 3; Detroit, 4.
1
0
0
Young, rf . ..
Off
balls
Dauss, Is off Davis, I.
2
1
13
lb
Kelly,
Hits Off Dauss, 5 in 8; oft Cole,
2
1
Cunningham, cf 3
1 in 1,
Losing pitcher Dauss.
0
0
Stengel, cf ...... 0
3
0 0
Smith, c
Chicago, 4; Cleveland, 8.
3
3 0
Nehf. p
Chicago
Chicago, June 25.
0
0
0
Ryan, p
mado a clean sweep of the series
... 1
0 0 with Cleveland
zRobinson
today by winning
four to three in 10 innings." Ed34 4 8 27 17 0 wards was unable to get them
Totals
z Batted for Ryan In ninth.
over to Schalk in the tenth inBy Innings:
the Chicago
ning and walked
000 000 030 3 catcher, forcing in the winning
Boston
000 010 2014 run. Speaker disputed a decision
New York
a
hits
of Umpire Walsh in the ninth
Summary:
Frisch, Ford. Home run Kelly. and was ordered out of the game.
Stolen bases Southworth, Stengel. Score:
Cleveland.
Sacrifice O'Neill. Double plays
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
Bancroft, Rawlings find Kelly;
0 0
3
Nehf, Rawlings and Kelly. Loft Jamleson.
on base New York, 6; Boston, 4. Wambsganss, 2b 4 1 1 6 8
0
3
Base on balls Off Nehf, 1; off Speaker, cf.,..
0
0
Oeschger, 2. Struck out By Nehf, Evans, If
1; Marquard, 1. Hits Off Mar- Gardner, 3b. . . . 5 0
5
1
quard, 7 in 7; off Oeschger, 1 in 1 J. So we 11, ss. . . . 4 0
Mclnnis, lb.,..
off Nehf, 7 in 7
off Ryan, Wood,
4
0
rf
none in 1
Hit by pitcher By
0
3
Nehf (Nicholson). Winning pitch- O'Neill,
,21 00 00 00
er Ryan. Losing pitcher Oesch- Llndsey, p
Oraney
ger,
Edwards, p.... 1 0 1 0
Brooklyn, 3: riillatlelplila, 9.
1
3 10t29 15
85
Total
June 25. Brooklyn
Brooklyn,
Batted for Lindscy in seventh.
came from behind to tie the
PhilatTwo out when winning run
delphia Nationals In the eighth in- scored.
ning of a sensational game today
Chicago.
and won In the eleventh, 8 to i.
AB. R.H. PO. A.E.
Cadore checked the visitors in the
6
0
1
3 4 0
ss....
Johnson,
extra inning while DeBarry drove
0
4
1
5 0
3
Bchmandt home with the winning Mulligan, 2b 3b... 3
2
Collins,
tally. Score:
Hooper, rf.... 3 2 2 3 0 0
Philadelphia.
0
4
1
3
0 0
cf
AB. K. H. PO. A. E. Mostil,It
0
0
4
2
2
0
0
1
0
0 Falk,
6
Rapp, 3b
3
1 11
0
0 0
lb
Sheely,
Parkinson, 2b., 4 0 0 1 3
3
0
1
1
3
1
Schalk, c
Williams, cf ... . 6 1 2 3 0
Robertson,
p.. 20 00 ' 01 00 20 00
Walker, rt ....... 6 0 1 0 0
Graham
5 0
5
0
0
Lee, If
0
0
0
0 0 0
Hodge,
Fletcher, ss ... 4 0 2 6 3
o
4
0 12
1
Leslie, lb
4
31
10
30
13 0
Totals
4
1
1
4
Peters, c
Batted for Robertson In the
2 0
0
Weinert, p
ninth.
1 0
0
Smith, p
By innings:
100 000 020
2
38
Total
9x31 16 2 Cleveland
000 012 000
Chicago
x One out when winning run
e
hit Mos
Summary:
scored.
til. .Stolen
bases
2;
Collins,
Brooklyn.
Johnson,
Wambsganss
AB. II. H. PO. A. E. Hooper,
Sacrifice
Wood.
Wambsganss.
6
0
1
0 3 0
High, Sb
Mulligan, Mostil, Shee
Johnston, 2b ... 5 1 1 4 3 fl Kooertson,
B. Griffith, rf.. 4 0
0
1
4
0 ly, Jamleson. Schalk. Double nlays
to Sheely; J. Sewell
Johnston
U
3 1
1
0
0
Wheat, If
0 to Wambsganss to Mclnnis: Lind
7
1
0
6 0
Myers, cf
to Mclnnis to O'Neill. Base on
Mitchell, lb ... 2 0 0 7 0 0 scy
balls Off Llndsey, 4; oft RobBchmandt, lb.. 1 1 1 3 0 0 ertson, 5; off
Edwards, 3. Struck
5
3 0
0
1
0
Oleson, ss
out By Lindsey, 2; by Robertson,
7
2
0
5 0
De Berry, c
0
2.
Hits Off Llndsey,
3
0
0 2; Edwards,
0
2 0
(shriver, p
6 in 6; off Edwards, 4 in 4
0
0
1
0 0 0
Cadore. p
In 9; off Hodge,
off
10
Robertson,
1
1
0
0 0 0
fcjanvrin
0
0
0
0 0 0 none in one. Hit by pitcher By
yxNeis
Edwards
(Graham.)
Winning
U
pitcner Hodge. Losing pitcJv
3
9 33 12
39
Totals
awards.
x Batted for Mitchell in 8th.
xx Batted for Shriver in 7th.
Washington, 2; Philadelphia, 1.
Score by innings:
June 25. Washing
Philadelphia ...100 000 100 002 tonWashington,
made it two out of three by
000 000 110 013
Brooklyn
final
the
game of the series
e
hits Rapp, taking
Summary:
from Philadelphia today, 2 to 1.
hiJohnston, Myers. Three-bas- e
kept the visitors' hits scat
llliams. sac- Zacharywhile
Wheat. Home run
Harris was generous
rifices Rapp, Weinert, B. Grif- tered,
with
passes.
fith. Stolen base Schmandt. Don
00ft 100 000
1
0
hie nlavs Oleson. Johnston and Philadelphia
100 001 OOx 2 7 4
Jonnston, Oleson and Washington.
Mitchell;
Harris
Batteries:
B,
and Per
Schmandt. Left on base Fhlla kins;
Zachary and Gharrity.
delphia, 6s Brooklyn, 10. Base on
Smith
allB
Shriver, 1; Weinert, 2;
Off Shriver, 8 in 7; vvein-Jr- t.
1. Hits
'
7 in 7
off Cadore. 1 in 4;
smith. 2 In 3. Hit by pitcher Bv
Struck out
Weinert, (Wheat).
Bv Shriver. Z: cadore, z; weinon,
1; Smith, 1. Winning pitcher Cadore, Losing pitcher Smith,

000

Two-bas-

...

Two-bas-

112

If--

3;

c......

3.

'

......4

p;

14

Two-bas-

....

YESTER
DAYS

GROSSMAN GETS HIGH
SCORE IN SHOOT OF
DUKE CITY RIFLEMEN

9;

6.

3;

14-1- 2:

JOHN M'dlMW

jrv

I

i he,

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Chattanooga, 2; Memphis, 3.
Little Rock, 4; Nashville, 11.
Atlanta, 1 ; New Orleans, 0.
Birmingham, 2; Mobile, 7.

W.
Pet.
I
39
23
New York
.629
City, St. Louis
36
27
.565
30
.63S
Brooklyn . ....... 85
11-Des Molnos,
Omaha,
32
32
.500
Cincinnati
29
.
30
Tulsa, 9; St. Joseph, 7.
.492
Pittsburgh
30
Sioux
rain.
21
.493
Chicago
23
37
Boston
.46')
23
COAST LEAGUE.
36
.39:)
Philadelphia
i
i
Portland,
Vernon,
Los Angeles,
SANTA FB BEATS ESTAXCIA.
Salt Lake,
San Francisco,
Santa Fe, N. M., June 25. Santa
Sacramento,
Fe defeated Estancia here today in
a good baseball game, 6 to 0.
Seattle,
Oakland,

i

....
....

rf

Miller, If
Terry, 2b

2
1

0
1

3
0
0
0

2
3
0
2

0
5

K

27
31
31
32
34
."'i

35
34

.597
.544
.5.10

4
1

c

p.-...-

10
10

......
...
...
.....
.....

110

Say

"Give tne
,a Azof a."

Salazar. on third for the
pulled down a drive that
and cut off a batting rally
that threatened to put Gibson tar
in the lead.

In the early innings Gibson led,
scores in the first two
frames. RJtcher Haynes for Gibson was using a spit ball and the
players spent every spare moment
In debate as to the legality ot his
About the time the argudelivery.
ment reached the critical stage the
and everybody forahead
Grays got
got about the spit ball.
Two less ambitious youths than
Haynes and Roberto, who pitched
for the Grays, would have given up
In despair before going many inBoth were pounded hard.
nings.
Roberto seemed to get better as
time wore on, but he was wild
throughout.
The plenitude Of hits made that
department of the game look like
a golf match. The lieicung was
brilliant at times. Angel of Gibson
got one of the longest hits seen at
P.arelas, driving the ball through
the left field gate. It netted him
three bases.
with six

To the Friends of La Azora
La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While it filler has

the bouquet of true Havana,
that Havana is astonishingly

strictly mild

mild. As

cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,'
we consider La Azora today
triumph in cigar making.
L Aim CIsm U mid hr

;!

Out CuHMMitloa

TJUrribntcd b

ROTHENBERG

DIAMOND NOTES.

& SCHL0SS CIGAR CO.
Denver, Colorado

UVeia

The Grays are chasing the big
leaguers for home run records.e Irwin garnered four in the
series with the Gibson outfit.
The line-u- p
presented Sunday by
the Grays looks to be real big show
stuff.
Angel walked twice and Clark
once as the result of being hit (?)
by pitched balls. If they attempted to avoid being hit you couldn't
notice it with the nak6d eye.
Medina looked well in the left
garden, as did Mose Chavez in the
right. Mose dropped one after a
hard run and leap in to the air,

Washington

two-gam-

That cigdrt'
art shown j
actual suf

f

alyht delighsmoJiehtonef

always, mild

"Whafs the News?"

6;

7-- 6;

7;

3.

6.

V!X

1.

jpumuj mmm m,m)

jji i

$8.70

the Wholesale Price for a

!s

M

,

Today, you find tlie answer in your newspaper. Through
the newspapers the news of the world and of the community quickly becomes public knowledge. 'And remember this it takes two kinds of news to make a
mo'dern paper complete.

For Your Ford

L1SS

Fifth and Central.

his caravels "returned from

the New World, the first question' shouted from
the shore was, "What's the news?,"

store

Diamond Tire

E

w

HEN Columbus and

That's always the question of paramount importance,
Years ago folks asked it of the post rider, the soldier
returned from the wars, the man who had been down to
the settlements, or the neighbor back from the general

first 'tells of happenings near- an'd far of fires,
great men,
sports, elections, accidents, marriages, (deaths,
'
event's.
.
, t .A 4
.
,
great
-

iTKe

Phone 823

,

4

4

,The second "tells of "things you eat, wear an'd

For

usethings

,

on the adverIt's just as important to keep
tising in this paper as it is to read about what's doing
in the world of events.

the Word "Realtor"

.515
.485
.455
.444
.414

.

you buy, things being sold to your friends and neighbors.
This news is advertising.
. ....
..
up-to-'d-

ate

;

If you don't know a real estate man
and have real estate business to
transact look-ua realtor.

0

0

Realtors are real estate men who
have been recognized by the NaThis is

xo.

19

a Series.

tional Association of Real Estate
Boards as square, honest and re-liable.
ot

When in doubt look for the word
"Realtor" in the ads, on the office
windows, or signs of real estate
agencies.

.......

;

f?Give me. something mild. "

dent.
Koss
Grays,
sizzled,

t'ity-Dcnv-

Pet.

Hollocher (2), Hornsby. Sacrifices
Aldridge, Kournier. Double play
Stock, Hornsby, Fournier. Left
O'Farrell, c.- -.
one
base Chicago, 12; St. Louis, 8.
0
.'
Aldridge,
on balls Oft Sherdel, 6; AlBase
2
0 0 0
Osborne, p
dridge, 1; Osborne, 2. Struck out
By Sherdel, 5. Osborne, 1. Hits
24 17 S
Totals ......84 1
Off Aldridge, 9 in 4; off Osborne.
St. I.onis.
4 In 4.
Hit By pitcher By OsAB. It. H. PO. A. E. borne
Wild pitches
(Lavan).
0
Flack, rf ....... 6 2S
Sherdel, Aldridge. Winning pitch-e- r
6
Smith, c
Sherdel. Losing pitcher Al4
0 1 8.8 0
Hornaby, 2b
dridge.
McHenry, It .. 62 1 11 85 02 00
Fournier, lb ... S 20 2 0 3 1
Cincinnati, 7; Pittsburgh, 4.
Stock, 8b
Cincinnati,
June 25. By win2
1
6
1
0
5
Ainsmlth. c
ning their third straight game from
1
0
1
3
Lavan, ss
the Beds made
Pittsburgh
today,
v a clean
uneraei, p
sweep of the series and
the
In
Pirates
the race. The
11 13 27 12 1 passed
Totals
home team hit Carlson bad in the
second and fourth innings and
By Innings:
...001 000 000 1 piled up a winning lead.
Chicago
012 502 10x 11
Score:
TUH. E.
St Louis
Two-bas- e
hits Pittsburgh ; .000 100 012 4
1
Summary:
Three-bas- e
Cincinnati ,.020 300 02x 7 12 2
Grimes, Flack, McHenry.
runs
Home
an-Batteries: Carlson, Hamilton
hit Hornsby.
Stolen bases. Gooch; Couch and Hargrave.
Fournier, Smith.
Wlrus,

,

0

0

W.

Don't say,

8,

When in Doubt Look
40
37
35
34
32
30
28
24

Three times did the ball sail over
the right field fence In yesterday's
game at liarelas park when the
Grays defeated Gibson 13 to 11.
Chief Irwin was responsible for two
of the home run clouts and Red
Parenti the other.
Unusual features of the game
was the magnificent muff of a drive
by Tommy Clark of Gibson, and
Chief Irvlng's exhibition of stand
ing on his head while trying to grab
a short foul fly. The chief had the
ball in his gloved hand when he began the circuit, but it got away
from him. Clark had not missed a
ball since 1884 until yesterday, and
nobody can account for the acci-

5;

5;

Albuquerque Real Estate Board
REALTORS

s

Score From Gibson.

NATIONAL LRVGl'E.

(fWClub,

St. Louis, 11: Chicago. 1.
St. Louis, June 2 4. An avalanche of hits by tho Cardinals1
burled the Cubs under an 11 to
score today. The Chicago team
AML1UCAN
reversal of
showed a complete
form and their fielding was far St.
Loui
from good. Score:
New York
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Detroit
0 Chicago
4
0
1
2
0
of
Hollocher, ss .. 5 0 0 23 33 11 Washington
Cleveland
0
0
Krug, 3b
Boston
1
9
1
5
'
Jb
Grimes,
2
0 Philadelphia
0
.
3

Ba-rel-

Orti-wa-

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Oklahoma
Wichita,

t-

The

Angel's long drive to left looked
like the longest hit seen on the
field in that section of the
playing; field, the ball clearing the
fence (if one had been there.)
Sganilnl, after a nice stop of a

ounis in a row, doui ji wmtu weiii
for singles.
thai
Medina took everything
Came his way and some that wei.t
others' way.
A hot one got by Ross but
on the Job and gathered it in,
making a pretty throw to Polo.
Watch what we do to Belen on
July 2 and July 4, the Grays lq
a chorus chirped.
Belen let Gallup down with e(
single hit, with Radcllff on the
mound. Belen's new catcher, Col
11ns, showed up well for a starter.

lis,

Two-bas-

1-- 3:

1 1

1807.

ConoBdstd

Grossman made perfect score at
the Sunday shoot of the Duke City
Rifle club, Brlnton missed a perfect score at 200 yards by one point.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
The scores follows: First Column
Chicago, 4; Cleveland, 3; (ten In 200 yards rapid fire, second column
500 yards, third column 600 yards:
nings).
40 37 36
Hulick
St. Louis, 6; Detroit, 0.
..
40 43
2.
Aclson
1;
Washington,
Philadelphia,
41
89 43
Ahlgrim .
88
49
39
Brlnton
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
42 41 39
Harrison
Philadelphia, 2; Brooklyn, 3.
48 43 44
7.
Cincinnati,
Spahr
Pittsburgh, 4;
..
39 8 3
Williams
Boston, 3; New York, 4.
45 43 44
Grossman ,
Chicugo, 1; St. Louis, 11.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
St. Paul, 11-- 9
At Louisville,
(second gamo called to allow teams
to catch train).
Milwaukee,
Toledo,
Kansas City, 2
Columbus,
(second game six innings).
Indianapolis,
Minneapo

Chief Irving Gets Two and
Red Parenti One; Grays
Take Long End of 13 to

hard throw, threw to Angel as
though he was a mile away, and
the latter winced and forgot to
touch the bag.
Haines' spit ball worked for
three innings, after which the
Grays took his offerings like ducks
to water.
Parenti again slid into home
this time, however, with less than
three out.
man,
Mose makes a good lead-of- f
walking three times.
Roberto and Ross played the
"Alfonso-Gaston- "
stunt on two

which he probably would have held
but for Parenti's anxiety to get
under It, too.
The Grays have found a way to
eombat spit ball artists.
Tommy Clark dropped one in
center and when he came into the
benoh tears were in his eyes he
declared it was the first one since

to

SUITS

........

N

SUNDAY'S GAME

Old-time-

....

03

BLOWS FEATURE

Ratcllff, star twirler for Belen.
game yesterday
pitched a one-h- it
against Gallup, shutting out th3
visitors from the mining city by a
score of 6 to 0. He struck out 14
men and did not give any a base
on balls.
The Belen team was right be
hind Its pitcher and after Munlz,
the Gallup third baseman, clouteu
the only hit the visitors were able
to get, did not allow a runner to
reach second base. Three Gallup
men got to first and died there.
The same nrobaoiy was tne snap- nlest nlaved at Belen this season
and was practically free from er
rors. Garcia ana Tracy occupied
the mound for Gallup and did close
work, but were unable to match
the type of ball Ratcllff was handing out.
Collins, the new Belen catcher,
copped a three bagger, a single and
a walk out of four times at bat.
Belen Is in for a hard week ot
nractlce. as the down the river
BY NORMAN E. BROWN.
boys intend to be in the pink of
condition when they come up here
Another Red Find
for a game series with the Grays
Is Pitcher Keck.
on July 2 and 4.
This rookie drew Pat Moran's
said
attention when
youngster DE MOLAYS GET BEST
pitched a good game against the
OF ISLETA INDIANS
Cincinnati team last spring during
the Reds' exhibition jaunt. Pat
Molays Copned 15 hits and
kept en eye on tho lnd and when theDesame
number of runs In their
he had knocked off ten victories came with Isleta yesterday, trim
for Springfield, Mo., in the Western
nilng the Indians who were only
Association Moran grabbed him.
able to bring six runners across the
Keck attracted some attention plate. The Indians got nine seat'
last season when he became the tered hits.
nominal leader In tho Western cir
The batteries: De Molay Wal
cuit by winning eight out of twelve kins. James and Brlce. Isleta
games in which he appeared. He Abovta. Abeyta and Leute, Jojolft.
was credited with only one defeat. James rocelved an injured thusin.
who have seen Keck In the eighth inning and was un
In action say ho lias all the mo- able to ninv the last frame. Wal
tions of Joo McGInnity, whose Iron kins is credited with 14 strikeouts
arm is still In action. This ought and tho two Abeytas with five and
to make Tat feel pretty good.
nine, respectively.
Srore bv innlntrs:
207 410 010 15
De Molay
6
012 000 201
Isleta

....

.....

BLANKED BYTHE

AMKRICAN LEAGUE.
New York at Boston.
St. Louis at Cleveland.

10

10

THREE CIRCUIT.

CARBON CITY IS

BELEN PLAYERS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.

......
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Advertising Is An Essential News Service It is Distinctly to Your Advantage to Be Guided By It Study
the Local Advertising in the Morning Journal.
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
'

1.1

DISABLED BOYS
ATTEND WHITE

Wee Maiden Frocks in
ELECTRICITY TO
Gingham and Organdie

the seasoned spinach with a simple
PARSNIPS
French dressing and mix Into it
SPINACH FOR DINNER.
d
dried
eggs (using one
Are you familiar with the follow- egg to one cup of spinach). Then
mixture Into small china
ing ways of serving salsify, pars- press the
Just
or molds, to harden.
cups,
I
sugnot,
If
nips and spinach?
before serving, turn out each litthe
following
that
you
gest
try
salad
tle mold onto Individual
dinner menus:
plates which are covered with letLiver, with Gravy
each
cover
and
tuce leaves,
green
Boiled Potatoes
mound with boiled Mayonnaise
Salsify en Casserole
have not
salad
you
dressing.
(If
Tomato Salad
the recipe for this dressing, send
Coffee
Prune Whip
en!s ma ft stamped,
e
Salsify on Casserole:
sheet enfor. my
velope
as
the
"vegetcommonly known
titled "Eight Good Salad
able oyster," owing to Its flavor,
which closely approximates that of
the oyster, It Is related to the oyster family, although the only edible portion is tho long tapering
ELECTRICAL NOTES
root. It is becoming more of a
favorite each year in the home I
garden). Wash and scrape a generous bundle of salsify, trim off
Rebeccas who are tired of carrythe ends so as not to have it too ing water from the spigot to the
long, and put it into cold water to washing machine will be glad to
which you have added a little vin- know that thero Is an electric
egar. Now drain and place the washing machine on the market
vegetable In a pot of boiling, salted which fits any laundry tub and
water, to boll for about an hour
into which the water may be ditill tender. Drain once more and rectly drawn. It uses so little elecput It Into a frying pan in which tricity that a week's washing Is
four slices of bacon, cut Into small performed for about two cents.
pieces, are frying over a hot fire. This machine washes and rinses
Blend together three tablespoons without rehandling, and wrings and
of butter and four tablespoons of blues entirely by electric power.
flour In a small saucepan, on the
range, nnd add to this saucepan
Shorter ironing hours are promtwo cups of boiling water, salt and ised by tho electric Irons used by
pepper to suit taste, and bring to the women with the small washing
a brisk boll. Then pour this boil- these days. The majority of working liquid into tho frying pan, over
girls, living alone In cities,
the salsify, and let all simmer to- ing
have their laundry sent home
gether for 30 minutes. Servo very rough-drand do their Ironing
hot.
themselves. It only takes an hour
Cold, Sliced Roastbecf
or so, and saves tho pocketbook
Mashed Polatoes
from nibbling expenses. The low
Baked Parsnips
cost of operating electrical houseSalad
Spinach
hold appliances makes them parCoffee
Raisin Tarts
appropriate for use durBaked Tarsnlps: Wash and peel ticularly
ing the summer months when flufsix largo parsnips and cut them In- fy summer clothes are required in
to halves lengthwise. Cover them abundance.
with boiling, salted water and let
simmer for ono hour, or until very
Fifth avenue merchants who are
tender. Then drain and place In forced to quit advertising on the
a greased casserole or baking dish. front of their
business houses, by
In a small saucepan on the range, order of supreme court recently,
blend four tablenpooons of butter may still use electricity In adverand four tablespoons of flour: add tising above their buildings, aca cup and a half of boiling water cording to London ndvertisers, who
and let boil for four minutes, stir- have inaugurated a method of adring constantly, then season with vertising by srnnlip in the air. The
one teaspoon of salt and a dash London
Daily Mail advertised Its
of pepper and strain this
name In smoke letters a mile above
over the cooked parsnips Inliquor
the the building, the sign being several
baking dish. Cover nil with bread hundred yards across.
This was
crumbs, sprinkle
means of electrically condone
American cheese on top of the trolledby smolci from
an airplane.
crumbs, add a light layer of more The chemical process of produccrumbs, and bake In a moderate ing the smoke Is a secret belongoven about 20 minute
(or until ing to Ma.lnr J. C. Savange, who
the cheese has incited and the has been experimenting
with It
crumbs are brown). Serve at once. sinco 1913.
Spinach Salad: This Is made with
cold,
Moisten
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
spinach.

HOUSE PARTY
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COLORED

hard-boile-

fy

S

years ago if the wonderful
effects obtained in movlnK
picture photography today had
been predicted the story would
have sounded possible.
scarcely
Now S. P. Rothafcl, manager and
proprietor of the Capitol theater
of Now York city, famous for Its
artistic pictures and its
predicts that in the next teng
years the improvement of
through electricity will exceed any phase of electrical development.
g
In each theater
will bn in the hands of a single
operator, stationed somewhere In
tljs orchestra, who will play upon
a keyboard, similar to that of the
piano.
By this means shades of
colors and Intensities will be varied to suit the mood of the action.
of the primary
By combinations
colors, emotions will be reflected
upon the screen, while music from
Ten
color

full-pag-

color-lightin-

color-lightin-

"Color-lightin-

m

O WOMAN'S

a symphony orchestra synchronizing with the action will fuse to
make a single impression upon the
spectator."
Mrs. Mary Halleck Greenwalt.
and others havo been working for
years on electrical color keyboards
similar to that suggested by Mr.
Rothafel.

INSTITUTE
Fashion Service

Little

Benny's Note Book'

j

.

flnely-choppo- d

left-ov-

By MARY BROOKS PICKEN

Ma was looking at the paper
this aftirnoon and she sed, Heers
a reclpy for doughnutts, my good-nls- s

PERKY Bash, an attractive
color, and a jaunty blouse
effect all seem necessary In the
modish silhouette of the wee lady.
In this model,
checked gingham is combined with
blue organdie in a somewhat
unique fashion.
Inset waist and skirt panels of
very generous proportions permit
an extensive use of the checked
fabric in the front of the dress,
while the circles on the sleeve and
the side skirt balance the design
and blend the materials effectively.
These circles may be in the
form of applique motifs, cut as
large as desired and the edges
turned under and blanket-stitchewith blue yarn or mercerized floss,
or the edges may be secured with
machine hemstitching and the organdie cut away close to the hemstitched line underneath.
Simplicity is ever advantageous
In children's apparel and here we
have evidence that smartness and
simplicity make for a successful
froek.
A

how your father used to love
doughnutts, Ive got a good mind
to mako a batch this aftirnoon and
serprlze him, and he'll think Nora
made them and I wont tell him eny
diffrcnt till after he's eaten them.
I havent made them for yeers and
yeers, but theres an old saying,
wat you have done once you can
do agen.
G

d

I

Satisfies the sweet tooth
and aids appetite and digestion.
Cleanses mouth and teeth.

A great boon to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.
Combines pleasure and
Benefit.
Don't miss the joy of the

new

WaiSLEY'S

sugar-coate-

peppermint tid bit!
HZ--.

d

a great ldoer, pop

doughnut saying. This thing looks
douehnutt but thnt
It goes in that direcktion.
Wich
I started to make more faces
he sed. Nnw thnf
uu i and
ke ?i
L00th
and
win,
ea, i oieeve he's Jest making
lYIDlf.
.1.
usii you I
uiuBmiuns, OUt US tOO ltlte now
enyway after the remarks
you
passed about them.
Yee gods, wat romarks? sed
pop
and ma sed, Ferst
you sed they
dldent taist like eny
doughnutts
all they did was look like
doughnutts, and pop sed,
Certeny thev
"ke W doughnutts
'lR'
I
ever talsted,
they taist 1000
better and wats more, as Itimes
sed,
Iik9 douhnutts but
toll taist ?,k some
wonderful
food
of the gods, sutch as
or
fitter of roses, and Jestambrosia,
to prove I
tawkln&
about
Im
n!Z T8t
in rapI(1 succession.
inYiS
after suppir ho
kind of sad about
something but he dldent say wat
like a

m

ARE AIR COOLED BY
ELECTRICAL DEVICES

jss""

thats

ma,

will be glad all rite, I sed. Meaning I would, and ma went down
in the kitchin and made the doughnutts and after suppir Nora brawt
in a hola plate full for dizzort, pop
saving, Ah, doughnutts, Nora must
ot bin feeling ambitious today.
And he took ono and took a hlte
out of it saying. It clont taist like
eny dotigrhnutt I ever tnisted.
Me
thinking, G good nite. And
I started to make all kinds of faces
at pop so he would know ma made
them, and all of a euddin he saw
me, saying, Benny, have you got
a tooth ake?
No sir, I ged, and pop sed, Well
then wats the ideer of the terrible
faces? and I sed, Was I
faces? and pop sed, Either making
that or
Im getting the delerlum
trimmings.
And he took another bite
of the

BIG MOVIE THEATERS

1

"The coolest theater in town, air
changed every ten minutes," is the
summer-tim- e
phrase that strikes
Joy to the' heart from the top of
summer theater programs.
This
phrase has been made possible by
the Introduction of a new worker
in electrical fields. He Is the elec
tragist, and he can tell you among
other things all about electric fans
He Is a person
and ventilation.
who combines the talents of an
electrical engineer, the affections
of a natural scientist and tho aptitude of an architect within himself. He had been at work a long
time before you begun wearing
your summer furs this season,
drawing charts and figures of the
cubic feet of fresh and cool air
needed in theaters; and you can
thank him for many a pleasant
hour to be spent in the big movie
houses this summer.
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LOVELY SUIT, BUT
NOT FOR BATHING
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WILLS

(By The Amoeinted

FrH.)

New York, June 25 Jack Demp-seworld's heavyweight boxing
champion, arrived here today from
his home In Los Angeles.
Coincident with Dempsey's
it was announced that a contract for a match with Hnrry Wills,
New Orleans negro challenger, to
be staged by Promoter Tex Rlck-armay be signed tomorrow,
rr-rlv-

GOOD HEM IN SUMMER.
Indigestion causes worry, nervousness, sick headaches, biliousness, coated tongue,
bad breath,
bloating, gas. constipation and constant distress. Henry C. Thorne,
1002 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
writes: "Since taking Foley's Cathartic Tablets I feel fine." They
cleanse the bowels, sweeten the
stomach and Invigorate the liver.
Cause no pain, no nausea.
Not
habit forming just a good, wholesome physic. Sold everywhere.

Your Beauty Doctor

1 oOO up
'

For Cleaning 8x12 Rugs

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
PHONES 148 and 449

THIS SUMMER

At a Price
Within
reach of all

iWestingliouse Fans render a most important service to business. Tliey
transform the office or store into a cool, invigorating retreat from summer's
heat. The theatre or restaurant is made pleasant and inviting, no matter
how depressing the weather. All in all, Westinghouse Electric Fans create
"""
a satisfaction that will help build your business,

--

Special

The most

To

Women

oonom!oal, clcanslnranj
f all antiseptics is
germicidal

'f

2

Antiseptic Pbwckr

suit.

medicinal anUieptle lot
in treating catarrh,... Jnflam- nBa
a. Inr.- -. i
tnroa md that caused by feminine
ills It M no equal. For ten years

(7)

iu ujrutB ju. jrinKnarn Meaicin. to
has reeommsnded
Pajttlne In their
private correspondence with women, which proves its
uperiority.
TOomftn who
t.
la "worth Ita weight In gold." At
druggists, (Oo. large box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Maes.

Helen Burke, Chicago beauty,
...
h... .
has her own ideas about what constitutes a proper bathing suit. She
says she's going to wear hir latest
creation at the municipal beachei
and if the horrid old eops say anything she'll renort them to Chief
Fitzmorria Want Ads Bring Quick Results

..,

They prove valuable in many. ways. Besides inviting customers witli cool,
satisfying breezes, Westinghouse Electric Fans fit your employes to perform each duty more efficiently. Their quiet and unfailing breezes remove
irritating influences and promote continued good service.r They insure good
"r
health and keep every employe alert.
From every standpoint, WestingHottse Electric Fans are business Guilders,

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

j

Let Cuticura Be

rVs

iir;

idle,

1

LET THE WESTIKGHOUSE ELECTRIC FAR KEEP YOU COOL

They Come
In All
Sizes

see

of the bride"
every marriage ceremony
performed in the English town of
Hoyden. Tho reason is that about
300 years ago the lord of the manor bequeathed the sum of $5,000,
the Interest from which was to be
voted annually to provide dowries
nun HV n
for four brides. Under the terms
of the bequest, the money has to
ha divided among the youngest,
the eldest, the shortest, and the
tallest brides married during the
course of each year In the parish
church. Tho official records determine who are the youngest and
the eldest, but to decide the shortest and tallest, each brldo Is required to remove her shoes and let
down her hair and be measured by Srmp.Ontmwiit.Tftl(qm Jto.vwm t why. PorrMmptap
uddrt; Cuttoua LaboratorlM.DeptJL, Mfclfoa, Mam.
the officiating minister. .

The "measuring

follows

As a
aoucnea
matfnn

Helen Burke and her bathing

Transient Rates: Single, IT and $1.60; double, $1.50 and $3.00.
With bath, tingle, $3.00 and $2.50; double, $3.60 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.00 to $13.00
per week.

AMD

MAY SIGN CONTRACT
TODAY FOR A FIGHT

annhinff

be dissolved in
Water as Needed.

FINEST ROOMS IN TOE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
.
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

DEMPSEY

,cocoanut oil sham-- f
Pure and grease- -

h.h.0I?iJ,Ujwater8imply mo,eten
and rub it in.
makes an abundance of rich,
oreamy lather, which, rinses out
Hf,S.iyfeJnoJvlnf evGfy Particle of
m,'rt' .dandruff and excess
oil. The hair driea'
quickly and
evenly, and it leaves the scalp
so ft. and the hair fine
and silky,
bright, lustrous, fluffy and easy
to manage.
You can, get Mulslfied eocoanut
oil shampoo at any
pharmacy, it's
vary cheap, and a few ounces will
supply every member of the family for months.
Be sura your
druggist rives you Mulslfied.

to

304 North First St.

three-year-ol- d

-

remember that
you are paying for,
Yo u
their
should pay only for,
the time they wait on
you. For instance if a
day clerk makes
sales
day $1.00
must
added to the
price
everything
purchased from that
clerk or the store soon
business.,
goes out
If she makes 20 sales
a day, her portion of
the overhead is only
The more
she sells the less you
pay. f Everyone i s
busy at the National
Garment Company.,
Everyone is busy be- cause more and more
people every day are
discovering that they
can get more for the
money they spend for,
clothing at the Na
tional Garment Co.,
403 West CentraL

the

A soluble

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

unrig
which

you buy anystore in

it

i
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crowd around the president Is so
deep that the outside knows only
by hearsay what Is going on. Mrs.
Harding and General Pershing are
also besieged for autographs. The
.When
news continues to spread. Eventua-all- y
Mrs. Harding suggests that
in a
some of the taps ho marked with
the owner's name and address and
you
given to her to be signed later and
returned. It Is 6 o'clock and the clerks- - -party Is over.
The afternoon must have been
one of great emotional stress for
the president and his wife. These
leisure.
men, so many of whom had to be
led, assisted or wheeled in chairs,
are the heroes of a war that Is
over, but they are still fighting.
Even the most boyish of them Is
not young and exuberant.
At a
White Housa party In their honor,
on a brilliant June afternoon, they v$5 a
are quietly happy.
Even to stand apart and seo so five
a
many of them together the men
who are paying for the war is
be
an affecting sight. To greet 2,000
of
personally and to seo nt close range
the endless pos!!bi!itIe;i of war
Injuries and mutilations must necessarily be an overwhelming experience.
At sight of one boy who had no
hands to offer in greeting and no
of
eyes to help him bear his other afflictions the president was almost
overcome.
He could only put his
hand on the hoy's shoulder and
say, "Courage." Another sightless
young man came along the lino,
led by his
child.
The baby carried an American 25c a sale.
In
its
other
hand.
flag

1?

AoTci: xer thaa

I
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den party season is Just opening,
but the White House has already
had its only affair of the sort that
Is scheduled for this
year. Two
thousand wounded war veterans,
some rolled In wheel chairs, some
limping on crutches, some guided
by other eyes, have passed In a
long line and been greeted by the
President and Mrs. Harding on the
White House lawn.
Garden parties are more or less
alike when private citizens receive
afA presidential
fair, however, is different. Whether the president be a Washington
with a leaning to courtly ceremony
or a Jefferson with bluff disregard
for pomp, an official atmosphere
surrounds all functions at the executive mansion. They arenas distinctive In their blending of the
formal and the Informal as any
A
court ceremonies of Europe.
veterans' garden party is no different, except that the contrasts
are more striking and human interest la more dominant.
The endless line of veterans, acand
companied by their nurses,
the young women Invited to help
entertain them, must wind In a
long serpentine through the corridors of the White House, out into
the gardens and across the lawn to
tho oak tree beneath which the
chief executive and his wife are
receiving.
Everyone must be presented formally to the president by a white
clad aide.
The president speaks
a word of greeting, and listens,
perhaps, to a brief speech the veteran tries to make. At another big
reception the guests would find it
to murmur
extremely difficult
more than a hasty "how do you
do" to the president.
The line is
long, and each person is shuttled
by as quickly as politeness permits.
But a veteran with only a stump
of a right hand to offer his chief
is different.
He may hold up the
line a moment or vo. Jlrs. Harding then shakes hands, and General Pershing, the Inst in the receiving line, greets each of the
veterans.
Aides stand about to see that a
small clearing is kept around tho
receiving line. There formality
practically ends. The veternns can
wander as they please about the
shady grounds. For mo.st of them
it is a great event, and even for the
cabinet ladies and high officials
this particular function is an unusual experience In the round of
administration entertainments.
A Colorful Scene.
The sceno is unusually colorful.
The closely cropped grass, red
rambler roses on the fence, gay red
and white striped marquees where
refreshments are served, the marine band in summer uniforms, the
white portico of the mansion and
the blue sky of a perfect summer
afternoon, making a striking picture. These are typical of any
White House garden party.
The
unusual feature this time Is the
crowd.
There Is a sprinkling of women
in organdy and silk and a few middle-aged
government officials. But
the blue, gray and white of nurs

ing uniforms, and the khaki of the
service, and the rolling chairs,
crutches, and bandaged arms and
heads dominate the scene.
There are chairs all about In the
shade so that the boys for whom
this affair means unusual exertion
can rest. One nurse says that
every man who could possibly
walk or be safely moved left her
hospital. Some of them tried desperately to make enough progress
to be able to come, and there was
great disappointment among those
who were pronounced not quite
well enough for so much exertion.
Borne ot the boys sit quietly in
one place. For the most part,
however, the guests of this occasion move about, trying to see as
much as possible. They recognize
Secretary of State Hughes, and
they watch with amusement the
group of camera men who are following him about, snapping him as
he talks to a row of men in wheel
chairs or as he poses with his wife.
They are keenly Interested in recognizing and pointing out to one
another Vice President and Mrs.
Coolidge; the cabinet officers and
their wives; Brigadier General Sawyer, the dignified Uttie doctor, who
health;
guards the president's
Theodore Koosevolt, Jr., assistant
secretary of tho navy; Mr, Christian, the president's secretary.
A large audience gathers around
the receiving line to watch the other guests meet the president. It
is a sign of the informality of the
occasion that a number of snapshots of the president are taken.
One young man leading a sightless soldier receives permission
from an aide and goes up to the
president and snaps a picture for
the boy to send home.
It Is more than an hour before
the last veteran In line has been
received. Kven then not quite all
the guests have been greeted. Tho
president and Mrs. Harding go
back to a driveway where two automobiles are standing. In each
car is a group of veterans who cannot walk and havo come without
wheel chairs. They have been on
the outskirts of the party. Now
they aro the center of it, for tho
president stands by tho two cars
and talks with tho boys In them
for poms time.
Tho Presidential Autograph.
There Is a final flurry of excitement after this when soma soldier
is inspired to have tho president's
Each man Is wearing
autograph.
an identification tag, labeled
with
the name of his camp or hospital
and under it "White House party,
June 7." Different colored tags
for each contingent enable the
president and the nurses to
the boys quickly. They are place
from
Fort McHenry; Soldier's Rest at
Culpepper, Virginia; Walter Reed;
St. Elizabeth's hospital; Naval Hospital; Evergreen Institution for the
Blind, Baltimore. Silver Spring
training center; Mt. Alto Naval
hospital; and the Carry-oclub.
It is ono of these tags that Is
presented to tho president for his
The president sKns it
signature.
and at once a dozen more tags are
offered him. In three minutes the
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FREDERIC J. HASKIN.
Washington, June 25. The garBY
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Page Five.

Phone 93

by reports of more local conditions. Today 15 agricultural colleges and state marketing
agencies are distributing this agricultural news by
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
radio.
Many commercial agencies also broadcast
Published Bv
the reports.
JOtiRN AC PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEHSON.
SIDNEY M. WEIL,
In some instances progressive agricultural comPresident.
Secretary munities have installed receiving equipment in con.Business Manager nection with farmers' organizations,
r. A. MACPHEFISON.
so that the
Publisher
SIDNEY M. WEIL
market news will be available to the county agent
REPRESENTATIVES
to the dally press, telephone ex0. 3. ANDERSON
Marquette BIdg., Chicago, 111. for distribution
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 42d St., New Vnrk changes, and individual farmers. A number of
matter at the postoffice country banks and country newspapers have also
Entered as econd-cla- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., and entry in Santa Fe. N. installed receiving sets.
.
ct of Congress of March 17,
M., pending, under
Upon request, the United States department of
J87!.
Washington, D. C. will furnish receivagriculture,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
with time schedules and special forms
one
or
operators
S5c;
carrier
month,
by
ing
mail,
Daily, by
to take down the messages broadcast by radio
yearly. In advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
KANSAS BACK TO SANITY.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Whether the sarcasm of the editors of the middle
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to west
had its effect, or whether plain common sense
of all news credited to
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also came to the rescue of the authorities of Kansas, the
the local news published herein.
decision of the attorney general ot that slate that
lie held in schools with the consent of
MONDAY.
.t . June 16, 1912 dances may
Kansas from the extreme of an abBaves
boards,
Possibly the zealous fight waged by the
surdity.
IF THEY WOln.
woman superintendent of state education to remove
tobacco smoking members of the teaching force on
By means of bank deposits in Paris, London and
all levels, and her arbitrary revocation of ft woman
Brussels, Germany has just paid one of the regular
teacher's certificate for allowing a dance in a counmonthly Installments of 50,000,000 gold marks for
school, was the first intimation the people, as a
As compared to the grand total of the try
reparations.
had ot the existence of laws providing for
whole,
is little
costs of war, (his sum about $12.000,000
such removals.
Indeed; but as a reminder of dismal days in the past
Now that the attorney general has stopped the
it is of the utmost significance to all the civilized
of the law on those points the next best
operation
nations in the world.
be a repeal of the ridiculous measure,
would
This installment is only a tiny fraction of what thing
men
teachers for using tobacco and
it will cost to reclaim European farms and towns persecuting
for
indulging in a neighborhood sowomen teachers
and cities from the ravages of the war. To restore cial dance is too close to the
g
spirit
all Europe to 1he flourishing condition in which she to be tolerated In a progressive state in modern
was before 191 will require this sum, many,
Kansas will be better without an educational
over again. And even if the devastated prop- times.
which cannot function with men who
administration
erty could be restored, there was done an infinite like a smoke and women who like an occasional Inamount of damage which no amount of reparations
formal dance after teaching hours.
money can make good.
cost
and
on
the
But as an object lesson
futility
of war this $12,000,000 payment becomes the more
dismally illuminating when it Is compared to the
sum which these same nations involved in the last
war will pay out for preparations for war within the
next decade. Though we multiplied iti by ever so
much this monthly reparations sum will not even
begin to equal that larger sum which goes to make
up the cost of war even in times of peace.
While Germany's monthly payment of gold marks
'Better be merry with ths fruitful grape
Than sadder after none, or bitter, fruit,
may decrease by a trifle the taxes in Britain, while
enable the French and the Belgians to reit m.-tbuild some homes and restock some farms, much
so
said he wanted some "fillers,"
as this work is needed, what are these puny efforts we The foreman
dentists this blue Monday morn- the
him
gave
worth as compared to the burden that would be ng
o o o
lifted off Europo if these people would apply themTHIS ONE WAS ORE PULLING TEETH. to
selves as diligently to work of averting wars and
dentists
Today we welcome the New Mexico
making preparations for them unnecessary as they
Albuquerque.
their
of
to
now
the
work
restoring
themselves
apply
O o o
homes and farms?
Let us consider the dentist; what manner of
and
is
necessary
This work of restoring Europe
man is he?
O J O
must go forward, even in the face of the fact that
He pulls our teeth, and then he pulls our leg.
no one can be sure how permanent this restoration
O
O
O
is to be; even though the ruins on which we build
in our mouth and makes a
a
fills
we
He
cavity
up
war
last
the
from
may still be smouldering
one in our pocketbook.
must rebuild. But what infinite relief and Joy it bigger
O o O
makes us an inlay, we have to make him
he
would bring to all the nations of the world if there
If
should come some day in the near future a news an outlay.
O O o
wardispatch from Europe telling us that these still
He is a master of oral surgery. And that doesn t
in the interests mean
had
at
last
got
together
nations
he
has
ring
that
anything to say. We do all the
of a. workable and enduring peace! Then could the talking and sometimes the yelling.
o o o
payment of these BO, 000, 000 gold marks be considman that we pay to bore us and
is the
ered a sound Investment for future happiness and thenHelet him only
do it.
permanent prosperity. This is the great installment
The dentist is quite necessary. He doesn't have
for which the world is waiting.
to apologize for his existence and doesn't.

....
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witch-huntin-

many-time-

s

fruitful Grape

O

MR. TAFT ABROAD.

o

O

If it were not for the dentist we would35.all be
living on oatmeal and milk before we were
O O O
Or taking our nourishment from bottles, which
is almost a lost art since Mr. Yol'ead wrote his
famous obituary.
O o o
The dentist can work your face over and make
you handsome. Jack Dempsey cannot do as inucn.
u The dentist is a highly trained expert. We
couldn't get along without him. He makes it possible for the toothless to chew beef, and he can't
him to
help it if we all chew the reg. We want him
the
have a good time here, and hereby hand
city's key.
o o o
GOLFERS DO YOLK BETTING.
Evans today at K. C.
Chick
Von Elm plays
If golf terms count, this Von Elm fellow ought
to put it all over Chick. He may be slippery and
while not so good with the iron he s right there with
the wood.

Jus-tic- s
England, which is now entertaining Chief
William H. Taft, will find our former president
a most pleasant guest. A noteworthy array of the
most distinguished men in the kingdom attended
ths dinner given by the Pilgrim's Society In his
honor and heard him discuss governmental affairs
with that rare combination of wisdom and good
no
humor which never fails to win his audience, can
matter what their nationality. The man who
smile as jovially as Mr. Taft always smiles when he
at
thinks of the overwhelming defeat he suffered us.
of
to
all
teach
to
In
has
something
1912,
the polls
in
He w as the butt of several of 'his own jokes
Ills London speech. One concerned his avoirdupois
"reami the other reminded his hearers that he
and unmisfull
with
the
the
from
presidency
tire
States."
takable consent of the people of the United
unmistakable
The majority against him in 1812 was
indeed, but no more unmistakable than the high
same public
honor in which he Is now held by the
England knows
that then gave him his dismissal. elaborate
honors
this to be the case; hence ths
In that
which are to be shown him during his stay
wishes
country, whose courts and law procedure he
to study.

O

O

o

MUST BE 100 PROOF FOR
The Proofroom Camel.
J. T. K. writes: "Reading a reply to J. M.. I
interested
to know that a normal person
became
was supposed to drink two quarts of water a day.
"I am a man of 60, having a sedentary position
proof (reader) and rarely drink two glasses of water
a week. A cup of coffee for breakfast and for dinner and a cup ot tea for supper constitute the
liquids I absorb.
"I am healthy and am rarely indisposed; have
NATION-WIDa good appetite and eat a large dinner. Digestion
AGRICULTURAL RADIO SERVICE
good."
broad-caREPLY.
National crop and market reports are now
Unless you eat a whaling lot of soup with your
broadand private
45
government
from
radio
by
need more water.
More than 35 meals, you
Why is It you proofreaders try to boycott water?
casting stations in the United States.
inwhich
O o o
of the stations broadcast by radiophone,
or
GUESS WE'LL HAVE TO TONE DOWN THE
volves no technical knowledge of radio technique
COLUMN.
nn the nart of those who "listen in."
Editor, Grape Nuts;
States
United
the
of
service
news
market
The radio
My Goodies alive but it's queer,
an effort to get
That when I sees you, My dear
department of agriculture is makingas
as
posThe blood to my head all rushes
quickly
vital agricultural news to farmers
And, oh My stars, how I blushes.
10
markets.
the
of
close
the
Bible after
Minnie Fewclothes.
73 branch ofhas
O O
O
kct information the department 16 of which are
ADD
HEIGHTS.
centers,
fices in 46 large market
office and
Grape Nuts: My idea of the heights of incondirectly connected with the Washington
sistency is a Robinson Park attendant sprinkling
leased
ot
telegraph
miles
2,550
other
each
by
with
the grass during Friday's rain and carrying an
in constant touch
opened umbrella.
wires. Marketing specialists keep
consumat
O O
and
O
field
with market conditions in the
individThe column will welcome your ideas on incon15,000 responsible
least
at
and
centers,
ing
sistencies. Don't be bashful: maybe you can help
also "Port to the depa
maybe you can get this job.
uals, firms, and railroads
the us run this column and
control
that
O O O
factor,
various
regarding the
e
The result is a com-PtCapt. Robtert Ferris, a Camp Grant army offimarketing of farm products.
con
cer, beat up his wife for accepting $50 for a kiss
agricultural
-tof
iona,
y
picture
day
delivered to a camp cook. Wonder what the
and the press, she
captain thinks the proper O price should be?
ditlons. By the use of the telegraph
news
O
O
market
this
or
tne wireless,
and more recently
BE CAREFUL WHERE YOU BUY YOURS,
readers.
is received by not less than 15,000,000
From the Chicago Tribune.
bulletin
The first national agricultural news
"The gomads belong to those ductless glands
sent
was
world
In
the
one's character, mentality, and Indi
which
control
radio
anywhere
broadcast by
of the bu- viduality, said the doctor.
If the person who ha.
out from the Washington wireless station
1920. This was an them misbehaves, so will tho gomads. And misbe
IB,
December
of
standards,
reau'
can drive their owner
of util-.- having gomads. Dr. Kernto said,
a state of ostracizatlon by
into a life of crime or
experiment to determine the practicability
in disseminating market information. his friends as uncongenial."
o o o
and the depart-meThe experiment was a huge success,
Dear Grape Nuts: I'm Just dying to know who
of the post office
offer
the
accepted
eagerly
writes your column. I can't tell whether it's a
its stations connected Crab or a Lobster. Please reveal your identity.
department to utilize some of
market
out
o o o
for
sending
service
with the air mall
We received a poem this week entitled "O Why
Since then, dally reports of cor.,
wireless.
report, by
return it as unfit
the grain Do I Live?" We are forced tosent
it instead of
but might reply "Because you
ditlons in the fruit and vegetable markets, been
have
markets,
In
livestock
it
delivering
person."
market, and the
o o o
out from these stations located at
FAMOUS ALIBIS OF HISTORY.
wChSon D.
Omaha and North Platte. Neh,
Adam "The woman tempted me and I did eat,"
wrinU wyc. nd E.Uo and Reno. Key. the
Cain "Am I my brother's keeper?"
was
being
Pontius Pilate "I am Innocent of the blood of
progress
Meanwhile rapid
seen that this was this righeous man. See ye to it."
us. of radio telephony, and it was
Brutus "Not that I loved Caesar less but Rome
market reports. Ag'
the best method of dispatching interested In the work more."
became
also
Macbeth "Thou canst not ssy I did It."
ricultural colleges
"Speak to me ns one that loved wisely
and a number of them installed radiophone equip- hut Othello
loo well."
ment for transmitting the national reports furnished
Walton; I voted no as commissioner, but I voted
by the United States department of agriculture and yes as chairman.
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PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garls.

Copyright, 1921. by MeClure
Newspaper Syndicate
I'NC'CE WIGGILY AND PEETIE'S

rroniNG.

"Whore are you going, Uncle
Wiggily?" asked Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy one day, ns she saw the
bunny rabbit gentleman about to
hop away from his hollow stump
bungalow, taltlnfr his pink, twinkling nose with him. Uncle Wiggily always took along his pink
nose, as he couldn't very well leave
it behind.
"Oh, I'm going to no special
place," answered Uncle Wigsily.
"If ;ou like, I can stop at tho flvo
and 'ten cent store to get you a
new diamond dish pan, or, If you'd
prefer, at the three and four cent
store for a new piano."
"Thank you, I need neither of
those things," said the muskrat lady housekeeper. "But I would like
you to bring me some sugar from
the drug store."
"Tt shall be done as you desire,"
spoke Uncle WigRily with a low
and polite bow, and then away he
hopped.
"I'd better get the sugar before
I forget it," he thought to himself,
as he hopped over the fields and
through the woods. "Or, when I
begin having sn adventure, as I
hope to do, It will bo too late."
So Uncle Wiggily hopped to Dr.
Possum's drug utore, and there
With the bag
bought the sugar.
of sweet stuff under his Pnw, tho
bunny uncle was hopping through
a little dingly dell where tall green
fern's grew, when, nil of a sudden,
he heard a voice calling:
"Come on in here. Uncle Wlg- giiy.
At first the bnnnv uncle thought
r.ne I'oozie Wolf or the Fuzzy Fox
might be inviting him Into a den,
but, looking a second time, the
bunny rabbit saw Tootle Bow Wow,
the cute little puppy dog boy.,
"Where do you want me to come,
Peetle?" asked Uncle Wiggily. "You
have no house here."
"No, but my brother Jncklo and
I have made a little camping-ou- t
cave hero in the rocks," explained
the puppy chap. "Wo piny here,
now that school Is over. Come on
In, Uncle Wiggily, and I'll give you
some of my pudding."
"Your pudding!" cried tho bunny
gentleman. "Have you a pudding
in your cave?"
"Yes," answered Pectlo. "Mother let Jackie and me take Rome
odds and ends of cake and broad
to cat in our cave and while Jackie
is out, looking for some puppy biscuits, I made a pudding. It's nw-fgood! I'll give you some. Tho
only thing Is. it isn't very sweet,
for I didn't have any sugar nnd
you can't got mnplp sugar out of
th maple trees until next spring."
"Well, if not bpinr; sweet in tho
only trouble with your pudding."
laughed Uncle "Wiggily. "I can soon
fix that.
I have some sugar T
just bought at the drug rtore for

WOMAN DOCTOR
CARLSBAD.
A surprise wedding of great Interest was that of MiBs Georgia
Wallace and Hugh James Hall, th
ceremony taking place at the Bap-lichurch early Tuesday morning.
Rev. T. C. Mahan officiated.
The
only witnesses were Miss Marian
Wilt and Rudolph Wilcox, lmina-iialel- y
after the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Hall left on an automobile
to
Mexico. Mr.
nip is northern New
r
of the
Hall
the
automobile firm' of Fair and Hall.
is
tho daughter of
The bride, who
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Wallace, has
been employed as assistant paying
teller for tho National Bank of
Carlsbad for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Keftr entertained on Saturday evening, June
l!i, at the Heights with a delightful informal swimming party and
Those present were Mr.
ila
ami Mrs. F. G. Tracy, Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Sikes, Mr. and Mrs. Thorold
Eller and Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Doepp.
Mrs. Clarence Bell and daughter,
Gertrude, returned Monday from
California, where they have visited
for the past month.
They were
accompanied by Fancher and Luther Dell, who have been attending
Lcland Stanford university.
A swimming
party and picnic
supper were enjoyed at the Flum-eo- n
The honor
afternoon.
Sunday
guest was Mrs. C. G. Stuntz of Miami, Ariz., who is the house guest
oi her sister, Mrs. Marvin Livingston. The others present were Miss
Kuthrine Livingston, Mr. and Mrs.
J. It. Mudgins, Miss Dorothy Hud-ginMr. and Mrs. C. C. Sikes, C.
C. Sikes, Jr., Mrs. Mary E. Howell,
Miss Frankie Howell and Gordon
Jonts of Globe, Ariz.
.Mrs. Nib Jones entertained at
dinner on Saturday at her home on
Mrs.
honoring
Green Heights,
st
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Lulu and Margaret Curry and Mary
C. Phillips.
Mrs. C. W. Bartlett received news
of the death of
grandson last week. Mrs. Bartlett left at
once for Fairbury, Neb., the home
of her son who has suffered this
sad loss.
Miss Olive Williams of Roswell is
the guest of her sister, Mrs.
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new home.
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Miss Alice James of Artesia was
home-TO
RENT
modern
the guest of honor at a party given
with gas and garage. Phone
at the G. B. Newsom home Monday
;nl West New York.
evening. Miss James Is visitinga
FOR RENT Seveia modern furnished
Miss Ruth Newsom, Games and
cottages; rent $25, 30 and $35; on car
line. Applyat 1218 South Edith.
delicious luncheon made the evenFOR RENT
brick, modern,
ing pass merrily for the guests.
well and completely furnished; no sick.
Dr. Anna L. Brown.
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Haskln,
Miss
Logan,
ter,
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month.
per
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and
women
of
mothis a daughter
as future
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your vacant houses witn the City
Haskln.
ers ? Dr. Anna L. Brown, head of LIST
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
R. N. Miller and family motOTea the physical education department service,
807 West Gold, phone
67.
afternoon
down to Artesia Tuesday
of the national board of the Y. W. FOR RENT Modern brick
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
and were the guests an elaborate , C. A. says that the supreme value
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C. Bert Smith at
of athletics for women is that they or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2273-o'clock dinner.
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dark
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ice cream were served. Those was host Friday to a party com- Inquire B08 New York.
pwty on Friday morning, 16 guests berry were Mesdames Bradley A. prising 150 school teachers from FOR RfciNT
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present
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on
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They
special tral, between nine and twelve.
traveling
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also
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The party spent one hour here city.
A surprise party was given on plains.
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day
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In the Probate Court, State of New glassed-itogether and have a little party."
A number of young people enjoy- Raton,
sleeping porch, for six montha
or
"Well, I'm glad I'm in time for ed a pleasant dancing party at the
Box
Address
X.. care Journal.
longer.
Mexico, county of Bernalillo.
In the Matter ot the Last Will and
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on
court
said
this the tenth day of ministratrix, all persons having
MENTIONED
ding on this rascal!" whispered Un- is the superintendent gave out the BRATT0N
claims against the estate of said
June. 1923.
service department,
cle Wiggily.
decedent are hereby notified and re
part.
FOR SUPREME COURT (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
"Hush!" whispered Feetlo. "May- lesson to those who took
Dynathe
Clerk of the Probate Court
quired to present the same to the
be it won't all be wasted." He set Plans weTe made for ".Live
Wires
the
of Bernalillo County, New
undersigned in the manner and
N. M., June 25. Judge
Clovis,
in front of the Skeezlcks the dish mos" to entertain
Cole
within tho time prescribed by law.
on the Charles
Mexico.
G. Bratton Is being urged
of pudding he had made. The tall, at a picnic
Sanyiel
afternoon.
EMILY E. AUSTir.
next Wednesday
his friends to permit his
NOTICE.
by
lanky had chap took a most impo- farm "Dynamos"
in
defeated
were
Administratrix.
lite and large mouthful and then, Therecent contest. Cake and ice name to go before the state Last Will and Testament of Ru
Dated
2, 1822.
June
,
porta Rubl, Deceased.
as he bit hard ,on It there was a acream was served during the social democratic, convention as a
for the state supreme court. To Manuel Antonio P. de Tadllla, NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
cracking sound and the Skeezlcks hour following the meeting. Those
Bratton has mado no anPajarlto, New Mexico; Terita P. In the Matter of the Kstate of
cried:
nrount were Mesdames Bailey. Judgo
nouncement of his Intentions, but
de Chavez, rajarito, N. M,, nd
.Tames M. Mattlngly, Deceased.
All my teeth are
"Oh, wow!
James
How,
Little,
Cowan,
to All Others to Whom It May
admits that the members of the
Notice is hereby civen that 6tat
cracked and broken. What In the Curry,
Charles Michelet, Marsh- - bar ot this district and friends in
Michclet.
Greetings:
l.onccrn,
Trust
world did you put In this pud
Pavings Bank, Admlnie- - ',
You are hereby notified that the trator and
rniinps, many parts of the state have
banks, T. MoKinstry,
of the estate of James M.
ding?"
Van Arsdol. suggested that he become a can- alleged Last Will and Testament Of
Shaw,
Slayton,
Rowell,
"Bones!" laughed Peetle. "Hard
Mattlngly, deceased, has filed in
West and Mleses Haskln of
Ruperta Rubl. deceased, late of
Probate court of Bernalillo !
bones! Wo doggies always like hard Tiora la., Alice and Jlmmle Lee didate.
the County of Bernalillo and State the
Logan,
New Mexico, their final recounty,
bones in our puddiiig!"
and Joyce West, TO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT of New Mexico, was produced and
Erna
Williamson,
as such Admi i trator anl the
"Well, I don't like bones!" cried
A summer bronchial cough keeps read In the Probate court of the port
court
Monday, the
the Skeezlcks and then, holding
not only the BUfferer but other County of New Mexico, Slate of third has ofappointed
day
July, 1922, a the day
nis paw to his jaw, away he ran. In. You may have that." And members
of the family awake. A- New MpxIco, on the seventh day of for
-not biting the bunny at all.
Uncle Wiggily gnawed the cabbage, lfred Barker, 1001 Avon dale St., K. June.; 1922, and the day of the be hearing objections, if any there
to tho
of said final
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wig which just suited him.
O., writes: "I consider It proving of said alleged Last Will report and approval
Liverpool,
the discharge ot said
gily. "I guess I don't want any of
Then the bunny had a fine visit my duty to writs and tell the re- and Testament was thereupon fixed
that pudding, either, Peetie, if it In the cave with the doggie boys, sults
of Foley's Honey aAd Tar, for Monday, the third day of July, Administrator,
Witness
hand and the seal of
my
has bones in. But I'll give you the tor Jackie' camo after the Skee- which t used for my boy who had A. V. 1922. at 10 o'clock In the
said Probate court thta tecond flay
sugar, just the same
zicks ran out. And if the strawbeen Buffering from a bronchial forenoon of said day.
of June, 1022.
"Well, perhaps you'd better not berry shortcake doesn't try to Jump cough for 7 or 8 weeks. Foley's
Given under my hand and the
FI1ED CnOTXOTT. "
try any," said Peetle. " forgot In the pitcher ot lemonade to swim Honey and Tar hn done him won- seal of this court, this ninth day of (Scan
trffl
Clerk of said Probate Court,
yon dlrtn t gnaw hones ns Jackie nround with the spoon, i ll tell you derful good, and shall always rec- June. A. D. 1H23.
l.nclo Wiggily
and ommend it." It soothes and heals, (Seal)
and 1 do. Hut hern Is a eabbago next about
FRED CROLLOT i
Sold everywhere,
County Ci i, Want Ads Bring Quick Results l
slump Samnue Littlclall brought Toffiinioa toes.
Junior-membe-
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!Vf- - DO YOO THINK

(

FOR SALE
SC'IS CHEAP ONES.
V"r tie man of moderate
in iirisf, Vho wishes to get away
iri iu those high rents. Easy

--

I

1

E

i

and sleeping
furnished ....$1,250
furnished ....$1,000
to
(in U. Heights) $1,660
r ;i .in (in U. Heights) $1,750
adobe.
rooms,
.1.,!go
mw
$1,500
r.toK. frame, lowlands. $ 900
?
nvestigate These
Vj-- :

HTci,.
H x n

5
6

ET

(

J

,

I

I

OlN4 TO THE

HELLO- -

I

NO

t

JUST

four-roo-

I

This plare is
condition. $2.rli).
OWN Kit 1.F.AVIXG
In the Fourth ward,
etc.

-

I

I

road; Urge lots, good
ide, fruit trees, ditch
wonderful view and a
!.: jy lace to beat th land-l- i'
I
m i rent
days.
:'" U'' ON EASY PAYMENTS,
'0 cash and balance $10.00
ir

FOR RENT
stucco,

Five-roo-

J.

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
Phone
Gold.

i

:

V

modern,

KINGSBURY

.

$00.00.

Five-roo-

907--

FOR SALE

completely

furnished. Highlands,
cement block, com-

unfurnished.
pletely modern,
Lowlands, $45.00.
ACKERSOX & GRIFFITH.
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth St.. Phono 414

and

WANTED

brick, three blocks
from Central avenue. Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avonue,
corner lot, Fourth ward:
Terms.
Five-roo-

$4,-00- 0.

!

Dieckmann .Realty Co,

ONLY

$2,850,

MONEY TO LOAN
We have several thousand dollar
to loan on business property.
ACKERSOX & GRIFFITH.

new five - room
home with bath and
floors In all
front
rooiis.
Large
pen h. Full size Jot.
l"r on elevation; $600
;vi and $35 per
:.n th.
T

.

O!

J20 S.

r

VVOiiTH THE MONEY
real iiome built for a home.
)
modern adobe
! laete''
;,
hardwood
throng!.- ut, glassed-i- n
sleeping
Select elevation loca- t'on
$4,250
ilurt, n d
modern
noma vi'h sleeping porch, garage, lots of shade and lawn.
A-- l
east side location, $3,750
'

floors

five-roo- m

.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO.

R

Realtors.
Phone 414.
Fourth St.
.

FOR SALE

FJva-roo-

A. FILEISCEIEK,
Fir! Acrldem,
Surety
Ill B. Fourth

No.

SIX

Realtor

Automobile insurance,
Boi U, Loans.
St.
Velephon (74.

ROOM

Realtors.
309 W. Gold.
Tbone

f

two-roo-

frame

m

70.

house,

$1,-00- 0;

HOUSE

Two

I Can Save You Money on Tonr
.

Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Phone me and
save money.
J. U BURLING,

riione

...4......

1 90S-- J

REALTY

SALES

CO.

Sr. Phnnn unci

APARTMENTS

1002

West Central; location ona ct the
"beauty spots" of Albuquerque: every
apartment ha private bath, lectrlo rang
Phone 13.
and all modern conveniences.
j. D. EAKIN, proprietor.

PERSONAL
KEN'S HAIRCUT, SOc; children, 1(0, al
their home. Phone 8051-- J.
J, w. BRASFIELD. B watch, clock and
lewelry work. 11 South Becond.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlsbed and
overstuffed rockera, chair
to order; all work
mad
nd divan
Btapleton'a
Upholstering
guaranteed. 1827-J,
shop, phone
HOU 100
I WILt.
FOR vry rssldance, nam and addrea
you can give m of those afflicted with
tuberculosis.
Payment mad whan names
Graham, 106
ere verified, Frederick
Lo Angeles. Calif.
Bldg..
Security

FOR SALE

Real

tstate

bALifc
Two lot uo East Lead, or
fur email house.
Address
will trad
Plica p. care Journal.
fifty-folot on
FOR SALE On good
m pl
AM
n a
UlffklanA
n,.... Cllu
terms. J. A. Hammond. 624 But

fvK

Piey
Sliver

acre
Six and three-fourt- h
tplondld land Just outslda city limits;
for either farming or dividing
.ilishl
nto lol- - Apply E. R., car Journal, .

FOB SALE

As Long As

$10.00 Per Load

HOME

That is worth the money that
you can buy on very easy payments.
A nice four room metal lath,
stucco bungalow, oak floors,
bath, large closets. A' homey
little home, well built, nice
garage and well located.
Price $4000.00
Let Us Show You This Place.

A Better

FIREMEN, BHAKEMCS, beginners, IU0,
later 8250 monthly. Writ Railway,
care Morning Journal.
WANTED
A first class mechaulo to
take charge of out of town garage.
Inquire Quickel Auto Co.
WANTED
Carpenters for rorm work.
long Job, fre transportation.
Employ
ment orrtce 110 south Third.
WANTED
man to
married
Trustworthy

take charge of ranch and email dairy
on shares, partnership or rent.
P. O.
tsox 48, Ainuquerque.
WANTED
Steady young man to work
in office, out of town; need not b
oooKKeeper, but must be neat and aicu
rate. Address .7.. care Journal.
WANTED
Man capable of doing first-cla- ss
painting and kalsomlnlng; also
u.ana ituuns ivpailB, lur VOK1
t
mining camp, out of Albuquerque; steady
wniwpr iiut u.u, care journal
WANT agent to (ell the best health and
accident Inauranc In the world for
the money.
Largest company of it
kind in America. Live agent make big
money. Roberts-Turne- r
Co., state agent.
2i west Gold, Albuquerque. N. M.
Femate.
WANTED
Woman to work on ranch.
Call after 8 p. m. 801 West Tljerae.
WANTED
Laundress.
La Enperanza
lintel. Addrea Charles II. Clay, Jemez
m.
N.
sprinss,
WANTED
Spanish girl to do light house
work; no cooking. Call any time, 215
ninin street.
WANTED
Stenographer with experience
ana insurance. Appiy,
in reai petal
sating previous employment, to postofice
box 214.

Male and Female.
WANTED
Man and wife for small dairy
man to do milking and take car of

stock; woman for general housework and
care or milk utensils. Phone 3418-J- -l
PREPARE for a superior imaltun 'y
Indi
attending our Summer Sessions.
vidual Instruction; rapid progress. Sfeo-lsummer rat. Western School for
Phone B01-Private Secretaries
WANTED
Man and woman, woman to
assist In management and care of small,
n
resort in northern New Mex
for
ico; man to do milking and car
gardens. Address R. B., cara Journal

office.

ANTED

Micellaneou

Cavoit and
CEMKNT
"CONTRACTORS
608 South Seventh.
Pedro.
WANTED
Money to loan on good
Wood.
mortgages, McMllllon
SEVERAL LOANS wanted on good real

llrt

DFOUWT

i- n-

y

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley

Land

'&

Lumber Co.

WM, J. LEVERETT

FOR

Realtor.

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

Third and Gold.

SALE

FOR SALE
rirst,
FOR SALk

Double

tan,

set work harness.

2418-R-

BUSINESS

We have many excellent propositions' in close-i- n
business
and apartment sites.
ROBERTS- - TURNER, CO.

AUTOMOBILE

parte
different makes and model cars;
stock of used parts In southwest largest
Auto
cheap
,ror cash.
Co., 215 West San Antonio street.
lmmiately at 214 Salvage
West Gold.
El I'aso, Texas.
COLA AND IRON
Z
FOR SALE Bulck light six, 1320 model,
THB great double tonic, at all oda
run less than 11,000 miles; new cord
fountains.
tires all around, three extras; can be
seen at the Drlverlea Ford company,
MANZANO GINGER ALE
THB horn product la Just a little better: 121 North Third.
boost
Walter.

SALE

Good
Call

upright

piano,

It.

FOR BALE Thrca bolts green burlap.
ultable for Interior walla.
Addres
care journal
Fl''SALB Black currents for making
Jellies, pie, preserves and Jams. JJent- ...xiii-ii-,
yiiune m
TYPEWRITERS, all make. 116 and up:
$3 per month.
Albuquerque
... Typewriter
Evohamr
19
p.
0n...i.
FOR SALE Heavy black enamel
porch
Swln: Slsn vnlri-" n " abIt ....i
Winn, Hum in
good condition.
710 West Lead.
BAT

F9?

tractcTrtTrnrt

E--

with

fang plowa. Hardware
J. Korber ft Comnanv.

oa us ureett buttermilk and et- cuees; aiso rresn milk In gallon

u
!

Swarne'a Dalrv nh..n. uu u
Piano and player pianos;
pre-wvalues. Phon lot. Geo. P.
Learnsrd Piano Co.. 814 Bouth Walter.
JUST arrived from Navajo reservation
.
With a fine anl.nl In- fLl!llht I""- - Occidental Hotel, phone
lota.
FOR

SALE

FOR SALE Standard mak
piano, in A- -l condition:
.
bargain on bbv ... .
1493

used player
sII. at

will

r.
riium

yii.

J

FOR SALE

Fruit Jar., quart and pints;
rt
cuuitii,
ice cream
freezer and have- """"
Twelfth.
SOFTBI'HTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
...v. a
trniihli.i li m..i..
. A.WII
JHOR.
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 4o l7UipiiriB.
West Central.
AflRRDTOfl norm n . T.,n-c JOD for all kind of
roof. 11..27per gallon.
Th. Manv.n
l
Walnut, nhnne ibsi.t
u...,. ...
roof: will last as long a the building.
UbB EFFfcCTO
AUTO TCP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vale... Bar.
Valama
Pn.M.l
o automooiies.
y
""'Hr'
Plymonth Cottag
Paint
Homestead
f'oor Paint Roof Paint and Camant. 8at- -..
Jn"' Keiener'.067--Leatn-Co408 Wet. Central,
phone
FOR SALE (By Clias.
show
..
a
CaaeR.
..nvlna Mann),
mi. ..
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
H. p. lectrio motor, four H. p.
gasoline
engine, sanltsry slicing machine, coffee
mill, twelve-ligtwo
gaaolin
ystem,
..... ..iiiibp mm two cows.
FOR BALE A large shipment of fin
corrugated rubber garden hose which
wa delayed In ahlpment
beyond the season has Just arrived and
rather than
return to factory w are authorized to
ell below th
wholesale price of lie
per foot .First com, flrit srved; antlcl-pyour next year' need now and ben-f- it
by thl saving: you cannot go wrong
here. Th Exchange, ISO West Gold,
phone 1111.
FOR SALE Closing out my entire stock
of Airedale at bottom nricea for the
quality; fourteen females, fit to $20; no
runt In th bunch; ready for delivery
now; on tlorang Drooa matron, at $i6,
coat me 1126 less than a year ago! one
brood matron, black and tan. ISO: one
brood matron, I36
on
beautiful black
and tan dog, weight evntT-fl- v
pounds,
house and car broken, good companion,
prlc ItO, Paper furnished on all. Ad.
dresa W. C. Halraton, car Estancla Drug
company, Kstancia. N, M.

MONEY TO LOAN
aHJ.MiV Lxo' LOAN
On watches, dia- Bannda anna mnA .Mi.thm.
'
Mr. B. Marcus,
South first.
MONB? TO LOAN un diamond, watobe

in

and food Jewelry; llherel, lellsble,
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. in N. 1st.

rONFiniCNTlit
.",.ua, wiiuif
aiitamehflut
.

uiorty
.
ln...i
"

?1.T..B?!y!.t

.1.'

Donas, . piano,
.
n
...IL11I11KU

to

ta

tut,

brick,

house,

A bargain

.
j

lnt now, you will
new home
the-- e.
lots, $10.00
down

Five rooms, bath, glassed-isleeping porch. Close in, Highlands,
$3,500, easy terms.
Five- - room brick, bath, Fourth
ward, furnished, ready to move
$500
in,
$4,300;
down, rest
easy.
McMlXLION & WOOD,
Realtors.
200 W. Gold. Insurance,
Loans.

Phone 110.

per month.
Realtor.
Third

FK

Gold.

m

FOUR

ROOM

MOD-er-

n

features,
glassed
sleeping;
porch, ejarngo, etc., west side
aMFTY FIVE ROOM
modern with glassed and
screened sleeping porch with
extra built-i- n features furniture)

poos, west side.

SURE

$1,750

room

GOOD

modern

FIVE

with

snd sleeping porch, fireplace
finished
In Old Knglish, a real
home,
west side.
$5,000
NEW HIGHLY MOD-er- n

Four-rooadobe, white stucco bungalow, and all
my furni-

ture Including "JIanualo"
player piano, rugs, dlnlngr room
set, living room set, range, etc,
K500; $2,500 cash. Call at
Kahn's Store. Ask for George.

five-roo-

brick, hardfloors
throughout,
mantel. S. porch, etc., you
cant beat it. Choice west side
location.
Wo Have Others Ask T7s.
wood

ROBERTS -- TURNER
218
ROBERTS-TURNE- R

CO,
Fhone 407

CHOICE
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
' RANCHES

322 South

Several unfurnished rooms?
chll-

MOD-e-

sleeping porch and
garage, west side.
$4,200
DANDY FOUR ROOM
modern
with all built-i- n

AT SACRIFICE

Room

Furnished rooms; no
noui n walnut.
Y(?u wlh cool, .hady room?

ROOM

with

AND
BUSAND

V.

Gold.

-

For

Rent-Roo-

603

TABLE
100?

312

with" Board

m

RgM-NPgP"-

BOARD,

North Tenth.

single

West Copper.
ineal7Terved:

CO,

riione

PROFESSIONAL

407.

CARDS

AflOUNKVH.
JOUN VV.

WILSON,
Attorner.

II.

0in

17 and 19, Crura well Building.

Phnn
PHYSICIANS

RENT

FOR RENT

c"

THREE

HOME AND FURNITURE

218 West Gold.

Furnished room,

$2,650

3,250

I

FOR RENT

co.

$i.G0O

A HOME
Five - room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot ulr heat,
garago, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell. To
see this call

FOR RENT

and

TWO

furnished, out on west
side. Easy terms.

Wm, J, Leverett,

LOTS

FOR SALE
Fireworks galore, at Mann
V.MBH Dmre,
uirj Town.
FOR SALE Two burners,
oil
mm noutn rcaitrt Perfecting
Bii"g.
'
FOK SALE
Roller canaries. 21s South FOR HALE Hudson speedster, excellent
Walter, phon le7-J- .
vmi.ui.iuii; a oargain. inona 1488-FOR SALE Bahy s col!apall
SALE
Bulck touring car;
sulky; FOR
flist-olas- e
reasonable. Ml East Lewis.
Bond-Dillo- n
condition.
Co
iiy.
COLA AND IKON
imis ureat AmerJc n Drink.
FOR bALE Some extra
od usfd oars;
FOR SALE Good high oven
easy terms. Mclntoih Auto Cc 111
gas
West Central, phone 1018-- range. West Copper.
l'OK
SALE
FOK SALE
second-hr.nLlitht Hulclc. ISO.,Good
wheel,
Btudebalter.
call after 6 p. m 1117 Kent.
cheap,
1:60.
1H
FOR SALE New
table vlctroiaend
FOR
KALE
records.
a
(.'lasmcst triple speedster In
Inquire t 1804 East Ce,.tral.
town or will trade tor
ROOFINoT
touring car. ApMann's
Gardens.
ply
EXPERT guaranteed work, phon 1884-FOR
SALE
Ford
sedan.
Iirm.l Icnllv tmur
oil
F0p SALE Universal three-hol- e
In perfect condition, will trade for
goon cononion. 401 North Hixth. rest estate
worth
the
Room 15,
money.
FOR SALE
Vlctrola. Brunswick, almost First National Bank building.
new; also two single cot.
206 South
FOR SALE Auto
to one hundred
FOR

apartment

$1,.150

nOOM ADOBE
plastered,
large
sleeping
porch, choice elevation location.
1.750
GOOD FOUrt ROOM
home out on west side, a
snap; $550 cash.
12,250
NEW FOUR ROOM
two
with
bedrooms
and
porches, on elevation.

1522-1-

GROW
Buy your
want your
Fifty foot
and $10.00

M. Johnson
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold. I'hono 240.

North

1U5

Phono

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Realtor.
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

Jas,

MisceTiAneous

Suction

North Third.

Phone

HELP WANTED

VV

It Lasts

Priced Iilglif.
iiOBi-jitrs-TinxK-

A. HAMMOND,

E. Stiver.

821

n

Realtor.
A

.T.

J. D. Keleher,

close in. Highlands.
at $5,250. Terms.

McCTjTGHAN,

HERE'S

modern brick, 3 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library, $4,200.

Four-roo-

$45.00.

Double

Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.

It.

$2,100.

15 Per Cent
Discount on a
good land contract in University Heights.
$1,600 Notes, well secured, will
discount.
Four-roofurnished bungalow
near East Central, for rent,

OPPORTUNITIES

TRY BODDY'JS MILK; BEST IN TOWN"

estate security. Reai Estate Exchange,
400 West Copper,
KALSOMININQ; also cisauing kalsoraln
and paper;
work guaranteed. Joho
Gnodson. phon 684-v HAVE wveral
e
first mortgage loan. Who wants themf Mo- A
Million
Wood.
TRANSFER and acavenfter work done,
reasonable rate. E. A. UrKtlth, 724
East Iron, phone 3970-UPHOLSTERING, general furniture repairing, packing. 'Th Art Craft Shop,
88J-828 North Third, phon
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 816 South
First, will pay th highest price for
snd
your second-han- d
clothing, hoc
furnltur. Phon 868,
RUO CLEANERS
xll Rug Cleaned, $1.86.
shop. 1'or particular
writ IX. R. C, car MATTRESSES
renovated, $3.60 snd up;
furnltur repaired and packed. Ervlo
613-Bedding
phon
Company.
SMALL saw mill and timber proposition,
on railroad, for sale, lease, let on aharea WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisor will consider a partner. J. F. Bran- Send your finishing
faction guaranteed.
on, nap worth seventh. Albuquerque.
a reliable, established firm. Hanns
FOR SALE Grocery stores, merchandise, to Henna.
Master
Photographers.
candy-so- ft
high-Cladrink and other
ORCUESiRA AND BAND
business proposition
not adverTur-fSCHOOL
91 S
tised lnCallV. non-et- a.
Cn
"
17 TOU have an orchestra or band InWest Gold.
strument
wish to learn to play
and
FOR SALE Only garage and filling sta.
and rciv class Instruction
tlon In. A- -l town In central New Mex- correctly
In
musical arllhmatlc,
reading,
sight
on
ico,
national highway; modern and
time, tone, tempo, scales, chords, trana-posln- g
four-roo60x100;
dandy
ensemble
and
playing. Join our
hum
modern
in
oonneotlon,
highly
now. Fred K. Ellis, phon 802-- J.
furnished; business equipment, stock, school
'
four-yewith
furniture,
lease
on
EoSTTA: N
all. goes for $4,000 cash; must sell Im
mediately acoount or sickness; no phone LOST Baby
crocheted bosnet, Phon
Roberta-TurnCo..
Information.
ir.B2-lis
West Gold.
LOST Fern a 1
Airedale, 6 month old,
with J. Wheeler Jones, 1S06 East Gold
DRESSMAKING
on collar.
IEMST1TCHINO pleating. Williams' Mil- - LOST On Jun 6, dark bay horse, tear
llnery, $06 South Br.idw), ph, T77-- J,
on front foot, grey hair In till; finder
WANTED
Sewing, by the day or at notify 1416 South Fourth; reward.
home.
616 Seat
Santa ITa nhnm LOST A
with a number of
1431
receipt, on south First street; parly
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box; known; return to Brown's Second-Han- d
mall order. N. Crane, 215 North Store, 116 South First, or mall to A. C
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814. Lincoln. 614 Columbia.
FOR PLAIN OR FANCY SEWING at
WANTED Real Estate
aim
.mni.iuf i i v iv, .ii iuii- aaivice 1109
satisfaction guarantsed.
IF.XOU hav business property for sale'
Call at
South High,
Wood,
a
" wUh WoMlUlo"
.Ma

RENTALS
LOANS
INSURANCE
Collections Subdivisions.
3
partments to rent,
$30 month.
$4,000 to Loan.
Make us your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks.

Insurance, Loans.

217

House.

FOR SALE
Two-rooiwo
cotagu,
porches.
Hatton's Store, nhono 241B.13
FOR SALE Fy owr.fr, five-roomodern
house. 409 West Santa Fe; very

PROPERTIED

PROPERTIES

g,

503 West Copper.

ONE SMALL and une urn furnished
apartment, vita hot water. 1215 West FOR RAI.E Five-roonoma.
modern house,
north lowland, lot, University
i'OR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
Height.
summer
rates; modern, Phone FOR
porch;
SALE
If jou want a cozy home,
I'OK RENT New modern three-rooTal bargaln 'or cash. Owner
'iT'w
apartment; reasonable rent. 411 W
lOlt SALE Home, furnished or unfuK
flanla F.
nlshed; email payment, balance like
FOIt BENT Glassed sleeping Duron. rent.
808 South Edith,
phone 15SJ-J- .
kitchenette, connected with bath. 410 FOR
SALE Three tin
,r
South Edith.
wimu, East
""I
University
FOR KENT Modern
three and fourroom apartments, with bath; furnished, Heights. J. a. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
Four-rooFOR SALE
314 West Coal.
and bath, frame,
close
$2,500; easy terms
Fori KENT Large room, with kitchen- ?""m In highlands.
F
rut
National Bank building.
ette and Bleeping porch, $10 per month,
FOR SALt -Fi- ve-room
15 South Arno.
brick home; gar-agbeet part Fourth ward; owner out
Two furnished rooms, for
FOR RENT
,ay" M"! n
",Bl'- - Pbon
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. 1464-- J
724 South Second.
FOR SALE Olt RENT Modern five-rooFOR RENT Three-roomodern nicely
and
good location, close in; priced
furnished apartment; very reasonable. to sell;bath,owner
leaving city. 1932-42J west Santa Fe.
west i.ead
FOR RENT Apartments and houses. FOR SALE
auburban home,
By
t.
15!t-Townei,
furnished or not, Phon
J,
four room
and deeping porch, city
A. Hammond, 824 East Silver,
fruit
water,
treea,
arbor. Pot- grape
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished apart
ment, wltk piano, July 1; no lick. In SEE THIS Three-roocottage with
quire 913 North Second.
sleeping porch, garage, splendid lot,
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment; also priced right and terms. 1501 Virginia
for housekeeping: no sick;
no children. 603 North Fourth.
FOR SALE Seven-roomodern,
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside
furnished house, with basement:partly
will
bath.
Averlll sacrifice for quick sale. Address M. M
apartment;
private
Apartments, 208 North Second.
xju
its, cara journal.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, FOR SALE Home, i.ew
mod-er- n,
three room and private bath. 216 Vi
screened
pressed brick bungalow;
..
norchea. Innin elm- -u
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
-.
furnished
RENT Three-rooFOR
.ai Hiivcr. pnone 134U-apartment; modern, $22.60. 609 south FOR SALE New nrmies by owner; on
J hlrd. Inquire at Savoy Hotel office.
eze wet uoio; on
four-roo210
furnished apart 110 North Usple; on
OR RENT Two-rooment; hot and cold water, lights and North Maple: term. Call 111 Wet 611- rent
hhone paid;
reasonable,
tzitt "T, pnone IIMtf-A- J
South Broadway.
FOR SALE By owner,
I
with sleeping porch, lot B7xl4Jcottage
FOR RENT Three-roofeet,
hot and cold fenced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and
3
apartment; modern;
water. (11 South Arno. Inquire 111 chicken house: all new; priced to sell.
IWest gl ver, phone 6 7 8.
Inquire Sll West Gold, or 1928 South
small men, pnone jo.
.'OH RENT One large and on
apartment, furnished
completely for FOR SALE Cot tag In outh highlands:
us two larga living rooms, three glassed- Apartments,
housekeeping, iran
in porcnes, screened porch, water, lights,
North Seventh, phone 314.
Two rooms, furnished for full sized lot. chlckan house and vard:
FOR RENT
low priced and only $100 down. Phone
light housekeeping; reasonable; lights
or call at 1100 South Walter.
or call mornand gas. Phone 1319-no
FOR SALK Well-bui- lt
no
421
South
Edith;
sick;
by
practical
ings,
builder, $076 cash, or best offer, buy
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and
aiecino ana city water. Th best in
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining, town
healthseekers.
Palmer, 1822
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat south for
High, phono 1788-and elean; desirable summer location.
Coal.
FOR SALE Direct from owner, beauti16 West
ful live-roopressed brick bungalow,
apartFOR RENT" Modern four-rooment, newly decorated, oak floors, fin lust completed; hardwood floors throughMcClel-la- n out; fir
breakfast nook and all
nenr
place;
exoellent
location,
hade,
built-i- n
721
feature; good location.Llnde-mpark, very reaaonable. 411 West Mar- West Lead.
Inquire Mrs. Fred
ble, phone 14E8-706 South Third.
FOR RENT Two large rooms and sleeping porch; gas, light, coal range, hot
BUSINESS CHANCES
and cold water; well furnished. Inqulr
tot South Walter; rent reaaonable;
FOR QUICK
BALE
Small rooming
for shnp man.
home; bargain.
81SH South Second.
FOR RENT Fu msr.ed apartments,
SALE Two-stor- y
crick bulidlna.
ta sanatorluma; four room, FOR
816 South First
. .. .
Irwa lion mnnM
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car Una., Call 1821 East Central
A
Wood, ebon
48.
FOR SALE Crlspett
or sea McMllllon
popcorn eutflt.
wvmpieiH, uou proposition tor live man.
FOR RENT July and August, nicely Inquire
611 North First.
L.
moaern apartment,
furnished iour-rooPkk floors, newly decorated, large porches, WANTED To buy a bakery, In good,
I I
live town: give full particulars in first
xcellent location near Mo- line shade,
Vlellon park. 411 West Marble, phone letter, pontoffic box 872, Raton, N. M.
FOR SALE Job print hop. In best town
WASHINGTON

W. A. BETTS
For the best painting,
papering and floor finPhone
isher in Albuquerque.
1694--

FOR SALE

LEASES

MARTIN CO.,

Phono 110.
kalso-minin-

114 South Rewind

Phono 156.

BUSINESS

m

estate

sleeping porches. Nicely
suitable
for two
furnished,
families at a bargain.

223 W. Gold.

RESIDENCE

.. .

$3,700

feadouble floors, and built-i- n
tures, young shade and fruit
trees, big garden lot, price
$200 cash and $20 a
month.
and front porch
house, north part Fourth ward,
large garden lot. Price tl.000,
half cash and $20 a month.
Four-rooand sleeping porch,
good house, lights and water.
$50 cash
$1,900;
Highlands,
and $40 a month.
House with very large lot,
five minutes from shops, $775;
$25 cash and $10 a month.
Fifty foot vacant lot, Highlands, $275; 125 cash and $10
a month.
REAIj
exchange,
409 W. Copper Ave.
Two-roo-

r.eal Estate,

realtors
Fire and Auto

Realtors
.V7.
224 W. Gold. Thone
INCOME
PROPERTIES

NEAR SHOPS
Three rooms, modern, furnished,
50 foot lot, garage, South
Arno,

SURE SNAPS

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

$4,700

For a nice cozy little home of
four rooms and a glassed in
sleeping porch, oak floors, all
built-i- n
kinds of
features,
clothes closets, nice lawn and
shade trees. Well located In
Fourth ward, good terms, for
appointment call
A.Tj

FOR SALE
In north part, Fourth ward,
good

white stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot. fine
location: Fourth ward.
Uight-roo4,000
pebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close In.
Borne good buys In Central avenue business property.
SIXTonm
$4,500white stucco frame
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward,
18.000

co.

:.ioi,t.:rts-ttrne- r

fltO.

1110110

m-:th- .

L

m

kind of Insurance.
I N I V K1LSIT Y HKIfi UTS.
General Agents for University
Heights Addition. Fastest
growlnsr residence section of
the
city; $10.00 down and
$10.00 per month.
H, CHAS, ROEHL'i

v's

p.r

a

biles. Hall and storm insurance
on younsr crops. Are vou fully
protected? We handlo every

COLN ADDITION

t,

CITY.

Furnished
and unfurnished
houses in nil parts tv tne city.
INhlUAME
Fire insurance on buildings
anil contents. Fire, theft and
accident insurance on automo-

'pit.uiti

(

A- -l

on iu:nt

i

.

t,cuted on North Fourth street

'$ iu

in

house with every modern convenience.
This can be
handled on reasonable terms.

f'-irei.

.

house
with two
porches, shade trees,

m

screenorl

TOR RENT.
Vis he.vt a number of houses
tor rcr", both furnished and
hed. Tell us your wants.
V

Seven'.1'

FOR SALE
the Third ward we have a

In

O

hj

tfl'Tllg.
J

By George McManui

Copyright.

KOLUMN
I

Fase

ni

1.

8.

UK.

KioN.

Ilae

golta.

116S--

AND 8CKUKON8.

.

of the Btomneh.
Harnett Building.

S. 4J. Cr.AltKK,
For, Nui sad Throat.

UB.

Ey,

Barnett Building.
Pbon III.
"i,.i , eurfiKe.
ROOM AND BOARdT H6
per month; no
Office Hour
sick. 1027 Forrester.
FLlVI'i1SllEU m"d"lrn ror"''; "o sick; no
to 11 a. m.. and 3 to 0 p. at.
esc silver.
FOIt
KENT Glassed-i- n
witE
FOR RENT
bard. 114 North Ma-;- .. porch.
Furnished room and aleep- W. HI. SHERIDAN. M.
w
,....n.
ooutn inira.
ROOM
ltl sleeping porch and board;
Practice Limited o
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furniehed.
uuiy. I'lione IBT'J-GEVITO
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
URINARY l)ISEASK3
ROOM AND BOARD, 135
per month"; AND DISEASES
FOR
RENT Furnished
OF THE 'SKIr
roonl with
Waisermon
kitchenette.
415 North Kecnrt
Laboratory In Connection.
ion RENT Room ni.d sleeping; porch;
''K KENT
Bldg. Phono

D7

."""rl"ii

Neatly furnished sleeping
I212n'cll',e '" 3 T South Third.
FOR RENT Room
and porch
near
Z03 North Edith.
uuaruing nouso.
FOR RENT
One furnished room foT gelT
a iso garage.
704 West Coal.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
r''7 West Silver.
FOR RENT
Rooms for light houseTteelT
South Walter. Phonel67-J- .
FOR RENT
Nice.
ean sleeping and
Jyiusekeeplng rooma 12114 North Third.
FOR RENT
room with or
Furnished
without housekeeping. (12 .North

J?jlji.

-

888,
hUpngBanh
134U-.- I.
sleeping
porch,
wltr.
board,
m.
110 per week
d.
1207 East Central.
ROOM AND BOARD Rate reasonable', Diseases of the Fje. Glasses Fitted
on Boutn uroadway, phon 1971-Office removed to 114 N. Sec-oat. Ground floor. Phone 842.
fOll RENT Sanitary room anil bonril
at 45 a month. Sea Mrs. Maes, Sll
South
"

CANVAS

'i uceiieu.

fTcTbaTlS,

Arno.
VACANCY fur convalescent
In
private home. 715 East Coal,
phone 1579-BOARD uooa home cooking,
rate cor-by
the meat or week. Mrs. Knight,
ner Broadway and Gold.
FOR RENT HaveTovely
vacancy foTTwc,
w. h.
phone
122B-406 Suuth Walter. Reed,
FOR RENT Nice, ally front
two
room,
bed for gentlemen, with best
board.
TlSouth Walter, phone 1H86-- of
FOR RENT Large front
room and
sleeping porch with board. Kverythlng
new and modern. Call 110 Norm
Muni.
or phone 1463-SPECIAL summer rates. 166 par month;
room witn
u'ihiu. pnvat
sleeping porch and tray
St.
John's Episcopal fianatorl urn,service.
phone 481.
HOME SANATORIUM
FOR convalescents, cool place for summer, no mosqultos,
shade, running
water, eggs, milk, fresh fruit and
separata rooms; rate
(45 per
month.
Tulaross, N. M.
MRS. CARL bTiRgTuND S Private
1416
South
Edith, phone
1.765-Private rooms and porches for
tubercular patients; fresh vegetable
and
fruits and plenty of milk; tray aervlce;

MATTRESS RENOVATING

Hug cleaning, furnltme repairing, furniture packing.
Phone 818-Krvin
Rertiilng Cornnant.

CHIROPRACTORS

,''"'a

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
DRIVERI.ES8 FORD CO.
FORDS FOR RENT Rate 15o per mil, Iron.
II per hour minimum. Special ratea I OH RENT Front bed room, four winweek days,
Ask for them; vlso auto redows, close to town; reasonable.
208
North Sixth.
pairing. 121 North Third, phon 60.
iOR RENT Nice ouv-sl- d
sleeping
AUTO WRECKING CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
looms.
!1V
Albuquerque Hotel,
Now and Uaed
North Second.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR RENT
Three rooms with sleeping
In Stock for All Cars:
furnished for housekeeping.
ALL parts tested before leaving shop. 100porch;
North Edith.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, ignition sets, springs, etc. FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch with- bath, furnished for light
Part carried for 22 make of cars. New
axlea, drlv shafts, pinion and ring gear housekeeping. Phone liOl-carried for all cars. Keep us In mind. FOR RENT Rooms or rooms and board
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
in private home; rate reasonable; ;no
HOUSE.
an n. 00a routn Arno,
(13-51- 1
West Central.
Phon 434.
I' OH RENT
Two furnished housekeeping
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chil5
SAVE
per cent on dismantled
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels, dren. 1103 South Edith.
bearings, rims, fenders, electrical equip- IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
ment, magneto, gears, axles and drive
rate by day or week. Over Patlme
share, rtdiators, tc; a complete line of The.ter, 211 H West Central.
graduated nurae attendance if desired;
part for Overland, all models; Wlllys-Knlgh- t, FOR RI?NT Two
tr.o and 166 for summer month.
dandy rooms and large
; Bulck,
4,
,
4; Studebaker,
Porch,
for
complete
housekeeping; clean
4, S; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
FOR S A LE Ranches
and cool. 220ty West Gold.
tit Hunmobile.
L.N: Maxwell, nleasura
RENT Four rooms and two l"OR saLK A small
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell, FOR
ranch, thrcs-fourtporches, well furnished, 130. 605 South
s; Saxon, 6. A complete lin new ring,
uuie weai or onage; modern bouse. A,
gear, pinions and transmission gears mgn; Key at all Houtn High.
J. Jame.
and axt shafts for any car. Mcintosh FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished R O B E H T S T U It N K R
company,
Slg WeTt
Auto Co., 811-1- 6 West Copper,
rooms in modern- home.
Apply Mrs.
Gold, have established a pecial land
rrea namm, ezs jsortn second.
WHEN IN NEED OF
deparlmont.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, aprlngi, mag-neto- a ELGIN HOTEL Sieepin- - rooms and FOR SALK
3.300-acr- a
raunh. ;n esst- housekeeping SDartniants. bv tha ilnv.
generators, wheels, geara, axle, week
em p.irt of state, HO nock cattle. Ador month. 602V. West Central.
bearings, horns, accessories
dress Hntton's Btorc, general
delivery,
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS. FOK RENT Furnished room, wilb uleen'.
Aljuriuerque, phone 2I16-JWIS HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
mg porcn ror ugnt Housekeeping; water FOR bALE Ranch ox
FOLLOWING
North Fourth
MAKES OF CARS:
and llghta furnished. 710 West Lead.
street, si a miles from town, on main
Bulck C24. C26, D4S, D66; Csdillao.
well furnished, ditch; paved road; a.reet car service;
Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB, FOR HENT Frontusroom,
of phon, close In; sixteen acre In alfalfa, balance in wheat.
Baby Grand;
Dodge, Dort, . adjoining bath,
Phone 2414-JFord, Hup 20. H. K. N.i Maxwell, Mltoh-e- ll one ur two gentlemen, vos West silver,
. Overland,
Old
every model; Saxon FOR RENT Two newly furnished light FOR SALE OR TRADE Five acre in
4 and t: Studebaker 4 and
Willys-Knigrooms,
housekeeping
Frultvale. near aved road; fin grape
modern, ground
(;
floor, clone In; no lck; no children,
J00 or chicken ranch; easy term
vry model.
to right
If you don't see your car la th above West Iron.
party . Phon 693, or apply room IS. First
list, remember,
FOR RENT Room with six windows, al National bank, or 1100 South Walter.
WB ARB SALVAGING
LA TBI MODEL
conveniences, connecting ba h. excel- RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
CARS EVERT DAT.
lent meals within a block.
1320 ".im
with five-fopoultry
In addition to th largest stock of need Silver,
wir. three-fourt2349. R.
phon
mil west of Barelas bridge; sir,
In
COMwe
th
state,
psrts
carry
roomed
FOR
three
RENT
house,
screened
Exclusive, well furnished
porches;
PLETE line of NEW geara, drlv shifts,
room, with larga sleeping porch, hot water In house, new garag and chicken
axle shafts and general accessories, (or
water heat and bath: centrally located. houses; full blooded chickens and tur(jv.r cur
21 West Coal.
keys; also furniture; terms.
Phone 1744-Call owner,
OUR PRICES ARB THB LOWEST,
24H-JH- .
VIADUCT GARAOB.
SPECIAL OFFER On well furnlsheS
600 SOUTH SECOND.
FOR SALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
room, six large window, bath adjoinacres,
Largest parte housa In th atat.
house, garage, fin orchard,
ing; private out aid cnt nee: new mod
all kind of fruit, berries, alfalfa. Impleern home, close In. Phon 184K-CARPENTERING
FOR RENT CiioW, quiet bed room, run- ments, htrsea, cow; owner laving account of health; two mile
from
ning water and shctver hath, in well- ODD
JOB MAN.
old
Town
Phone
boulevard.
furnished prlvat horn: also aaars: no owner. 8417-RAll kind of work.
Phon 1H71-148.
box
or
Postotftc
sick. Phone 1102-11
or
call
West d.al 1!2. Old
N.
M.
P.
McCAFFREY, plumbing and heatAlbuquerque.
HOTBu
All
outslds
ing repair work a specialty. Phon OCCIDENTAL
KS FOR SALE
RANCH
rooms and nsw furnltur, furnished or
H70-under culRANCH, forty-fl- v
unfurnished apartment: also aleeDlng
I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of rooma
tivation, thirteen In alfalfa; 1.100 fruit
14 to 17 per week; hot and
at
I
your work: mak a specialty of lath- - cold water In each room; new menage-men- t. trees, excellent vsrletles, twelva years
lng and shingling. Wm. Conner; phone
222H Bait Central. W. F. Barnatt, old; good water rights; well Improved,
commodious
dwelling with
complete
phone 1633-water system and plumbing; large barn
FLOdlt SANDING W
can resurface
and tenant house;
an Ideal country
your old floors and mak them like
FOR
SALE
Furniture
for sanatorium or resort;
home, sultabl
new and mak your new floor
perfect r'UBNITIJKIt
REPAIRING and upholster- - price I10.OOO, part cash, II, It. D'iriiiai,
Phone 2070-.
box
90S, Santa Ke. New Mexico.
rnona
mg.
Co.
Ervln
Bedding
LET me figure your new house or repairs; reasonable price; work guaran- FOR SALE Good oak buffet, dining FOR SALE
Poultry-Eg- g.
table, larga folding bed. with mirror.
J3.
teed; estimate fre. Call 1765-coal rang and other housekeeping fur. 10 11 SA 1. BG'ui ue"irers? MvmmsitttSf.
E. Johnson. 614 John.
for
cash, Call Immedi- BUFF
WB DO ODD JOB carpentering
Hl'i.NUTON
and nlture, cheap
eggs for hatching;
blue ribbon winners.
house building, reaaonable:: Investigate ately. 425 Weat Lead.
Phon 147J-our low prices; estimates fre. Phon FOR SALE Dining tables, 14.60; chairs, 81 West Fruit.
II 26: bet, 6; three-quart!39"-bed, comJ. F. Kluken, 112 Tale.
FO '. BALE A" ONCE Two doaan purs-bre- d
112.25: girl's bicycle. 116: wicker
I WANT you lo Investigate my low prices plete
Aneoi.a hens. 111 North Broad-waon any kind of a building proposition baby carriage, refrigerator, dressing table,
phone 1668-have in view. A. B. Pslmer, Bunga- iK.so;In only complete stock of used fur-tur- e AFTER July 1, In order to make room
y.
city. 326 South First.
low Builder, bux 41, city. Phone 1761-for young atock. will nil at bargain
FOR SALB
Din
Usod
furniture:
prices, fifty 8. C R. I. Red bens; also a
bed, few male
1.75;
ing table. 111.75; chain,
FOR RENT Ranches
bird; finest stock: great lay-er19.00; single bed. spring mattress, 111.75;
C. P. Hay, 238 North High.
foil LEASE 320 acre of! good mountain chiffonier.
I1S.00; Ivory dressing table,
grajing ana agrtcuturai land; good 111.60; mshogsny rocker, I5.6O; wicker
FOR 'RENT
grass and winter protection; good four, chair, 114.00: wicker roexits 16.75: leath
room house: 26a. n cor per year. Call er rocker, 17.69. Cell at American Fur
RlfNT--Exceri- iit
pastuTefoVdairy
IFOR
t 12(17. Virginia, boulevard,
oitura Company, 123 iVutb. Becond,
Pboa. a, .W. tgan, lilO-fit- ,

Patture
f

Chlrnprarlor.

rOK SALt

Livestock

6A'K

Twu young work mare.
ventral, room J.
Pair Angora rabMts, mala
Chihuahua dog. 4U North Kltth.
FOIt SAI IS
Flemish Giants, Rufus HeiisT

vet

0.114
t'OR SALE
Black,

tind

fryer.

Whites,

Belgians,

bucks,

doe

710 West Lead, phone lHJS-Flrst-clae- s
Holsteln mlllc
three and one-hagallon

FOU
SALE
cow, giving;
of milk a

day. 810 North Broadway.
TRADE or sell, three mules, wagand harness, for late model Kord
W. J. Sanders, Pajarlto, New Mea- seven nines soulri of Alhunuerque.

WILL
on

car.
ico;

AUCTION
SALB July
4, fifty good
young, horse
weighing 1,100 t. 1.600
pounds; moatly steel gray, at Mountain
road and Flrat
Signed, Albuquerque
Home Market.
VOn bAI.K
Horses and mares, on th
2ih of June, 1822. and thereafter until sold, I will have two carloads of good
young horse
and mares for sale. Prices
will be cheap, weight from 1.000 to 1.609
pounds; soma broke to work, some
Phone 168-J- ,
Jlo North Broadway.
Grand
Wagon Yard. Scott Illde-no-

RENT

FOR

RENT

FOR

Office

Ofllc.

opposite

Kooma
pustofflc

commerce.
chamber
Wright
Fourth and Gold.
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p. m.
a tn.
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Abut a Can of the Best Grade

CASH

508 West Central.

LET'S GO

Coach Addison Moore of the high
school, who is managing the Boys
league, says he wants to know what
has become of the Eagles and the
Sawmill Sluggers. Since these teams
have failed to put in their appearance a schedule for the Junior
league has been made for the four
teams that have played. If these
teams or any other teams wish to
enter the league they should make
arrangements with Coach Moore
before tho end of this week, when
it will be Impossible to make any
additions. A pennant will be given
the winners in this league showing
them entitled to the city championship In their class.
The Dragons and Firebugs, who
were to have played in the Pigmy
tiwiauce Beer ,a
league, have flown away or been
swatted, Coach Moore jelleves, as
APPEARING LAST TIME TODAY AT THE LYRIC
they have failed to alight on the
baseball field. He would be glad
to have these teams or others enter
Is
the league. The requirement
that all players weigh less than
be
will
Games
eighty pounds.
played Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays.
Following are the schedules:
Pigmy Iengue.
Wildcats vs. Athletes.
June 2
June 28 Wildcats vs. Barelas
Tigers.
ALL
June 30 Athletes vs. Barelas
Tigers.
July 3 Wildcats vs. Athletes.
Rome Interesting
Rtri1fcMa nn at the very back door of El Paso
vs.
Barelas
July 5 Wildcats
bootlegging, beginning with thn without violating the law. When
Tigers.
a condition exists, and is made
vs.
Barelas smuggling of the liquor across to such
July 7 Athletes
more hopeless by 600 miles
the United States from
Mexlro even
Tigers.
of
border
land patrolled by a very
were given yesterday in an inter- few
July 10 Wildcats vs. Athletes.
prohibition officers, the task
July 12 Wildcats vs. Barelas view with experienced prohibition
before the officers is entirely too
Tigers.
agents. The substance of the In- much for
the few of them that are
vs. Barelas formation is as follows:
Julv 14 Athletes
available
for the work of enforcing
The liquor which Is brought Into
Tigers.
as there are now
the
Inasmuch
law.
17
vs.
Wildcats
Athletes.
Mexico usually comes from Canada
July
.
by the federal govern
HAnn.1
July 19 Wildcats vs. Barelas tY,l.mtr,U
nociiocu v.uuuuiau wiiuie- - employed
i,iuuii
ment
only a handful of prohibition,
salers. The greater part of the Ii- - customs
Tigers.
and immigration officers
vs. Barelas ijuui
July 21 Athletes
uui ui uinuua, ai- - to
tho BOO miles of border.
patrol
Tigers.
111
n
niuni
'""6ii
jimiiuiatiuicu
these diffi
July 24 Wildcats vs. Athletes. Juarez and other Mexican towns. land. In the face of
July 26 Wildcats vs. Barelas The whisky that is made in the culties, New Mexico, as well as the
our
balance
of
border
states, are
Tierers.
Mexican distilleries is aged in oal;
vs. Barelas
leading the nation in the suppres
July 28 Athletes
prevent the tannic acid in the wood sion of illicit liquor dealing and
Tigers.
from entering into tho whisky. I the benefits of prohibition, under
July 31 Wildcats vs. Athletes.
August 2 Wildcats vs. Barelas is a common belief that the charred the present administration, are bewalls of tho barrels serve primarily ing felt throughout New Mexico.
Tigers.
Hand In hand with this obstacle
August 4 Athletes vs. Barelas to color the liquor. This, howevei,
is not the case, nnd while tho li- of smuggling is the serious need of
Tigers.
a
tint from the many more men in the federal t.
August 7 Wildcats vs. Athletes. quid spirits do take
on the border to patrol
August 9 Wildcats vs. Barelas charcoal, its main purpose is to partments
alt of the entrances into this coun
keep the acid out.
Tigers.
try all of the time, and at the same
C'roHslng the Border.
August 10 Athletes vs. Barelas
In the procedure of getting li- time a force sufficient to while
Tigers.
Illicit
August 14 Wildcats vs. Athletes. quor across the border, the (usualj patrolling roads, to watch
liquor manufacturing within the
August 16 Wildcats vs. Barelas ly) American customer nirrantjCS
with the Juarez distributor to bt'y state.
Tigers.
cases of whisky at pri.iea
Litigation between Mexico and
August 18 Athletes vs. Barelas so many from
$30 to $65 per rase, this country must inevitably come
ranging
Tigers.
or tequila as low as $10 per cas, un about the island, which is ne- Junior League.
will absolutely yond question the headquarters for
Tho wholesaler
June 26 Midgets Vs. Little
guarantee the whisky delivered on smugglers of liquor and drugs.
tho other sideofthe river for an
June 27 S. A. T. vs. Little
additional sum, depending on the TILDILL0S HANG ONE
'
quality of the spirits. Twenty dolJune 28 Laddies vs. Midgets.
lars per case for insured delivery
ON SANTA FE: TRIPLE
June 29 Laddies vs. Little
ib a common price.
PLAY FEATURES GAME
for
the
Tho favorite times
getting
June 30 S. A. T. vs. Midgets.
"bootleg" across tho river are
A. T. vs. Lnddles.
July
Tho Santa Fe Juniors yesterday
nhortly after dark, or very early in
July 3 Midgets vs. Little
the morning, Just before dawn. The defeated the Duke City Whites 4
to
thi
carried
is
contraband
liquor
to 0 and lost to the Tildilloa 6 to 2.
July 5 S. A. T. vs. Little Til- - river bank by
burros. There It is A triple play was the feature of
dlllos.
distributed in sacks. A Mexicar
In
with the Tildillos.
July 6 Laddies vs. Midgets. Til- - takes two sacks, each holding a the game half
of the ninth, bases
last
Julv 7 Laddies vs. Little
case of whisky, and wades, waist the
full, Morelos in center field caught
dillos.
deep, across the river, after ths a line drive, threw to Quintana at
July 8 S. A. T. vs. Midgets.
crossed
has
"feeler"
the
for
party
to
July 10 S. A. T. vs. Laddies. - nnd scouted the other side of the second, who whisked the ball for
Julv 11 Midgets vs. Little Til- river. Provided everything is a" first. Lobato, the star pitcher
the
dillos.
l.1i tl
,lifuLtr 1a nrHn,l nirns.1 Santa Fe, was pounded out of
inning, the TildilJuly 12 S. A. T. vs. little
and placed into the wnitlng auto- - box in tho first
was
He
scores.
moDiie or toe original puny ui inn los making five
replaced by George Ortiz, who alJuly 13 Laddies vs. Midgets.Til- - riH. ..n,. ' tin th.n
Julv 14 Laddies vs. Little
and expertly to avoid the lowed but one run. Batteries: Tilswiftly
dillOH.
rum- dillos, Duran and Baca; Santa Fe,
J'.acn iirsi nas
orticiais.
July 15 S. A, T. vs. Midgets.
runner" knows tho "hot" zones, Lobato, Ortiz and Sena.
vs.
T.
S.
A.
17
Iddles.
Johnny Ortiz was the star" In
where officers are In abundance.
July
July 18 Midgets vs. Little Tll- - and the "cold" zones, where tho the game with the Whites, pitching
ball and allowing but one
dillos.
sailing is clear. If it happens tna; shut-ou- t
the "hot" zone Is unavoidable, th hit. Jones, who pitched for the
July 19 S. A. T. vs. Little
bootlegger chooses, usually, early Whites, also did good box work.
The Tildillos will play the JunJulv 20 Laddies vs. Midgets.
morning to break through it.
iors in Santa Fe Sunday, and on
Feeler Sent Out,
July 21 Laddies vs. Little Til- In a large party of
dillos.
July 4, the Whites will play them.
a feeler car is sent ahead of the
July 22 S. A. T. vs. Midgets.
vs.
T.
S.
followeis
warn
laddies.
A.
24
to
the
cars
other
July
l
lnnlro SIlKTli rlnilR. ThC INDIAN SCHOOL TEAM
anitthlni,
July 25 Midgets vs. Little Tll- - II
ailj LinuB ' " " "
dillos.
NOSED OUT IN NINTH
.. - leading car travels with its spotJuly 26 S. A. T. vs. Little ni- llgnrs turned oacuwmu aim upBY THE APPRENTICES
ward. The other cars follow a',
dillos.
July 27 Laddies vs. Midgets.Til- - about a mile and a half Interval.
he
scents
vs.
Little
danger,
If the "feeler"
With the score at 1 to 1 In the
July 28 Laddies
The ninth
switches off the spotlights.
dillos.
inning, the Car Shop ApprennH nal
ImtYlOllfltplV rlllPlf intO tices stuck
vs.
T.
A.
S.
29
In
Midgets.
as pinch hitter
leal
July
,iu......vv
road, and on his Griego
e
hit whlcn
July 31 S. A. T. vs. Laddies. Til- - the brush at the side of the
numo-timor
vs.
1
Little
and cache tneir nquor;
Midgets
August
brought In a runner took the game
further
awaiting
stop,
they
dllloa.
from
the Indian school by a scom
..
If the scare Is a -- false of 3 to 1. Vijil and Chavez
August 2 S. A. T. vs. Little in- - signals.
singled.
car
coins
signals
alarm, the first
dillos.
Scoring Griego. The game was the
. .
season on
this
played
yet
August 3 Laddies vs. Midgets.Tll- - ahead."
snappiest
Ingenious Booze Tanks.
the Indian school grounds.
August 4 Laddies vs. Little
Batteries: Car Shoo Apprentices
Among the various Interestinga
dillos.
.. . .
is
hooch
devices for carrying
Chavez and Vljil; Indian School
August 6 S. A. T. vs. Midgets.
comwith
three
novel
vs.
tank
Laddies.
T.
Martin and Padilla.
A.
gasoline
August
con- partments.
one
Tllcenter
The
vs.
8
Little
Midgets
August'
tains twenty gallons of gasoline. ALBUQUERQUE
dillos.
.
TIGERS
hold
A. T. vs. Little ni- - The two side compartments
August
seven and a ha!f gallons of whiskey
DEFEAT
BERNALILLO
dillos.
,
In
August 10 Laddies vs. Miageu. each. The liquor Is at poured disequal
through small holes
August 11 Laddies vs. Little
Albuquerque
brought
Tigers
of
tank.
ends
the
tances from the
home the bacon from Bernalillo
by metal yesterday
August 12 S. A. T. vs. Midgets. The holes are concealed the
afternoon,
taking the
entire
August 14 S. A. T. vs, Laddies. bands that fit around
Bernalillo
over to the tune of
tank and appear to be permanent 15 to 6. boys
August 15 Midgets vs. Little
The game was a
one from start to finish.
Often the' bootlegger operates
Batteries:
Tigers Madrid and
truck
quite openly. In one case a "merTHREE CROOKS MET
Sandoval; Bernalillo Zamora and
laden with boxes marked
IN A PAWNSHOP; SEE chandise" was halted and the cases Montoya.
opened. The result was the discov'Tbe Gllde.rsleeve Electric OoH
ACT AT CHAUTAUQUA ery
of largo quantities of liquor. 211 East Central. Pbone 707-Again, agents found an Ingeniously
arranged trunk with a
vlct Just out of the pen the night tank containing whiskey. The tank
was strapped In the center of the
Detore buys a new sun uum
trunk in such a manner as to suspawnbroker.
he
deal
the
Is
While he
it. It was then packed around
making
. .t .,A nf Vila nnlH who havs pend
Scientifically
by
with blankets. When the baggage
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
come down from New York to greet smasher gave the trunk a shove,
conAssociation.
him. These two cnaps nave ji an much to his astonishment it
framed to crack a safe.
tinued to move for a short distance.
BODDT'S JERSEY FARMS
Joe Bascom has been convicted The trunk had swung and carried Distributors.
Phone 2413-R- 4
of a crime he did not commit, and the lighter trunk with it
ars arSecret compartments
linn u';viufu iu r l'
tie home town and try it over. Ho ranged within the upholstery of the
lefuses to engage in the burglary. ears, or even Inside the camping
AlThe next scene Is In tie old Bas- kits on the running boards.
com home in the country. Joe has though morphine Rnd opium arc
Just arrived. Mrs. Bascom has sup- often carried Inside a spare tire,
Soda Dispenser.
Competent
per about ready when his two pals liquor rarely Is. Only a very small
COLLEGE
carried
come in tho door.
be
could
INN
amount
of
liquor
nV,
...anrllHni1 flf t h P t p t WO in this way.
.
crooks and the vindication of Joe
The Smugglers' Islund.
Bascom in "Turn 10 tne xnsi".
The chief difficulty in suppressmake one of the greatest comediesIn ing the violation of the prohibition
that has ever been produced
law is found In the International
America In recent years.
At El Paso an island
smuggling.
ill n n foil tn MexlCO
u i v. AnmAlv
MacCRAOKEN, has been left an actual part of the We make a speclnlty on lumber
DR. FBANK
DR. DAISI B. MacCRACKEII, United States Dy me vuuubiub hauling and building material.
Now
forget the long trips.
Osteopathic Physicians.
course of the river. The land, how- Phono don't
371.
321 S. Second
K. I. Building. Phone Office 80-the Mexican
Is still under
ever,
89-Residence
flag, and contraband can be placed

m

TODAY

Pauline Frederick

s- v

Mildred June

in

"THE GLORY OF CLEMENTINA"

Ml

'tfiPyvkt

uf

'9helRosar

LIQUOR SMUGGLERS UP AGAINST IT

Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
AND A GOOD COMIC
Regular Admission Prices

MANpAMTsiN(TsTlJflTS PULLED OFF
AGENTS MUST HAVEKEEN EyTs

local items

CRISIS III GOAU

Coal SupdU' Co Phone 4 and 6.
Dr. C. 11. Woolgar, of Magda-lenarrived here yesterday to
attend the annual meeting of the
IS'ew Mexico Dental society. While
here he will be the house guest
of Dr. R. Kred Petttt.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741.
Mrs. Arthur H. Heyn and 8on,
Howard, left Saturday night for
Los Angeles and San Diego, Calif.,
where they will spend the summer.
Herman Rippner, formerly of
is
who
touring
Albuquerque,
Europe in company with his son,
L. O. Rippner and Mrs. L. O.
Rippner, of Cleveland, O., has
arrived In Germany. Tho party
will probably Fpend several weeks
in that country.
Mrs. Dan M. Peroa, wife of the
deputy county sanitary officer,
lias gone to Palomas Hot Springs.
truck load,
Factory woos, lu
four dollars, Hahn Coal Company.
a,

Phone

1.

The American Legion will meet
at 8 o'clock tonight at the armory
to make preparations for the observance of July 4.

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

APODACA
Funeral services of
Nicolas Apodaca, 72 yearV old, who
died Friday night at his home,
1 424
South Harelas road, will be
held this morning at 9 o'clock from
the family residence to the Sacred
Heart church, where high requiem
mans will he said by Rev. Father
The following will act
Cordova.
on pallbearers: Simon Tafoya, Jose
51. Barela, Federico Chavez, Jose
It. Halazar, Kduardo Sanchez and
Antonio Garcia y Sanchez. Burial
will le made at Santa Rarhara
cemetery. (Jarcia & Sons will have
charge.

DYER Ben M. Dyer, 41 years
old, died yesterday morning at
his home on East Copper avenue.
Mr. Dyer came here about five
years ago from Alabama. He U
Hurvived
by lils wife, who was
with him, and two sisters and
one brother in Alabama, lie was
a member of ihe Presbyterian
church and the Klks and Masonic
lodges. C. T. French is in charge
of funeral arrangements which
will be announced later.

WAS MILLIONAIRE
BUNKED? "HE WAS,"
SAYS NEW YORKER

it hp

Li

1

v

i
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STRIKE IS

EAR,

Sftl OBSERVERS
Maintained
Its
Industry
Gains During the Past
Week; Prices of Steel
Product Remain Firm.
New York, Juno 25 (by the As
sociated Press). Notwithstanding
the uncertainties comprised In the
several labor disputes and the imreductions In railroad
pending
freight rates, industry maintained
its gains during the past week.
Steel mills continued to operate
at nearly 75 per cent of capacity
and the prices of steel products remained firm. Buying for prompt
shipment was stronger than that
for future delivery, but this was
considered natural.
Car xading Figures.
Impressive gains were shown by
tho latest railroad car loading figures those for the week ending
June 10. Although coal shipments
which have been gaining still
amounted to only 95,000 cars as
compared with 203,000 cars In the
week before the strike started, the
volume of other freight increased
sufficiently to bring total loadings
up to 646.000 car.
A number of wetr posted observers Inclined to the view that a
crisis In the soft coal strike is approaching. Stocks are being drawn
down and the lower freight rates
on July 1 arc expected to stimulate
demand. Pressv
for added production
nppea- i be growing, favoringIn
mat the decisive point
the
is impending.
tb
Ct.inions as to the likelihood of
a r .ilroiid (strike continue to be divided. Tho roads still profess to
regard such an event as unlikely
and it is pointed out that there has
been some slowness In the balloting. Union officials Insist, however, that the vote will favor a
walkout.
Crop Prospects.
Crop prospects remained somewhat uncertain, but a good yield of
cotton
wheat and a
Some
crop are still probabilities.
deterioratwheat
claims of winter
weather
of
on
account
hot
dry
ing
in the northwest have been made
and prices have rallied about 5
cents above the recent low, but the
greater firmness is attributed to
the technical position of the market rather than to any material
change in crop prospects.
Reduction of the rediscount rate
of the federal reserve bank at New
York to a 4 per cent basis offered
fresh support for the view that no
parly Jiardening In money rates Is
likely. Rates for the various forms
of credit are now at their low point
of the year. With reserves at a
high level, with the demand for accommodations slight and with a
moderate trade revival rather than
a boom prospect, the reserve bank
authorities evidently anticipate no
real strain on credit facilities during the next few months,

VIERHELLER GOES
WITH SELLING FORCE
OF COOPER COMPANY
for the past
three years Ford salesman, has Just
resigned his position with the
Quickel Auto and Supply company,
to go with the Cooper Motor company where he will devote his time
to the sale of Chevrolet and Stude-ITakcars. He will take up his
duties Immediately. Mr. Vierheller
has wide acquaintances and a large
circle of friends. The Cooper Motor company are to be congratulated upon the addition of Mr. Vierheller to their organization.
Al C. Vierheller,

er

JUNIOR QUARTETTE
TO PLAY AT WOMEN'S
CLUB NEXT THURSDAY
club Thursday wli: be the Junior
violin quartette, which will play
several selections. The quartette
Is composed of Emma Lee
Beulah Rector, Najla
and Adilenne Small, all of
whom are pupils of Miss Kstclle
Valck.

e,

Til

Dr. Royal S. Copeland.
Shade of the green goods artists
and gold brick purveyors of the
past. Was Millionaire Harold F,
McCormick bunked when he paid
"less than $500" for the instertitial
glands of a youth to halt the rush
of old agef Dr. Royal S. Cope-lanh
comNew York city
missioner, gays he certainly was.
McCormick say it was a success.
Time alone will tell whether the
thO.OOU operation was a success or
lust ajLolA brick in new form. ,
hc-lt-

Ma-lo-

Although poor In water power,
Italy Is putting her rivers and lakes
to good use In Increasing the supply of electricity, thus cutting
down her coal imports.
MY SHELLED PINON NUTS
tvill lie delivered from the Fred
Meun Stand. Alliiiqiicrque
llarvrj
1 NTH,
N. M
FtRIIIKK NO-Ti- n
:.
I unule 6.
bulls, 323 North

Tvlllll.

s.

s.

s.

18.

s.

s.

s.

s,

THEATRE

Ljrrlo Theater Repeating today
for the last time the Bolig &
Uork's grand new symphony .of
human emotion, "The Itosury,"
portrayed by a great list of film
stars; also repeating Bobby Vernon as the leading character in
the two-recomedy, "Fresh From
the Farm."

Pastime Theater The management is repeating toduy the pic-

ture, "The Glory of Clementina"
with Pauline Frederick in the
title role; also repeating the two-recomedy and the "Fox News"
pictures.

LAST TIME TODAY

.

79.
93.

s.

hard-foug-

YALE

Bulgarian Milk
prepared

ht

I

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAIfl

Joe Moore and

Eileen Sedgwick
STARRING IN

'THE PROBLEM ETERNAL?

JOE MOORE'S THRILLING

AND EXCITING SCENE IX
"THE PROBLEM ETERNAL"

There is one scene In the World
Film Corporations' feature picture,
The Problem Eternal, which contains more of realism than was
expected by Joseph Moore, who
plays the leading role in the production.
The scenario of the photoplay
called for a chase over the housetops of a big city, with Joseph
Moore, playing the part of Joe
Sands, pursued by members of a
gang of crooks, tjcenes were successfully made of Moore scaling
the front of a building like a
human fly, aided only by the mortar chinks and window ledges;
scenes .'.n which he successfully
negotiated thrilling Jumps across
s
from building to build
ing; others in which he was hotly pursued up and down fire escape ladders and drain pipes
and yet others showing a thrilling
fight at close quarters among the
skylights and water tanks of a
huge office building.
At the finish of this fight came
the "stunt" scene Sands' escape
down a swinging rope from the
office building to the roof of a
dwelling eighty feet below.
Of course the scene In which
he makes the Jump Is in the picture. The Troblem Eternal is
being shown for the last time at
the "B" theater today.
area-way-

drama of today, tomorrow and every day

A

t

ADDED ATTRACTION

"GO GET 'EM HUTCH"

"Current Events"

j

Regular Prices

.

--

HsbbIIssI

Lyhic Theater:
OONTIWTOCB

TO 11 P. M.

1

LAST TIME TODAY
SELIG AND RORK

present the grand new symphony of human emotions-

"The Rosary," a big, pulsating
photodrama, is being repeated today for the lust time at the
Lyric theater.
In the direction of this production Jerome Storm lias gained
new laurels for himself. And thu
work of the players interpreting
the various roles makes it a new
classic. Much credit, of course,
must be given to Bernard
who wrote tho story,
under the Inspiration of the theme
of the play by Edward E. fioso,
and the song "The Kosary."
"The Itosary" is by no means
a preachment. It Is a strong, virile
drama a human ' document of
the peaceful little fishing village
of Sandy Bay, which is upset by
the malicious activities of one
Kenwood Wright.
There is a tremendous denouement when the cannery is blown
up; Wright is discovered to be
the perpetrator of tho deed and
a posae sets out to capture him
in a blinding storm. Ho seeks
refuge in tho church. Father
Brian Kelly, portrayed by Lewis
Stone, tries to hold off the mob
to prevent bloodshed. When a
crazed man draws a pistol Bruce's
mother Jumps .before Father Kelly
and receives the fatal bullet intended for the priest. Wright
makes his getaway
a
rear window, continuingthrough
his escape by automobile. The mob,
headed by Bruce, follows, and
Wright, crossing the old brldgu
over the swollen stream, plunges
to his death.
Other players who help to make
this First National releaso one
of the best screen entertainments
seen in many months are Jane
Novak, Wallace Beery, Robert
Gordon, Eugenio Bcsserer, Kathleen
Dore Davidson,
Wilton,
Pomeroy Cannon, Bert Woodruff,
Mildred June and Harold

Kathleen Lnnrlrntii

Alias

form
erly of Aasiivilie, Tenu., will open
imiuerganen scnool In tue Central Methmllst Hnismm.i ..i,.,...i,
on July 5th. Will appreciate the
klndoess of all mothers enrolling
meir cifjurcn. Plionc 1K01-513
East Central avenue.

"The hours I spent with thee, dear heart
"Are as a string of pearls to me.
"1 count them over every one apart,
,
s
"My Kosary. My Rosary."
Thnt appeal Is mirrored in this drama hy Lewis Stone, 'Jane
Novak, Wallace Beery, Robert Gordon, Eugenio Bessew,
Dore Davidson, Bert Woodruff, Pomeroy Cannon and Mil- dred June A Cast of Famous Folk.

Vi

J.

Gentry's Eggs, 43c; for sale at
leading groceries.
RHECMATINM-NEirniTIOhteonnlliic-Vlotcl-Itn-

y

S

Treatment

DR. D. R. MIHUAV.
Armljo Bldg. Phone 711.
.
6

S N. X.

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
(Ins. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 413 North First.
To replace

NOTICE

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. RepRlr work a specialty.
rnoxi: m;o-j- .
.

''
'

words of love, all
caresses have been
back to him!" Tho
will thrill again, and
again to the new renof the theme that
tho heart.

"AH your

your
his!

Go

world
throb
dition
holds

ORIGINAL

STORY

BY BERNARD M'COXVILLE.
BY JEROME STORM.

DIRECTED

id

ADDED ATTRACTION

"FRESH FROM THE FARM"
A

Christie Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Two-Pa-

rt

J.

ELKCTKIO
SHOE SHOP
A61-US Hontb Second.
Free Call and Delivery.

S. Mnliln

k

nl

I

EXPERT

ri(l,nn.

Bank building, 881-nnd 2022-Gynecology and Obstetrics

WAN

FOGG, The Jeweler

CITI

Those

J.

WATCH

MAKING

Engraving,

Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

176 TAXI LINE"

H PIRE Cleaners

to Any Part of tbe City
Special Rates to Picnic Parties
Large Seven Passenger Cars

DYERS AND RATTERS
RIO CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

The Little Place

FOR RENT
Ground Floor
In Jonrnal

25 cents

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

Stand in Alley By
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.

Which is noted for big bargains in Jewelry, Watch
Repairing, etc. Try us.

WISEMAN

1

apartment at

mer rates

"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"
DiV Cleaning, Dyeing, flats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rug
cleaned
latest process.
by

Office

Building,

inquire

Phones 148 and 449.

Journal Office.

C

CERRILL0S

FOR RENT
Two-roo-

TED

pay good prices tor firs- arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must !
Guns, Pistols.
In
A- -l
condition.
21.1 Souili First Street
We

Sum-

1005 West Central.

sleeping
porch,
1023 West Central. Reduced rates.

Three-roo-

apartment at

EGG COAL

rsrpoRM size.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More ITcat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical- and Convenient Fuel for
Stove and Ranges,
Order a Ton Today.
-

I1AIIII COAL CO.

Phone

91

'

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

-

POWERFTL HI' MAX DRAMA
Jf FOLDED IN "THE ROSARY,"
SOW AT LYRIC THEATER

two-bas-

es

WANTED

One of the features of the program oK be givn at the Women's

i

tlAt

.lll.

I

'B" Theater Repeating for the
last time today, the remarkable
picture, "Tho Problem Eternal,"
with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedge-wic- k
as the loading stars; also repeating the episode of "(Jo Get
'Em Hutch," and the "Current
Events" pictures.

-

Manager Says Places Will
Remain Open in Junior
and Pigmy Divisions Until
End of Week.

STORE,, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

PASTH

Theaters Today

mm
fl

LEAGUE!

YOUTHS

We advise preserving and making apricot jam now.
The bottom seems to have been reached.

WARD'S

'JIM

DESIRES

MORE TEAMS IN

of Pineapple Today?

June 26, 192?

NOTICE
To Dairy Owners j
All dairy licenses expire
June 30. Please call at
the office of the City
Clerk for your new license.

A. D.

A. BUTTER IS BEST
We Are Again Able

You.

ALBUQUERQUE . CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION

Ida V. Malone
City Clerk

to Supply

TRY IT

Thank Youl
Phone 351

Call Agam.
321 North Second St.

